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Pick up at Stockholm, Göteborg and Kalmar 
Purchased lots are available for pick up in Stockholm weekdays 10 am–5 pm (closed for lunch noon–1pm) until two 

weeks after the auction.

I Stockholm sker avhämtning under två veckor efter auktionen på vardagar kl. 10:00–17:00 (lunchstängt 12–13).
I Göteborg sker avhämtning på Prinsgatan 12, 3tr e. ö.k. på tel. 031-13 51 05.

I Kalmar sker avhämtning på Polhemsgatan 1 e. ö.k. på tel. 0480-150 90.

På grund av kostnaderna för att leverera inköpta objekt från Stockholm till Göteborg och Kalmar tar vi ut en avgift för 
detta, som dock är en kraftig rabatt jämfört med postens kostnader: SEK 100 för leveranser över 2 kg och SEK 200 för 

leveranser över 20 kg för leverans till Kalmar. För leveranser under 2 kg ingen avgift.

Viewing / Visning: Svartensgatan 6, Stockholm, tel. 08-640 09 78
All lots are available for viewing Tuesday–Wednesday 25–26 May 10am–5pm, 

and during the auction on Thursday 27 May.
Due to the corona situation, viewing is by appointment only (by phone or email to 

auction@philea.se). See also information on page 3.

Alla objekt visas tisdag–onsdag 25–26 maj samt under pågående auktion under torsdagen. 
P.g.a. coronasituationen måste visning tidsbokas i förväg på telefon eller per epost 

auction@philea.se. Se också information på sid 3.

Once again, we can offer a truly remarkable section with Swedish postal history, incl. 
the last part of the fantastic gold medal exhibit of printed matter mail formed by Klaus 
Michtner, as well as the very comprehensive collection of military mail formed by Harry 

Hohndorf which includes many interesting and scarce/unique items.

The foreign section is also strong with many better singles and collections+accumulations 
from various areas, including the rest of Scandinavia and, indeed, China.

Part of the auction is from a large estate from the landscape of Dalarna, originally housed 
in more than 100 removal boxes! This will be sold at this as well as in one or two forth-
coming auctions. Finally there is an interesting section sports memorabilia including e.g 
items allegedly owned by the famous Swedish athletes Björn Borg and Ingemar Stenmark.

We have endeavoured to make this an auction with very good content and at the same time 
limiting the number of lots offered. This is our second live stamp auction where you can bid 
online at the same time as the auction is conducted in our auction room. More information 

about this, and "covid-19 matters", can be found on the next page.

Peter Johansen and Christer Svensson, with staff.

Preface
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 Sweden, prephilately–Lying Lion
The Klaus Michtner Collection of Important Printer Matter Mail
– Part II
Sweden, Circle type–modern, postal stationery
The Harry Hohndorf Collection of Military Postal Stationery 
and Postal History 
Sweden, collections
Nordic countries
Europe, Worldwide, Thematics
Non-Scandinavia A–Z, Miscellaneous

Not earlier than 

11:00 11 am
12:00 noon

13:00 1:00 pm
14:00 2:00 pm

15:00 3:00 pm
16:00 4:00 pm
16:30 5:00 pm
17:00 5:30 pm

AUCTION SCHEDULE / AUKTIONSPROGRAM 

THURSDAY 27 MAY / TORSDAG 27 MAJ
Lot No.

 

 1001–1122
 1123–1241

1242–1345
1346–1418

1419–1496
1497–1576
1577–1604
1605–1835

For attendance in the auction room you need to book a seat beforehand / 
Vänligen boka plats innan du besöker auktionssalen

Auction 385 is a live auction, please also note covid-19 restrictions
You can take part in the auction either personally in the auction room or live (in real time) on the internet 
(you have to be logged in) just as if you were present in the room. We recommend the latter since there 
is a limit of about 15 people that can be in the auction room at the same time due to the covid-19 situa-
tion. Also note that the auction will take longer than normal because of both room and online bidding.

As usual, you may place absentee bids beforehand either online or by other means of communication. 
We also accept telephone bidding if you are willing to bid at least SEK 2000 on a lot.

Please note that you should book your seat in the auction room beforehand and the same applies for 
visiting the viewing. If you come to the auction without prior booking we may have to deny entry if 
the room is full.

As before, the health recommendations regarding covid-19 applies to your visit to the viewing and the 
auctions (wash hands, stay at home if you are sick etc).

For the future, our intentions are to conduct only the two “quality” stamp and ditto coin auctions live with 
a simultaneous auction room AND a printed catalogue. The other International auctions will be online 
live only, with no printed catalogues (customers can upon request receive a simpler printed PDF version).

Sammanfattning på svenska
Denna auktion hålls samtidigt i sal och live på nätet. P.g.a. covid-19 är antalet sittplatser i salen be-
gränsat till ca 15 och vi rekommenderar att ni bjuder live. Det går givetvis bra att lämna förhandsbud 
(som vanligt) och telefonbud kan också accepteras under förutsättning att ni är beredda att bjuda minst 
SEK 2000 för ett objekt.
Ni måste föranmäla er om ni vill besöka auktionen eller visningen. Ej föranmälda besökare tas endast 
emot i mån av plats. De normala hälsorekommendationerna (tvätta händer, besök oss inte om ni är 
sjuk etc) gäller.
Framöver avser vi att endast ha auktionssal (tillsammans med livebudgivning online) och tryckta ka-
taloger i samband med kvalitetsauktionerna för mynt och frimärken. Övriga internationella auktioner 
kommer bara vara online utan tryckt katalog; de som vill får en enklare PDF version tillsänd.
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Budgivning: Se anbudsblanketten. Anbud bevakas på förmånligaste 
sätt.
 
Köparprovision: 25 %.

Avhämtning: Se sid. 2

Utskick: Förskottsfaktura. Kända kunder som handlar upp till c:a SEK 
1000 får material mot räkning.

Vid kortbetalning tillkommer ingen avgift. Vi tar: Visa, Mastercard, 
Eurocard, Köpkort och Sparbankskort.

Osålda objekt säljes för utropspris + provision under några veckor 
efter auktion. Visning av osålda objekt sker under måndag och tisdag 
veckan efter auktionen, därefter endast efter överenskommelse och i 
mån av ledig personalkapacitet.

Resultatlista presenteras omgående efter auktionen på Internet och  
skickas till budgivare/köpare som ej anmält e-postadress till oss.

To Our Foreign Customers (Bid deadline = day before auction)

The buyer´s commission is 25 %. Please use the bid form at the end of 
the catalogue, or bid through Internet: (http://www.philea.se). 
Our tele phone num bers are +46-8-640 09 78 and  +46-8-643 43 31.
AB Philea uses the margin Scheme, hence no VAT is specified on invoices.

Customers receive a pro forma invoice. Known customers buying up to 
approx. SEK 1000 receive lots against invoice. Credit card payments adds 
no extra charge. We accept Visa, Eurocard and MasterCard. 

Bids are binding. Lots are sold to the highest bidder for the second highest 
bid + an advance (of about 5-10 %). The auctioneer reserves the right 
to refuse bids without giving reasons.

Complaints on lots have to be made within a week from delivery.         
Complaints are considered only if the lot content or quality differs sub-
stantially from the description. If an invoice is paid too late the right to 
complain is voided.

For further conditions or information please contact us or visit                   
www.philea.se.

Vi erbjuder våra inlämnare ett svårslaget koncept: 
AB Phileas, Frimärkskompaniets, Nova Frimärkens, Göteborgs Frimärkslagers och Lars-Tore Erikssons kundregister har lagts ihop till det 
största i branschen i Sverige. Detta innebär att våra auktioner når ett rekordstort antal kunder. Lägg till alla våra internetkunder, och Dina 
objekt ses av tiotusentals kunder över hela världen.

Alla våra kataloger trycks helt i färg. Det gäller både kvalitetsauktioner (2 ggr per år), internationella auktioner (4 ggr per år), och mynt-
auktioner (2 ggr per år). Alla kataloger sänds gratis till aktiva kunder, och samtliga auktioner visas i sin helhet på Internet med tusentals bilder.

Information i korthet
– Vi redovisar c:a 5–6 veckor efter varje auktion. 
– Vår hemsida på Internet är den mest besökta i branschen i norra Europa. 
– Alla större auktioner visas dessutom på Stamp Auction Network (USA) och Philasearch (Tyskland).
– Vi har mycket bred filatelistisk kunskap, vilket borgar för korrekta beskrivningar.
– Förskott lämnas vid större inlämningar, och vi kan naturligtvis även erbjuda kontantköp.
– Större inlämningar hämtas över hela landet.
– Provision 20 % inkl moms. För stora inlämningar och dyra objekt kan provisionen diskuteras.
– Varje inlämning ska ha ett samlat utrop på minst 2000:-
– Vi har kontor i Stockholm, Göteborg, Kalmar, Karlshamn, Malmö, Skara, Uppsala, Vindeln, och Helsingfors. 
Allt detta innebär att vi kan planera och dela upp Din inlämning på bästa sätt så att Du får så bra betalt som möjligt för dina frimärken och mynt.

Number within parenthesis for lots = approximate number of stamps.  /  Nummer inom parentes vid objekt = ungefärligt antal märken.

Abbreviations / Förkortningar
 mint unhinged 
 mint hinged
() mint without gum 
� used
cds circular date stamp
mnh mint never hinged
pc postcard
ppc picture postcard
pmk postmark
s/s souvenir sheet

    postfriskt
obegagnat
obeg. utan gummi
stämplat
cirkelstämpel
postfriskt
brevkort
vykort
stämpel
block

F = Facit
Mi = Michel

Catalogues / Kataloger
Y, Yv = Yvert & Tellier
SG =  Stanley  Gibbons

Codes / Bokstavskoder
    Some lot numbers contain letters as specified below. This denotes 
what type of lot is is so that we find them easier. 

If you want to ask about lots on the phone or email - and also 
when viewing at our premises – please state the entire lot number 
including the letter/letters so we can find the lot easily.

Vissa objektnummer innehåller bokstäver enligt nedan. Detta 
anger vilken typ av objekt det är fråga om så att vi lättare hit-
tar dem.

Om ni vill fråga om objekt, per telefon eller mail, och även om 
ni besöker vår visning, ber vi er ange hela lotnumret  inklusive 
aktuell bokstav, så att vi snabbt hittar objektet.

   A = Album
   K = Envelopes / Kuvert
   L = Box / Låda som visas i form av ”självservering”
   P = Folder / Plastficka
   v = In safe / Objekt i kassaskåp
   Två bokstäver = Hyllplats för lådor (mer information vid visningen)
   Utan bokstav = singelmonterat objekt

Ferdén  =  FERDÉN – CENSUS OF SWEDISH MAIL UNTIL 1940

Books / Böcker
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CONSIGNMENTS
We are now looking to receive consignments for the coin and stamp auctions next autumn.

For good items we have many eager buyers. 
At each auction we get many new customers, about 95 % of them are from abroad.

•	 In	these	times	of	covid-19	we	have	extended	our	capability	to	pick	up	your	
consignment	at	your	place	at	no	extra	cost

•	 Your	material	is	offered	on	different	types	of	auctions	in	order	to	get	the	
best	possible	result

•	 We	have	experts	on	both	philately	and	numismatics
•	 www.philea.se	is	the	most	visited	website	for	philately	and	numismatics	in	

northern	Europe	–	sell	through	us	to	reach	buyers	worldwide

Hammer price: 140 000:-Hammer price: 39 000:-

Feel	free	to	contact	us	so	that	we	can	plan	your	consignment.
An	early	consignment	gives	us	the	opportunity	to	advertise	your	better	items!

Upcoming auctions
Auction 386, Wednesday–Thursday 23–24 June 2021. 
Auction 387, Wednesday–Thursday 18–19 August 2021. 
Auction 388, Wednesday–Thursday 6–7 October 2021. 
Coin auction 21 *, Saturday 13 November 2021.
Quality auction 389 *, Thursday 25 November 2021.
Auction 390, Wednesday–Thursday 15–16 December 2021.

 *  Live online and floor 
 bidding, with printed 
 catalogue.
    Other auctions are  
 Online live.

Deadline for consignments normally approx. 6–7 weeks before each auction.
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Auction 385
Svartensgatan 6, Stockholm, and Online Live, Thursday 27 May 2021 at 11 am

                                                                             Sweden / Sverige

Royal letters and manuscripts / Kungliga brev och handskrifter

1001Pv ERIK XIV (1533–1577). A fabulous letter to ”De högborne Sveriges, Göthis och Wendis fröknar, fröken Elisabeth  
och fröken Sophia, wåre Elskelige käre Systrar, Broderligen och Kärligen” E(ders) K(ärlige) kiäre Broder   
Erichus XIIII, dated Torvesund 19 okt 1564. Renovated, stains otherwise a particularly rare and interesting   
item in private matter to the King’s sisters, with full front page.  15.000:-

1002P JOHAN III (1537-1569-1592). Letter to William de Wik to let Christoffer Skunk mint 28 marker silver to   
round coins. Beautiful item signed IRS, dated Stockholm 9 march 1591.  5.000:-

1003Pv SIGISMUND (1566–1632). Very beautiful and rare letter to ”Kong Maijt wår Elskelige käre herr    
faders trotienare och fougde uti Håbo och Erlinghundra härader Brunte Bruntesson, Nådeligen”    
regarding Policarpus Kopp and his wedding, dated Borgholms slott 7 sept 1585. Interesting item    
with full front page and signed by hereditary prince Sigismund. RARITY AND EXHIBITION ITEM!   20.000:-

1003

1001 1002
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1004P GUSTAV II ADOLF (1594-1611-1632). Document signed in the field camp at Nürnberg 22 juli 1632 with order   
to pay 2460 dalers to Robert Monroe’s Scottish troups.  3.000:-

1005P MARIA ELEONORA (1599-1655). Consort of King Gustav II Adolf. Letter of recommendation for the    
page Hans von Kallden, sent to her cousin, hereditary prince Kristian of Denmark, dated Stockholm    
18 augusti 1637 and signed, Very beautiful front page with coil.   5.000:-

10051004

1006P KARL X GUSTAV (1622-1654-1660). Agreement between the crown and Joakim von Radike regarding four dragoon   
companies, dated Frauenberg 18 sept. 1656 and signed. Reinforced in the side.  2.000:-

1007P HEDVIG ELEONORA (1636-1715). Served as regent during the minority of her son, Karl XI, from 1660 until   
1672. Interesting decision ”öfwer Bagare Embets insinuerade beswär” signed by the the Minority Government,   
Hedvig Eleonora, Per Brahe, Gustaf Kurck, Nicolas Brahe, Magnus Gabriel de la Gardie and Seved Bååt,   
dated 24 mar 1669. (Renovated). Transcript attached.  1.500:-

1008P KARL XI (1655-1660-1697). Signed order, dated 13 juni 1689, for delivery of 200 muskets to Jämtlands   
Cavalry Company under the command of Karl Hård. Acknowledged by Hård and certified by Mårten Trotzig.  1.000:-

1007

1008

1006
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1009P KARL XII (1682-1697-1718). Signed letter with complete front page to Coyet in Wismar regarding    
maps of the island Poel outside Wismar. Dated Stockholm 13 dec.1699.   4.000:-

1010P FREDRIK I (1675-1720-1751). Extremely beautiful letter with full front page, dated Stockholm 1    
maj 1744 and signed. Applies to the protection of the new Crown Prince and Crown Princess (Adolf    
Fredrik and Lovisa Ulrika) when they arrived in Sweden. Transcript attached.   1.500:-

1009 1010

1011P GUSTAV III (1746-1751-1792). Instruction, 10½ pages, for Lieutenant general Johan Diedrich Duwall to   
present the king’s wishes during a visit to the Crown Prince of Denmark. Applies to relations with Russia.   
Given at Haga 16 jun 1788. EXTREMELY INTERESTING DOCUMENT!  3.000:-

Manuscripts / Handskrifter
1012P Axel Julius de la Gardie (1637–1710). Swedish Field Marshal and Governor-General over Estonia 1687–1704.   

Letter, four pages, partly in cipher (and, interestingly, partly deciphered). Dated Reval Slott 24 apr   
1700 and signed. RARE DOCUMENT!  2.000:-

1011 1012

Prephilately / Förfilateli

1013K General post. Exceptional cover dated ”19 Sept 1650” sent to Landshövdingen Gabriell Gyllenanckar,    
Stockholm. SUPERB. Ex. Postiljonen 2010.   2.000:-

1013
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Courier mail / Kurirpost

1014P Erik Dahlbergh (1625-1703). Military engineer, and Field marshal. Governor-General of Livonia    
(1696–1702). Letter from Pernau with full front page, addressed to Dahlbergh in his capacity as    
Chancellor for the University of Pernau, dated 11 maj 1700.   1.500:-

1014

Postage due covers / Lösenförsändelser

1015K Udevalla postage due cancellation MED ÅNGBÅT. LÖSEN 4 SK: BO, type 3 II, used upon arrival on    
letter sent from ”Marstrand den 28 Augusti 1857”. Superb and scarce. Postal: 5000:-   3.000:-

1016K Udevalla postage due cancellation MED ÅNGBÅT. LÖSEN SK:, type 3 III, used upon arrival on letter    
sent from ”Götheborg 28 Mai 1859”. Superb and scarce. Postal: 5000:-   3.000:-

1015 1016

B- and F-postmarks / B- och F-stämplar

1017K B-cancellation type 4 on cover front dated by pen ”1696”, sent to Örebro. Small holes. Postal: 2500:-   1.000:-

1018K B-cancellation type 6 on cover sent to Karlskrona. Very scarce pmk. Postal: 10000:-   4.000:-

1017 1018

Bandeaustämplar / Ribbon postmarks

1019K STOCKHOLM. Type 2 on cover dated ”Stockholm d: 15 Septembr 1736”, sent to Tavastehus. Postal: 2000:-   1.000:-

1019
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1020K STOCKHOLM. Type 3 on cover sent to Visby. Postal: 2000:-   1.000:-

1021K STOCKHOLM. Type 5 on letter dated ”Stockholm den 8 Martu 1742”, sent to Tavastehus. Arrival note    
”ankom d 21 April 1742”. Postal: 5000:-   2.000:-

1022K STOCKHOLM. Type 6 on letter dated ”Stockholm d. 22 Septemb: 1742” sent to Tavastehus, with arrival    
note. Postal: 5000:-   2.000:-

1020 1021 1022

1023K STOCKHOLM. Type 8 on letter dated ”Stockholm 12 junÿ 1749” sent to Jönköping. Also with notation    
”Recomenderas” (P: +800:-). Ex. Larsson. Postal: 6000:-   2.500:-

1024K STOCKHOLM. Type 9 on cover dated with pen ”1748”, sent to Gothenburg. Scarce. Postal: 6000:-   3.000:-

Postmarks in handwritten style / Skrivstilsstämplar

1025K STOCKHOLM. Type 1A (1719–1721) on very beautiful cover sent to Medevi Brunn. Scarce and superb.    
Ex. Frimärkshuset 1997. Postal: 6000:-   4.000:-

1025

Straight line postmarks / Rakstämplar

1026K AVESTA. Cover dated ”Dormsjö 27 Juny 1830” sent to Gothenburg, then forwarded to Marstrand.    
EXCELLENT. Postal: 2000:-   1.200:-

1027K BORGHOLM. Letter, notification dated 16 December 1824, sent to Kristianstad. Very scarce and    
superb. Postal: 3500:-   2.200:-

1028K EKESIÖ 2-fold cover dated ”1819” by pen, sent to Vimmerby. Superb. Postal: 1500:-   1.000:-

1026 1027 1028

1023 1024
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1029K ELFCARLEBY. Beautiful letter dated ”Elfcarleby och Ytterboda d: 22 maÿ 1820”, sent to Stockholm.    
Superb. Postal: 2500:-   1.200:-

1030K STOCKHOLM. Type 4 on letter dated ”15 Julü 1755” sent to Tavastehus. Postal: 3500:-   1.800:-

1031K STOCKHOLM. Type 5 on beautiful cover sent to Norrköping. Postal: 3500:-   2.000:-

1029 1030 1031

1032K STOCKHOLM. Type 6 on beautiful cover dated with ball-pen ”1771”, sent to Kungälv. Scarce. Postal: 6000:-   3.000:-

1033K STRÖMSHOLM. Letter dated ”29 October 1828” sent to Lindköping, and then forwarded ”Retour á    
Wimmerby”. Postal: 2500:-   1.200:-

1032 1033

Arc postmarks / Bågstämplar

1034K DÖDERHULTSVIK 12.10.1827. Beautiful letter sent to Höganäs. EXCELLENT. Postal: 2000:-   1.200:-

1036K HERNÖSAND 2.12.1830. Type 1 on cover sent to Stockholm. Very scarce cancel. Postal: 6000:-   2.500:-

Rectangular postmarks / Fyrkantstämplar

1037K BORGHOLMS POSTSTATION 10.3.1850. Sent to Tveta. Ex. Stenberg. Postal: 5000:-   1.800:-

1038K MALMÖ PAKET POST 18.10.1870. Transit mark on address letter for parcel sent from CASSEL 11.10    
via ALTONA 13.10.70, KJØBENHAVN 15.10.1870 and KJØBENHAVN 17.10 to Stockholm. Scarce and    
superb. Postal: 4000:-   2.500:-

1037 1038

1034 1036
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1039K WALDEMARSWIK 27.1.1854. Beautiful letter sent to Stockholm. EXCELLENT. Postal: 2500:-   1.500:-

1039

Foreign-related covers / Utlandsanknytning

1040K Norway. Official letter sent from STOCKHOLM FR BR 19.6.1851 (type 1, second period), via Karlstad    
and Kongsvinger, to Christiania. Free letters were accepted in both Sweden and Norway in accordance    
with the postal agreement of 1849. Scarce and EXCELLENT.   1.500:-

1041K Norway. Prepaid registered ”Recommenderas in specie” 2-fold cover with a value of 88 Norwegian    
Speciedaler, sent from GÖTHEBORG 24.10.1854 via Fredrikshald to Mandal. Scarce.   1.300:-

1042K Denmark. Partly prepaid letter dated ”Stockholm d 6te febr 1801”, sent from STOCKHOLM (pmk type 11)    
via Helsingborg and Helsingør to Copenhagen. Prepaid postage 9 sk bco. Postage due 4 sk silver as noted on    
the reverse. Unusually early, the second earliest recorded dated letter to Denmark according to the listing by    
Sören Andersson. Superb and scarce.   2.000:-

1040 1041 1042

1043K Denmark. Partly prepaid letter sent from STRÖMSTAD 1.11.1837 via Gothenburg, and Helsingborg–Helsingør    
to Korsør. The postage from Strömstad to Helsingborg was 7 sk bco. Postage due notation ”17” (rbs). Superb.   1.300:-

1044K Denmark. Registered ”Recommenderas in Species” (insured) letter sent from LANDSKRONA 26.11.1848    
to Denmark. Very fine and scarce.   1.000:-

1045K Denmark. Unpaid cover with ship notation ”afgår med Ophelia” on the route Malmö–Copenhagen.    
Arrival compass postmark KBH OPE KB 1851. Postage due notation ”6” (rbs). Superb ship mail item.   1.000:-

1046K Denmark. Unpaid letter dated ”Kjobenhavn 3 Dec 1864”, sent via HELSINGBORG 5.12.1864, with the  very scarce  
cancel ÅNGB.BREF. FR.DANMARK, to Landskrona. Postage due mark 18 ÖRE. EXCELLENT and  sought-after.      
Postal: 6000:-   4.000:-

1047K Brazil. Incoming unpaid letter with ship notation ”pr Doura” sent from RIO DE JANEIRO 10.MR.1866 via LONDON   
EC 4.AP.66 and KDOPA LÜBECK 6.4.1866 to STOCKHOLM 1.TUR 9.4. Postage due notation ”1.52”. Superb.   1.200:-

1043 1044 1045
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1048K France. Partly prepaid letter dated ”Stockholm d 6 April 1810”, sent from STOCKHOLM during the    
Napoleonic Wars to Bordeaux. On front the very scarce transit mark SUEDE P. HAMBOURG. R.4 used    
during the short period of April–October 1810 – rarity 6 according to Van der Linden and allegedly    
the only recorded one on Swedish mail sent to France. At back pmk 5.APRIL. Postage due notation    
”19” (dec). EXHIBITION item.   4.000:-

1046 1047 1048

1049K France. Partly prepaid letter dated ”Stockholm le 10 Janvier 1815”, sent to Bordeaux. Allegedly  the earliest recorded   
combination of the transit marks SUEDE and R4 HAMBURG. Postage due notation ”19” (dec). Scarce.   2.000:-

1050K France. Transit letter sent from CETTE 14.MARS.48 to Helsinki, Finland. Cancellations e.g. LIGNE DE    
QUEVRAIN 18.MARS.48, HAMBURG TH&T 21.8.1848 and STOCKHOLM MAR.48. Postage due notation   
”89 kop”.   1.000:-

1051K Germany. Partly prepaid 3-fold (2¼–3¼ lod) cover sent via Hamburg to Dresden, Kingdom of Saxony. Allegedly,   
the content (not included) is dated ”Engelholm 23 September 1802”. Franco notation ”frco Leipzig” and postage   
due notation ”1½” (groschen) for the conveyance Leipzig–Dresden. Only a few letters sent to any German state with   
the transit mark SUEDE used in Hamburg are recorded. Scarce. Ex. Nilsson.   2.000:-

1049 1050 1051

1052K Germany. Letter dated ”Ystad den 26 Julÿ 1820” sent with the sailing yacht route to STRALSUND    
27.JULI, and then to Langnesalza (Bad Langensalza), Kingdom of Prussia. Scarce.   1.500:-

1053K Germany. Unpaid letter dated ”Lübeck 20 Apr 1848” sent by ”Dampfschif Gauthiod” to STOCKHOLM    
27.APR.1848 (P: 1500:-). Postage due notation ”36s”. EXCELLENT.   1.000:-

1054K Great Britain. Partly prepaid letter dated ”Ekolsund Febr. 23 1802”, sent from STOCKHOLM (pmk    
type 11) via Hamburg, Amsterdam, Harwich and London to Edinburgh. Transit FOREIGN POSTOFFICE    
18.MAR.1802 and arrival pmk 21.MR. Postage due notation ”2/3” corresponding the conveyance    
Amsterdam–London 1/4 and London–Edinburgh 11d. Nice item.   1.500:-

1055K Great Britian. Transit cover dated ”Liverpool 24th June 1824” sent from LIVERPOOL 206 24.JU.1824    
via GÖTHEBORG to Pernau, Russia.   1.200:-

1052 1053 1054 1055
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1056K Great Britain. Transit letter sent from LIVERPOOL 18.AP.1836 to Jakobstad, Finland. Cancellations e.g. PAID    
AT LIVERPOOL, ST.P.A. 22.APR.36, KS&NPC HAMBURG 22.APR.36,  GREIFSWALD and GRISSLEHAMN.   
Nice item.   2.000:-

1057K Great Britain. Partly prepaid letter sent from UDDEVALLA 16.8.1850. The letter should have been    
conveyed via Hamburg as noted, instead it was sent as ship letter from HELSINGØR 20.8.1850 to    
HULL SHIP-LETTER 25.AU.1850, and then to LIVERPOOL 26.AU.1850. Postage due notation ”8” (d).    
The packet rate was 1 sh 8 d. Superb and scarce.   1.500:-

1058K Italy. Kingdom of Sardinia. Transit letter sent from GENOVA (red single line pmk) 27.12.1834 via BERLIN 8.1,   
HAMBURG 10.1, KS&NPC HAMBURG 13.JAN.35 and GRISSLEHAMN 22.1.1835 to Jakobstad, Finland.    
Scarce destination.   3.000:-

1056 1057 1058

1059K Italy. Unpaid cover sent from GÖTHEBORG 13.1.1867 via HAMBURG KSPA(D) 17.1.1867 and    
SUEDE-QUIEVRAIN AMB A 18.JAN.64 to AARIVO GENUA 21.GEN.64. Postage due to be paid by the    
receipient 12+2 centsimis. Scarce mail to Sardinia.   1.800:-

1060K Netherlands. Partly prepaid cover dated ”Stockholm 23 Jan 1787”, sent from STOCKHOLM (pmk type    
8) to Amsterdam, Republic of the Seven United Netherlands. Prepaid postage to Hamburg 11 sk.    
Postage due 5 stuvier had to be paid by the recipient.   1.200:-

1061 Netherlands. Cover sent from Hamburg 20 sept 1835, Very fine quality.   1.200:-

1059 1060

1062K Netherlands. Royal cover sent from STOCKHOLM FR.BR. 29.10.1860 to GRAVENHAGE 2.11.1860.    
Notations ”frbrf cab” and ”med ångbåten till Stettin”. Cancellations FRANCO and AUS SCHWEDEN (in red).    
Opened up for display.   1.000:-

1063Kv New South Wales. Unpaid cover sent from SÖDERÅKRA 10.6.1888 to Sydney. Sent by the Orient Line    
”Ormuz” from Naples 18/6, via Port Said 21/6, Suez 22/6, Aden 27/6 and Albany 14/7, to Adelaide    
17/7 1888. By railway from Adelaide to Sydney. Cancellations T, PKXP No 2C UTR N 12.6.1888,    
BRINDISI 15.6.88, NAPOLI 17.6.88 and 1/1 MORE TO PAY. Small imperfections, nevertheless a very    
scarce postage due mail.   10.000:-

1062 1063
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1064K Russia. Partly prepaid letter dated ”Stockholm 1757 d 17 Juni”, sent from STOCKHOLM (pmk type 3)    
to Pernau. Franco notation ”frco Aboorfors” (P: +4000:-). Postage due notation ”27 Cop” corresponding    
the conveyance Aborrfors–St Persburg 12, Reval 10 and Pernau 5 kopec. Ex. Hellman 2001.   2.500:-

1065K Russia. Partly prepaid letter dated ”Stockh. 1788 d. 22 April” sent to Pernau. Cancellation    
STOCKHOLM type 9 (P: 5000:-) and sought-after franco notation ”fco Abborf” (P: 4000:-). Scarce.   2.000:-

1066K Switzerland. Unpaid letter sent from MALMÖ 21.12.1851, via HELSINGØR 23.12, HAMBURG 28.12,    
BERLIN-MINDEN 27.12, BERLIN. 29.12.51,to ZÜRICH VORMITTAG 30.12. Postage due notation ”56”    
(kreuzer). Ex. Schwarzenbach 2007.   1.200:-

1064 1065

1067

1067K USA. Unpaid cover sent from CIMBRISHAMN 9.3.1874 to New York. Cancellations MALMÖ 10.3.1874,    
PORTO (P: +3500), L 12.3.1874 (Liverpool) and NEW YORK U.S: CURRENCY DUE 20 26.MAR.   1.500:-

Stamps / Frimärken

Skilling Banco

1068 1a 3 skill light bluish green. Fine copy cancelled GÖTHEBORG 9.5.185x. Two somewhat short    
	 perfs.	Certificate	APS	(1976)	and	HOW	2,	3,	1	(2019).	F	45000		 � 12.000:-

1069	 1b	 3	skill	bluish	green.	Fine	copy	cancelled	STOCKHOLM	10.12.1856.	Insignificant	thin	spot.		 	 	
	 Allegedly	position	95.	Certificate	HOW	2,	3,	3	(1990).	F	45000		 � 13.000:-

1070 1b 3 skill bluish green. Fine copy with superb cancellation STOCKHOLM 15.12.1857. Small thin    
 spot. Certificate HOW 2, 1, 4 (2021). F 45000  � 10.000:-

1068 1069 1070

1071 1-5 E1 3–24 skill bco, first reprint SET (5) from 1868. 8 skill bco reperforated.   5.000:-

1071
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1072 2b 4 skill light blue, thin paper. Superb copy cancelled UMEÅ 1.6.1856. Allegedly delivery    
 (print) 5a. Certificate HOW 4, 4, 4 (2021).  � 3.000:-

1073 2b 4 skill light blue, thin paper. EXCELLENT cancellation AVESTA 31.7.1857. Allegedly delivery    
 (print) 5b.  � 1.500:-

1074 2c 4 skill bright blue, thin paper. Superb cancellation UMEÅ 23.11.1856. Scarce shade. Signed    
 Strandell. F 1900  � 1.000:-

1075 2c 4 skill bright blue, thin paper. Superb cancellation WEXIÖ 6.10.1856. Scarce shade. F 1900  � 1.000:-

1076 2d 4 skill dull blue, medium-thick paper. EXCELLENT cancellation TRELLEBORG 31.10.1855    
 (P: 3000:-).  � 2.000:-

1077 1078 1079

1080 1081 1083

1077 2d 4 skill dull blue, medium-thick paper. EXCELLENT cancellation STOCKHOLM 11.10.1855. Two    
 double perfs. F 2400  � 1.200:-

1078 2e 4 skill blue, medium-thick paper. Superb cancellation MÖNSTERÅS 17.2.1857 (P: 2000:-).    
 Allegedly delivery (Print) 7a. Signed Thorsson.  � 1.000:-

1079 2e 4 skill blue, medium-thick paper. Superb cancellation SÖDERHAMN 11.5.1857. Allegedly    
 delivery (print) 7d.  � 1.000:-

1080 2i1 4 skill grey-ultramarine, medium-thick paper, dense background. EXCELLENT cancellation    
 SÖDERHAMN 31.10.1857. Allegedly delivery (print) 11a2. Some ink slightly showing through.    
 F 3500  � 1.500:-

1081 2i2 v 4 skill grey-ultramarine, medium-thick paper, with variety parts of two stamps. EXCELLENT    
 cancellation LULEÅ 30.11.1857. Allegedly delivery (print) 11a2. F 3600  � 2.000:-

1083 2k1 4 skill greenish light dull blue, medium-thick paper. Fine copy cancelled STOCKHOLM    
 26.11.1857. Allegedly delivery (print) 11f. One short and one bent perf. Very scarce    
 shade. F 20000  � 6.000:-

1084 3e 6 skill brownish grey on medium thick paper. Very fine copy cancelled STOCKHOLM 23.8.1858.    
 Signed Sjöman. Certificate HOW 3, 3, 3 (2021). F 12000  � 4.200:-

1085 3e 6 skill brownish grey on medium thick paper. Fine–very fine copy cancelled STOCKHOLM    
 25.6.1858. Allegedly delivery (print) 6c. Insignificant, small tear. Signed Strandell    
 and certifiacte Obe 2–3 2–3 3 (1981). F 12000  � 4.000:-

1072 10741073 1075 1076
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1086 3e 6 skill brownish grey on medium thick paper. Fine copy cancelled STOCKHOLM 26.1.1858.    
 Allegedly delivery (print) 5a. One short perf. Certificate HOW 2, 1, 3 (2021). F 12000  � 3.000:-

1087 3f 6 skill grey-brown on medium thick paper. Fine–very fine copy cancelled STOCKHOLM 11.6.1858.    
 Allegedly delivery (print) 6c. Certificate HOW 2–3, 2, 3 (1995). F 13000  � 4.000:-

1088 3f 6 skill grey-brown on medium thick paper. Fine copy with certifacte Sjöman (1969). F 13000  � 3.000:-

1089 4a 8 skill reddish orange. EXCELLENT cancellation SOLLEBRUNN 3.11.1855. Allegedly delivery    
 (print) 1a. Signed Sjöman. F 6500  � 1.500:-

1090 4a 8 skill reddish orange. Very fine copy cancelled CARLSKRONA 8.7.1855. Allegedly delivery    
 (print) 1a. F 6500  � 1.200:-

1091 4a 8 skill reddish orange. Cancelled STOCKHOLM 25.1.1856. Allegedly delivery (print) 1b.    
 Certificate Thorsson. F 6500  � 1.000:-

1092 4b 8 skill brownish orange. Beautiful copy cancelled STOCKHOLM 25.APR.XX. Allegedly position    
 1, delivery (print) 3. Slightly short corner perf. F 6500  � 1.000:-

1089 1090 1091 1092

1093 4b 8 skill brownish orange. Very fine copy on cut piece cancelled WADSTENA 23.8.185x.    
 Allegedly delivery (print) 3. F 6500  r 1.000:-

1093

1094 4f 8 skill dull yellow-orange, dense background on medium thick paper. Cancelled GÖTHEBO(RG)    
 11.x.18xx. One double perf. One weakly bent corner perf. Certificate 2,2-3,2 (2018). F 5000  � 1.300:-

1095 4f 8 skill dull yellow-orange, dense background on medium thick paper. Fresh copy cancelled    
 ALINGSÅS. Allegedly delivery (print) 7. Slightly translucent owner mark. F 5000  � 1.000:-

1096 4f 8 skill dull yellow-orange, dense background on medium thick paper. Cancelled STOCKHOLM    
 19.1.1858. Allegedly delivery (print) 8a. Signed and certificate Thorsson (1996). F 5000  � 1.000:-

1094 1095 1096

1084 1085 1086 1087 1088
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1097 4g 8 skill orange-yellow, blurred print on medium thick paper. Fresh copy without faults cancelled    
 CARLSKRONA 1858. Allegedly delivery (print) 8b. Scarce shade. Certificate Sjöman (1969). F 9500  � 2.000:-

1098 4g 8 skill orange-yellow, blurred print on medium thick paper. Beautiful copy without faults,    
 cancelled KÖPING 18.xx.1857. Allegedly delivery (print) 8c. Scarce shade. Certificate    
 Sjöman (1965). F 9500  � 2.000:-

1099 4g v 8 skill orange-yellow, blurred print on medium thick paper, with variety parts of two    
 stamps. Interesting, unusual print,cancelled 26.1.1858. Allegedly delivery (print) 8b.    
 Without faults. Scarce shade. Certificate Sjöman (1964). F 9500  � 2.000:-

1100 4h 8 skill orange-yellow, clear print on medium thick paper. Beautiful, colourful copy with    
 one double perf. Cancelled PITEÅ 24.6.1858. Allegedly delivery (print) 9b. One weakly    
 bent corner perf. Signed Strandell and certificate Harbrecht (1996). F 5500  � 1.500:-

1101 4h 8 skill orange-yellow, clear print on medium thick paper. Beautiful, colourful copy. Allegedly    
 delivery (print) 9a. One short perf. Signed Sjöman and certificate HOW 2, 3, 2 (1988). F 5500  � 1.000:-

1097 1098 1099 1100 1101

1102 5a 24 skill dull red, thin paper. Fantastic copy with EXCELLENT cancellation UPSALA 8.7.1855    
 (8th day of issue). Fresh copy cancelled ALINGSÅS. Allegedly delivery (print) 1. Slightly    
 translucent owner mark and two short perfs. Certificate HOW 2, 1, 5 (1988). F 18000  � 6.000:-

1103 5b v 24 skill orange-red, thin paper with variety parts of two stamps. Beautiful copy cancelled    
 GEFLE 2.11.18xx. Allegedly delivery (print) 3. Small perf. imperfectons. F 18000  � 4.000:-

1104 5c 24 skill brick-red with dense background on medium thick paper. Colourful copy cancelled    
 CALMAR 30.5.1858. Allegedly delivery (print) 9b. Two short perfs. Scarce shade. Certificate    
 HOW 2, 3, 2 (2021). F 18000  � 6.000:-

1105 5c 24 skill brick-red with dense background on medium thick paper. Very fine and colourful    
 copy with superb cancellation STOCKHOLM 4.5.1857. Allegedly delivery (print) 6. One short    
 perf. Certificate HOW 3, 3, 4 (2021). F 18000  � 6.000:-

1106 5d 24 skill light orange-red on medium thick paper. Beautiful and fresh copy cancelled    
 STOCKHOLM 12.2.1858. Allegedly delivery (print) 9b. One short perf. and some paper    
 residues. Scarce shade. Signed Sjöman and certificate HOW 2, 1, 3 (2021). F 20000  � 5.000:-

1107 5e 24 skill brownish-red, blurred print on medium thick paper. Very fine and colourful copy    
 cancelled STOCKHOLM 11.6.1858. Allegedly delivery (print) 8b. No defects. Very scarce    
 shade. Signed Sjöman and certifactes Grønlund (1972) and HOW 3, 3, 3 (2021). F 27000  � 8.000:-

1108 5f 24 skill dull light red on medium thick paper. Beautiful copy cancelled 16.4.1858.    
 Allegedly delivery (print) 9a. Two somewhat short corner perfs. Very scarce shade.    
 Guarantee cancel KPK. F 40000  � 8.000:-

1102 1103 1104

1105 1106 1107 1108
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Coat-of-arms / Vapentyp

1109K 7b2, 14Bd, 16e   3+5+20 öre on interesting cover sent to Finland and only cancelled upon arrival    
 ANK 22.5. Just a few perfs with some minor remarks. Signed by Grenstedt and O.P. and    
 certifiacte by Grenstedt (1982) and HOW 3 (3,3,4) (2,3) 3 (2019). Only a few such ship    
 mail items exists. Ex. Holbache collection.  * 4.000:-

1109

1110 7c2 5 öre yellow-green in fresh block of four. F 8500   1.500:-

1111 8d 9 öre blue-violet in beautiful block of four. Two stamps are mnh. The perf. partly    
 separated at top. F ca 68250  / 10.000:-

1112 9 12 öre blue on cover cancelled CALMAR 14.9.1867. With content written by Pehr Edward    
 Kreuger (1820–1894), the famous industrialist IVAR KREUGER’S grandfather. Interesting object!  * 500:-

1113K 9e2 12 öre ultramarine blue, from THE PROOF PLATE (delivery (print) 43), on beautiful cover    
 sent from LUND 18.9.1863 to Vingåker. Scarce and sought-after. Ex. Stavenow.  * 3.500:-

1114 9m 12 öre blue-greenish blue. Fresh block of four. F 30000   5.000:-

1115K 10a, 12c 2×24+50 öre on insured 2-fold cover sent from RÅDA 2.6.1863 to Norway. Some perf    
 imperfections and discoloration. Insured covers sent abroad are very scarce during the    
 CoA period. Certificate HOW 2, (4, 4, 3) (3–4) 2 (1989). Ex Postiljonen 1989. F 40000.  * 8.000:-

1116 10h2 24 öre reddish orange, perforation of 1865. Very fine–superb block of four. F 54000   10.000:-

1117K 11 30 öre on beautiful cover sent from GÖTEBORG 25.11.1871 to the Netherlands. Transit pmk    
 PKXP Nr 2 27.11.1871 and arrival pmk AMSTERDAM 29.NOV.71.  * 1.000:-

1110 1111 1114 1116

1113 1115 1117
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1118 11f2 30 öre light brown, dense background in unusually fresh block of four. Two stamps are    
 mnh. F ca. 55500  / 8.000:-

1119 12h 50 öre rose. Very fine block of four. One short perf. of less importance. F 65000   8.000:-

1120   Essay, Carl XV 5, 9 and 12 öre in a vertical strip-of-three. EXHIBITION ITEM.  () 10.000:-

Lying lion / Liggande lejon

1121

1122 14Bh 3 öre greyish brown, type II. Fresh block of four, with two stamps mnh and the other two    
 with very weak traces of hinges. F ca. 24600  / 3.000:-

Carl XV

1120

1121   Essay, Essay stamps Carl XV 5 öre. Five copies with different colours.  () 5.000:-

1118 1119

1122
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VITA DKFM KLAUS MICHTNER

”Born and raised in Vienna in 1938, I started very early collecting stamps on a very poor level – 
money at these postwar times was very rare. But after finishing my diploma in economics at the 
Vienna University of Economics in 1962 I entered directly into the family firm as an optics whole-
saler. Now my interests turned to Scandinavian and especially to Swedish philately with a solid 
anchor in Swedish letters abroad. I was an enthusiastic buyer at auction houses and many covers 

from the legendary collection of Lauson H. Stone came into my possession.

In 1999 I sold my company and shortly afterwards I auctioned my foreign Swedish letters in Denmark 
under the name ‘Vienna‘. Out of a feeling I kept all the rare printed matter – the basis of the coming 
efforts in gathering the most important accumulation of Swedish printed matter mail, domestic 
and foreign. Even in the unknown Skilling Banco section I found some examples e.g. a stampless 

domestic sample of no value 1857 and a printed matter Stockholm–Portugal 1857.

At MALMEX 2018 in Malmö my exihibt was awarded a Gold medal.

After at least 25 years of collecting, due to my age, all the rare items are coming back 
to the market, and I can instead concentrate on my last great exhibit Austria/Hungary 

to/from Sweden/Norway, 1682–1918. 

All the best to Swedish Philately – it has been and still is a great time for me.”

Klaus Michtner, SFF, SSPD, Vindobona and RPSL

The Klaus Michtner
Collection of Important 

Printed Matter Mail – Part II

Thursday 27 May 2021 at noon / 
Torsdag 27 maj 2021 kl 12:00
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1123Kv 7b2, 8c 5+9 öre on newspaper banner sent from STOCKHOLM 3.11.1869 to London. The banner    
 with with non postal notations. The ONLY recorded pm during the CoA period to Great Britain.    
	 Certificate	HOW	3	(4,4)	(3,3)	3	(2016).		 * 20.000:-

Thursday 27 May, 12:00 at the earliest

The Klaus Michtner Collection of Important Printed Matter Mail – Part II

The Klaus Michtner Collection  
Important Printed Matter Mail

1123

1124Kv 8b 9 öre on superb printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM 19.6.1869 to Danzig. Cancellations    
 PKXP Nr 2 21.6.1869, FRANCO, LÜBECK LAUENBURG 22.6 and ASUG. Nr 3 23.6. Depicted    
	 in	”Letter	Rates”	by	Billgren,	Bjäringer,	Stone.	Signed	Sjöman.	Certificate	HOW	4,	3,	4,	4		 	 	
 (1990). F 80000  * 30.000:-

1124

1125Kv 8d, 7a2 2×5+9 öre on EXCEPTIONAL printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM 16.4.1867 via Prussia and    
 Switzerland to Italy. Cancellations MILANO 22.APR.67, MILANO 22.APR.67 and 3. The EARLIEST   
 recorded pm to Italy and also with an UNIQUE rate according to Ferdén. Ex. Postiljonen 1992.  * 50.000:-

1125

1126
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1126Kv 8d, 7b2 5+9 öre on printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM 4.7.1867 via Prussia to Switzerland.    
 Cancellations STRALSUND BERLIN 6.7, HEIDELBERG-BASEL Z7 8.JUL.67 and    
 NEUCHATEL 5S 8.JUIL.67. Only two 14 öre pm’s are recorded to Switzerland according    
	 to	Ferdén.	Very	fine	EXHIBITION	item.	Certificate	HOW	3	(2,	3)	(4,	4)	4	(1990).		 * 30.000:-

The Klaus Michtner Collection  
Important Printed Matter Mail

1127Kv 8d, 7b2 5+9 öre on printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM 4.7.1867 to Italy. Transit STRALSUND    
 BERLIN 6.7 and arrival pmk MESSINA 3S 15.LUG.67. The cover have been renovated and    
 with some imperfections. UNIQUE rate to Italy. Depicted in ”Letter Rates” by Billgren,    
	 Bjäringer,	Stone	and	XpoNAT	IX.	Certificate	HOW	2	(2,3)	(4,4	2	(1997).	Ex.	Gunnar	Nilsson.		 	 	
 F 70000  * 20.000:-

1127

1128Kv 8 2×9 öre on UNIQUE printed matter 18 öre sent from STOCKHOLM 25.1.1860 to France.    
 Cancellations AUS SCHWEDEN, PD, KSPA(D) 30.1.1860 (scarce), HAMBURG 30.1 and    
 LA ROCHELLE 4.FEVR.60. UNIQUE rate and EARLIEST recorded pm sent to France.    
 EXHIBITION item.  * 50.000:-

1128

1129K 9d3 12 öre on cover with notation ”Innehåller ett tygprof” (contains a cloth sample), sent from PKXP    
 Nr 12 25.4.1870 to STOCKHOLM 1.TUR 27.4. Only a few samples are recorded from the CoA period.  * 4.000:-

1129
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1130Pv 9d3, 10d2			12+24	öre	on	very	fine	newspaper	with	newspaper	mark	TIDN.	ST.	4/10	ÖRE	in	red	colour		 	 	
 on the inside. Sent as 6-fold printed matter from GÖTEBORG 3.2.1869 to Christiania,    
 Norway. The address and parts of two cancellations incl. arrival are missing as the banner    
 has been removed. The ONLY recorded complete newspaper sent during the Coat of Arms    
	 period.	Exceptional	exhibition	item.	Certificate	HOW	3,	(2,3)	(3,4)	4	(2019).		 * 30.000:-

The Klaus Michtner Collection  
Important Printed Matter Mail

1131K 9v6 12 öre blue, “Exclamation mark” variety (pos 53 in plate VI) on letter with notation    
 ”Prof.” and with preserved cloth sample. Sent from KATRINEHOLM 16.6.1868 to Svenljunga.    
 Small imperfections. Only a few examples of this scarce and sought-after variety on cover    
 are recorded, as well as only a few samples are recorded from the CoA period.  * 3.000:-

1131

1132K 11b 2×30 öre on printed matter, ”prices current” dated ”CAPE TOWN 23rd March, 1861”, sent    
 from STOCKHOLM 4.6.1861 to Finland. Cancellations FRANCO and ANK 8.6. The pm rate    
 was half the letter rate but minimum 60 öre. The EARLIEST recorded pm to Finland.  * 15.000:-

1133K 11e2 2×30 öre (pair) on 5-fold sample without value cover sent from ’Adolph Meywer Commissions    
 Affär’, GÖTEBORG 14.8.1867 to Uddevalla. UNIQUE item with the highest recorded rate for    
 samples during this period. Certificate HOW 3 (3,3) (2,2) 3 (2017).  * 7.000:-

1132 1133

1130
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The Klaus Michtner Collection  
Important Printed Matter Mail

1134K 14B, 20b 3+9 öre on beautiful printed matter cover (part of back missing) sent from WESTERÅS    
 3.2.1873 to Finland. Arrival pmk ANK 15.2. Sought-after postage, the combination 2K (two    
 recorded covers) according to Ferdén. F 30000  * 8.000:-

1135K 14Bh 3×3 öre in strip of three on very beautiful printed matter sent from PKXP Nr 11 23.2.1872    
 to Finland, with the scarce transit mark STOCKHOLM Nr 7 25.2.1872 (P: 2000). Arrival    
 pmk ANK 2.3. F 25000  * 12.000:-

1134 1135

1136K 17 2×3 öre on printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM C 10/3 1879 to France. UNIQUE combination    
 according to Ferdén.  * 6.000:-

1137K 17 2×3 öre on printed matter (somewhat folded in) sent to Denmark. Cancellations FRA SVERRIG    
 3.8.1874 and KIØBENHAVN 3.8. Scarce pre-GPU combination. Ex. Frimärkshuset 1986 and 2011.  * 4.000:-

1138K 17d 2×3 öre on very beautiful printed matter sent from MALMÖ 27.6.1873 to Kristinehamn.    
 Ex. Kvalitetsfilateli 1988. Superb.  * 2.000:-

1139K 17g 2×3 öre on printed matter sent from MARIESTAD 8.9.1876 to Italy. Forwarded from TORINO    
 13.SET.76 to MONCALIERI 13.SET.76. The ONLY recorded pm with CT14 to Italy according to    
 Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 8.000:-

1140K 17g 2×3 öre on printed matter sent from MARIESTAD 8.9.1876 to Belgium. Transit PKXP No 2    
 9.9.1876 and arrival pmk BRUXELLES 11.SEPT.1876. The name of the addressee is erased.    
 Engagement announcement of Prof. Ernst Schering. The EARLIEST RECORDED printed matter to    
 Belgium and a unique combination according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also    
 depicted. Ex. Frimärkshuset 2014.  * 4.000:-

1136 1137

1138 1139 1140
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1141K 17g 3 öre on printed matter (schedule for routes operated by Königlich Niederländische Dampfschifffahrts   
 -Gesellschaft) dated ”Amsterdam 1 Juli 1874”. Mailed locally in GÖTEBORG 14.7.1874 in order    
 to save postage. Possibly UNIQUE usage of local rate for foreign printed matter. Superb.  * 2.500:-

1142K 17h 2×3 öre on printed matter sent to Portugal. Cancellations FRA SVERRIG 10.3.1877, K. 10/3    
 and LISBOA 16.3.1877. The EARLIEST recorded pm to Portugal, as well as the ONLY recorded    
 one during the Circle type 14 period according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also    
 depicted. Certifacte HOW 3 (3,4) 2,3 (2005). Ex. Postiljonen 2006. F 14000  * 7.000:-

The Klaus Michtner Collection  
Important Printed Matter Mail

1141 1142

1143P 18a 4 öre on newspaper wrapper of 2nd level sent from STOCKHOLM T.E. 13.6.1877 to Norrköping.    
 The special newspaper rate was 1 öre per 10 ort, with minimum fee 3 öre. Part of the back    
 missing. Scarce rate for which usage this stamp was issued. Ex. Leon Nordin. F 30000  * 8.000:-

1143

1144K 20b 6 öre on very fine printed matter dated in Lübeck, mailed in SÖLVESBORG 15.4.1873 and    
 sent to Ronneby. The EARLIEST recorded card sent for printed matter rate according to    
 Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 3.000:-

1145K 20b 6 öre on very beautiful printed matter sent from FALUN 26.1.1873 to Helsingborg. Unusually    
 early. Superb.  * 1.000:-

1144 1145
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1146K 20f 6 öre on printed matter sent pre-GPU from GÖTEBORG 28.9.1874 to Norway. Very interesting    
 usage with postage due notations ”6” and ”Lösen 19 öre” as to heavy or not approved as    
 pm? Transit PKXP Nr 7 UPP 8.10.1874 and arrival pmk CHRISTIANIA OMK 8.10.1874.  * 4.000:-

1147K 20g 6 öre on printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM 20.8.1874 to Norway. Transit PKXP Nr 7 UPP    
 21.8.1874. Nice pre-GPU mail. F 2500  * 1.000:-

1148K 20i 6 öre on very beautiful printed matter sent from FILIPSTAD 26.01.1875 to Helsingborg. Superb.  * 1.000:-

The Klaus Michtner Collection  
Important Printed Matter Mail

1146 1147 1148

1149K 20j 6 öre on very fine printed matter sent from GEFLE 28.4.1876 to France. Cancellations PKXP    
 Nr 2 NED 29.4.1876, PARIS A BORDEAUX 1.MAI.76 and TONNEINS 2.MAI.76. Only two    
 recorded pm with this combination sent to France according to Ferdén, in which work the item is    
 also depicted. Certificate HOW 3,3,3,3 (2013). Ex. E A Kihlblom 1975. F 15000  * 7.000:-

1150Kv 20k 6 öre on exceptional printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM 12.4.1877 to Belgium. Forwarded    
 from GAND 15.AVRIL.1877 to EVERGEN 16.AVRIL.1877. Only two pm’s recorded to    
 Belgium with Circle type 14 of which this usage with UNIQUE combination according to Ferdén.    
	 Certificate	HOW	3,	3,	3,	3	(1988).	Ex.	Kihlströms	1972	and	Postiljonen	2011.	F	40000		 * 15.000:-

1149 1150

1151K 20k 6 öre on beautiful printed matter sent from ÖRNSKÖLDSVIK 26.12.1876 to Norway. Transit    
 STOCKHOLM K.E. 30.12.1876 and arrival pmk CHRA BYP 2.1.1877. Superb. Ex. Frimärkshuset 1976.  * 2.000:-

1152K 20k 6 öre on very fine printed matter sent from MALMÖ 18.8.1877 via STOCKHOLM KE 19.8.1877    
 to Finland. Arrival pmk 22.8. Ex. Göta 1986 and Frimärkshsuet 2011. F 4000  * 1.000:-

1151 1152
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1153K 20k 6 öre on printed matter sent from PKXP No 34 16.7.1877 to Germany. Arrival pmk STETTIN 1    
 18.7.1877. F 3000  * 1.000:-

1154K 20k, 30a 5+6 öre as mixed franking on large part of newspaper wrapper of 9th level sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 5.1.1878 to Barkeryd. UNIQUE rate during this period and unusually early usage    
 according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 2.000:-
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1153 1154

1155P 21h 12 öre on fantastic newspaper ”Post och Inrikes Tidningar” cancelled ”STOCKHOLM 8.1 1873.    
 This is the only recorded complete newspaper with Circle type 14. VERY FINE & UNIQUE    
 EXHIBITION ITEM. Depicted in Ferdén. Cert. Obermüller-Wilén. Ex. Postiljonen 2011.  * 7.000:-

1156K 21j 12 öre on very fine, non approved printed matter sent insufficiently prepaid to Great    
 Britain. Transit PKXP Nr 2 5.1.1875. Notations ”Circular” and ”i breflåda” (in letter    
 box). Sufficiently prepaid for route via Germany, but not via Gothenburg or Denmark.    
 Postage due notation ”5” (d). Certificate and signed Sjöman (1972). UNIQUE item. Ex. Göta    
 1973 and Anteba 1990.  * 5.000:-

1157P 21m 12 öre on 2-fold newspaper banner sent from STOCKHOLM 6.8.75 to Lima. The sender was    
 ”Komitén för Sveriges deltagande i verldsutställningen i Filadelfia”. Newspapers were treated    
 as ordinary pm’s until 1877. Very scarce item, only three recorded according to Ferdén.    
 Ex. Leon Nordin.  * 3.000:-

1158K Tj1, 4 3+6 öre on 3-fold printed matter or possibly 7-fold newspaper pm sent from LJUNG 10.1.1879    
 to Odh. One stamp with fold, nevertheless very beautiful. Scarce. Ex. Postiljonen 2011.  * 1.500:-

1155

1156
1157
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1159K Tj3, 2 4+2×5 öre as 6-fold pm postage on announcement (small tear) sent from KARLSTAD 23.12.1880    
 to Holmedal.  * 1.000:-

1160K Tj4a 6 öre reddish violet, perf 14. Very beautiful printed matter sent from KARLSTAD 14.9.1874    
 to Filipstad.  * 1.000:-

1161K Tj4c 6 öre olivish grey, perf 14. Very beautiful printed matter sent from KARLSTAD 3.10.1876    
 to Filipstad. Superb. F 1800  * 1.000:-

1162K Tj5 12 öre quartered in order to pay the printed matter rate 3 öre on cut piece cancelled    
 SOLLEBRUNN 24.12.1878. Certificate HOW ’Very fine’ (2001). UNIQUE – the only recorded    
 usage of a quadrisected stamp in Sweden.  � 3.000:-

1163K Tj8 30 öre on newspaper banner sent from STENEBY 18.8.1877 to Billingsfors. High weight    
 classes such as this are very scarce.  * 3.000:-
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1164K 28a 2×3 öre on very fine printed matter sent from PKXP No 2 18.11.1877 to Germany. Arrival    
 pmk STETTIN 1 19.11.77. Scarce combination.  * 1.500:-

1164

1159

1160

1158
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1165P 29e 2×4 öre on newspaper banner sent from ÖSTERSUND 4.1.1886 to Hjerpen. Somewhat worn.    
 Scarce.  * 1.000:-

1166K 29e, 30k, 45   4+5+2×10 öre on cash on delivery newspaper banner sent from STOCKHOLM C 30.7.1885    
 to Falköping. UNIQUE combination according to Ferdén.  * 3.000:-

1167K 30 5 öre on printed matter sent from GÖTEBORG 13.3.1881 to Portugal. Arrival pmk’s R.A.    
 LESTE 21.MAR.81 and PORTO 22.MAR.81. The stamp slightly oxidized. Only two recorded    
 5 öre pm’s during the Circle type period according to Ferdén.  * 2.000:-
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1165

1166

1167

1168K 30b 5 öre on printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM NORR 29.6.1880 to Russia. Arrival pmk’s and    
 a handwritten label at back. The content is an invitation to General Axel Gadolin, member    
 of the The Acadamy of Sciences in St. Petersburg, for an exhibition on the North-East    
 Passage conquered for the first time by the Swedish Polar Explorer Adolf Erik Nordenskiöld    
 with his steamship ”Vega”. The stamp with small imperfections. Very interesting historical    
 document. The EARLIEST correctly prepaid pm to Russia acording to Ferdén, in which work    
 the item is also depicted. Ex. Göta 1985.  * 3.000:-

1169K 30h 5 öre on complete newspaper (Norden Industritidning) sent from STOCKHOLM 18.4.1884 to    
 the Editorial Office of the newspaper ’Wasabladet’ in Finland. Newspapers sent to abroad    
 are very scarce, during the Circle type period the only destinations recorded are Finland    
 and Switzerland. Ex. Frimärkshuset 1980.  * 2.500:-

1169
1168 1170
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1170K 30i 5 öre on printed matter sent from HEBY 3.1.1886 to France. Cancellations PKXP No 2A UTR    
 N 4.1.1886, PARIS ETRANGER 6.JANV.86 and BEAUMONT-LA-FERRIÈRE 7.JANV.86.    
 The cover is slightly worn.  * 1.000:-

The Klaus Michtner Collection  
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1171K 30i, 33f 5+20 öre on 5-fold printed matter front (small tear) sent from TJÖRN 4.11.1885 to Norway.    
 Transit CHRISTIANIA 7.XI.85. UNIQUE according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also    
 depicted. Ex. Frimärkshuset 2012.  * 3.000:-

1172K 30k 5 öre on complete newspaper sent from UPSALA 10.2.1887 to Switzrland. Transit pmk PKXP    
 No 2B UTR N 11.2.1887. The ONLY recorded newspaper sent to Switzerland, as well as the    
 ONLY recorded country besides Finland to which newspapers are recorded during the Circle    
 type period. Depicted in Ferdén.  * 6.000:-

1171
1172

1173K 30k, 32h 5+2×12 öre on beautiful cash on delivery printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM 13.2.1885 to    
 Torpshammar. Traces of mounting at back. Scarce combination.  * 2.000:-

1174K 31 6 öre on printed matter sent from GÖTEBORG 19.8.1878 to France. Arrival pmk LIBOURNE    
 GIRONDE 2E 23.AOUT.78. Scarce, the combination 2K (two recorded) according to Ferdén.    
 Ex. Frimärkshuset 2013.  * 2.000:-

1175K 31b 6 öre on printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM NORR 7.7.1878 to Germany. Arrival pmk    
 HAMBURG PA No 4 9.7.78. Short postage period for this stamp, as the rate was lowered to    
 5 öre 1.4.1879, and possibly a unique usage to Germany.  * 2.000:-

1173 1174 1175
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1176K 31c, 32c 6+12 öre on newspaper banner sent as 6-fold printed matter from WESTERVIK 12/8 1878 to    
 Kristdala. High weight classes such as this are scarce.  * 2.000:-

1177K 32b 12 öre on newspaper banner sent as 4-fold printed matter from BOLLNÄS 6.2.1879 to    
 Söderhamn. Very scarce postage, 2K (two recorded) according to Ferdén. Superb.  * 2.000:-

1178K 32h 12 öre on newspaper banner sent from KALMAR 31.5.1883 to STOCKHOLM 1.TUR 2.6.1883.    
 Scarce.  * 1.000:-
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1177

1178

1179K 33 20 öre on commercial paper cover sent from PKXP No 2 1.2.1880 to Germany. Arrival pmk    
 STETTIN 1 9.2.80. Very scarce type of mail sent to abroad this early, only four recorded    
 to Germany during the Circle type period accordig to Ferdén.  * 3.000:-

1180K 33c 20 öre on newspaper banner sent as 5-fold printed matter from LUND 5.2.1881 to Uppsala.    
 Very scarce postage, 2K (two recorded) sent during the Circle type period according to    
 Ferdén. Ex. Klassisk Filateli 1991.  * 3.000:-

1181P Tj14 5 öre on beautiful printed matter regarding cholera, sent from STRÖMSTAD 13.8.1887 to    
 Norway. Scarce usage to abroad.  * 1.000:-

1181 1179

1180
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1182K 40c, 41 2+3 öre on printed matter sent from LUND 25.4.93 to Germany. Transit K. OMB.3 25.4.93.    
 Beautiful and scarce combination, 3K (three recorded) according to Ferdén, in which work    
 the item is also depicted.  * 1.000:-

1183K 41b, 43d 3+5 öre on banner sent for 5-fold newspaper printed matter rate from GÖTEBORG 11.3.1890    
 to Rödeby. Very scarce.  * 2.500:-

1184K 41b, 47d 33+30 öre on wrapper sent with cash on delivery from STOCKHOLM 5.7.89 to Årröd. Newspapers    
 could not be sent with cash on delivery unless they were taxed as ordinary printed matter.    
 Scarce, the combination R4 according to Ferdén, of which this usage is the earliest recorded.    
 Ex. Leon Nordin.  * 3.000:-
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1183

1182

1185K 41b, 52 3+5 öre on sample of no value bag sent from GÖTEBORG 13.12.1891 to Fridened. UNIQUE    
 combination according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 4.000:-

1186K 41c, 56, 64   3+4+20 öre on newspaper banner sent as 3-fold printed matter with cash on delivery from    
 STOCKHOLM 23.09.92 to Varberg. Cash on delivery could not be combined with newspaper    
 printed matter rate. UNIQUE combination according to Ferdén, in which work the item is    
 depicted.  * 2.000:-

1187K 42b 2×4 öre on sample of no value bag containing iron mesh, sent from GÖTEBORG 5.10.1886 to    
 Gnosjö. Scarce, the combination 3K (three recorded) of which this is the earliest recorded    
 usage according to Ferdén.  * 1.500:-

1186

1185

1187
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1188K 42c 4 öre on insufficiently prepaid printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM 17.11.87 to Germany.    
 Cancellations T, P3, KB BAHNPOST 20.NOV and MUENCHEN 20.NOV. Postage due notations    
 ”1 cts” and ”5” (pf). Scarce.  * 2.000:-

1189K 42d 4 öre on telegram cover sent as printed matter (although the back flap is glued) from    
 ÖREGRUND 9.3.1891 to Stockholm. Depicted in Sällskapspost No. 8. The stamp with small    
 imperfections, nevertheless very beautiful. UNIQUE usage according to Ferdén.  * 1.500:-

1190P 42e 4×4 öre on newspaper banner sent as 4-fold printed matter from KARLSTAD 12.8.1891 to    
 Borgvik. The banner with small tear. Scarce rate.  * 1.000:-
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1190

1189

1191K 43 5 öre on printed matter sent from UPSALA 31.3.1889 to the Netherlands. Arrival pmk UTRECHT    
 3.APR.89. The ONLY recorded 5 öre rate pm to the NL during the the Circle type period    
 according to Ferdén.  * 2.000:-

1192K 46d, 55, 60   15+20 öre + 1 kr on official 27-fold printed matter front sent from ”Kungl. Universitets-Biblioteket”    
 in UPSALA 10.11.1903 to Norway. UNIQUE according to Ferdén. Ex. Frimärkshuset 1981.  * 3.000:-

1191 1192
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1193K 52 5 öre on printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM RG 20.10.1896 to New Zealand. The cover with    
 a few small tears, nevertheless very beautiful. The EARLIEST recorded pm to New Zealand    
 according to Ferdén.  * 3.000:-

1194K 52 5 öre on official newspaper banner (small tear) sent from STOCKHOLM 2 19.7.05 to Tripolis.    
 First missent to Syria. Cancellations TRIPOLI SYRIE 3.AOUT.05, PORT SAID EGYPT 6.AOUT.05    
 and TRIPOLI DI BARBERIA 21.(08).05. Very scarce destination, most likely the ONLY recorded    
 pm to the Ottoman Tripolitania. Ex. Frimärkshuset 2012.  * 3.000:-

1195K 52 5 öre on printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM 9.3.04 to Australia, with arrival pmk. Slightly    
 reduced in size at top with the back flap glued on. The EARLIEST recorded pm sent to    
 Commonwealth of Australia according to Ferdén.  * 2.000:-
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1196K 52 5 öre on printed matter sent from GÖTEBORG 8.11.08 to Qui Nhon, French Indo-China. Fowarded    
 to THANH HÓA ANNAM 17.12.08 and then to Hà Tinh. The EARLIEST recorded pm to    
 Indochinese Union according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 2.000:-

1197K 52 5 öre on printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM 1.10.05 to Jamaica. Arrival pmk BLUEFIELDS    
 JAMAICA 23.OC.05 (with inverted date figures). The EARLIEST RECORDED pm to Jamaica    
 according to Ferdén.  * 2.000:-

1198K 52 5 öre on printed matter card sent from STOCKHOLM 1 28.12.04 ”via Marseilles” to Ivory    
 Coast. Arrival cancellations LAHOU COTE D’IVOIRE 25.JANV.05 and TIASSALE COTE    
 D’IVOIRE 28.JANV.05.The EARLIEST recorded pm to Ivory Coast according to Ferdén.   * 2.000:-

1199K 52 5 öre on printed matter sent from GÖTEBORG 12.XI.01 to Argentina. Arrival pmk’s BUENOS    
 AIRES 7.DICI.1901 and TUCUMAN 10.DICI.1901. Depicted in Ferdén.  * 1.500:-

1200K 52 5 öre on printed matter card (some imperfections) sent from MALMÖ 25.7.10 to PARAMARIBO,    
 Surinam. Scarce destination.  * 1.500:-

1196 1197 1198

1199 1200
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1201K 52 5 öre on printed matter sent från FALKÖPING-RANTEN LBR 9.2.1902 to Crete. Transit PKXP    
 No 83A 10.2.1902 and arrival pmk I.R. SPEDIZIONE POSTALE CANEA 22.2.02. Scarce destination.  * 1.500:-

1202K 52, 54 5+10 öre on newspaper banner (split open) sent as 3-fold printed matter from UPSALA    
 10.1.1898 to France. Arrival pmk NIMES 14.JANV.98. Depicted in Ferdén. Ex. Philea 2014.  * 2.000:-

1203P 54 10 öre on two newspaper wrappers sent as 2-fold printed matters from LUND 21/28.5.1894    
 to Finland. One with cancel PRESSOMBUDSMANNEN I ÅBO and the other with    
 PRESSOMBUDSMANNEN I HANGÖ. Scarce and interesting duo. (2).  * 2.500:-
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1202

ex 1203

1204K 54 10 öre on sample without value cover sent from Stockholm 2 31.11.03 to Finland. Samples    
 sent to abroad are scarce. Ex. Sören Andersson 1994.  * 2.000:-

1205K 54 10 öre on sample of no value cover sent from STOCKHOLM 28.12.05 to Finland. The upper    
 back flap is separated. Scarce service to abroad.  * 1.500:-

1204 1205

1206K 61, 63 3×1+2 öre on two pc’s of which only one with address, originally seemingly glued together,    
 sent as printed matter from PLK 139 29.6.1910 to Cyprus. Arrival pmk NICOSIA CYPRUS    
 7.JY.10. Interesting handling and a very scarce destionation for pm mail.  * 3.000:-

1207K 61, 64 1+4 öre on printed matter card sent from MARSTRAND 19.4.1910 to Cape Verde. Transit LISBOA    
 CENTRAL 24 SECCAO 24.4.10 and arrival pmk S. VINCENTE CABO VERDE 2.MAIO.10.    
 Exceptional scarce destination, the ONLY recorded pm according to Ferdén.  * 3.000:-

1208K 61, 64 1+4 öre on printed matter sent from ESKILSTUNA LBR 28.7.1904 to Bolivia. Arrival pmk    
 CORREOS DE BOLIVIA LA PAZ 19. The card with small tear. ONLY three pm’s recorded    
 during this period to Bolivia according to Ferdén.  * 1.500:-

1206 1207
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1209K 61, 72 3×1+2 öre on printed matter sent from SÖDERTELJE LBR 14.5.1911 to the Panama Canal Zone.    
 Transit TRANSITO PANAMA and arrival pmk ANCON, C. Z. REC’D 1.JUN.1911. Very scarce    
 destination, the ONLY recorded pm during the period according to Ferdén.  * 2.500:-

1210K 62 3×2 öre in strip of three, franked over the edge on both sides of printed matter card. Sent from    
 RANSÄTER 11.1.1910 to BLOEMFONTEIN O.R.C. 20.FEB.10. The ONLY recorded pm to    
 the Orange River Colony according to Ferdén. Ex. Postiljonen 2010.  * 2.000:-

1211K 62, 63 2+3 öre on pc sent as printed matter from STOCKHOLM 5.12.01 to Bulgaria. Arrival pmk    
 PHILIPPOLE 26.XI (Julian calender = 8.12.). The ONLY recorded pm sent to Principality of    
 Bulgaria according to Ferdén.  * 2.500:-
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1212K 62, 63 2+3 öre on printed matter card sent from DANNEMORA 13.6.1901 to Barbados. Transit    
 TRELLEBORG-SASSNITZ 141A 14.6.01 and weak arrival pmk BARBADOS.    
 The ONLY recorded pm sent to Barbados according to Ferdén.Ex. Göta 1982.  * 2.500:-

1213K 62, 64 2+4 öre on printed matter card sent from ESKILSTUNA LBR 11.3.1905 to the German leased    
 territory Kiautschou. Only two printed matter sent to Kiautschou Bay according to Ferdén,    
 in which work the item is also depicted.  * 3.000:-

1212 1213

1214K 64 2×4 öre on sample of no value bag with notation ”Ett marmorstycke af Partenon i Athen”    
 (A piece of marble of Parthenon in Athen). Sent from GÖTEBORG 4.8.1894 to Borås.  * 2.000:-

1215K 71, 72 1+2×2 öre on printed matter sent during WW1 from LINKÖPING 7.6.15 to China. Undeliverable    
 with cancel UNDELIVERABLE (ENEMY COUNTRY) RETURN TO SENDER.    
 Transit pmk LONDON 16.JU.15. Slightly reduced in size with the upper back flap missing.    
 Interesting item. Ex. Kvalitetsfilateli 1988.  * 1.000:-

1214 1215
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1216K 71, 74 1+4 öre on printed matter card sent from STOCKHOLM 13.6.20 to Portuguese West Africa.    
 Arrival pmk CORREOS ANGOLA LOANDA CENTRAL 13.7.20. Scarce destination, the    
 ONLY recorded pm sent to Angola.  * 2.500:-

1217K 71, 74 1+4 öre on printed matter (tiny paper loss) sent from MALMÖ 26.4.19 to British Guiana.    
 The EARLIEST recorded pm to Guiana and also the ONLY recorded one during this period    
 according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted. Ex. Lars-Tore Eriksson 2000.  * 2.500:-

1218P 72, 85 2+20 öre on local special delivery printed matter front cancelled STOCKHOLM 7.5.19. Very    
 scarce usage.  * 4.000:-
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1219K 79 5 öre on printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM 2 29.1.19 to South-West Africa. Cancellations    
 CAPE TOWN 18.MR.19 and SWAKOPMUND POST 24.3.19. The ONLY recorded pm sent to    
 Union of South African occupation of South-West Africa according to Ferdén, in which work the    
 item is also depicted.  * 2.500:-

1220K 79 5 öre on printed matter sent from MALMÖ 18.8.15 to Suriname (Dutch Guiana). Arrival pmk    
 PARAMARIBO 28.9.15. Very scarce destination, the ONLY recorded pm during the period    
 according to Ferdén.  * 2.500:-

1221K 79 5 öre on censored printed matter sent from MALMÖ 18.5.17 to Puerto Rico. Only two pm’s    
 recorded during this period according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 1.500:-

1222P 79 5 öre on printed matter with content sent during WW1 from GÖTEBORG 6 5.8.15 to Warsaw,    
 Poland. Undeliverable with cancellations LIVRAISON IMPOSSIBLE À CAUSE DE LA    
 GUERRE and RETOUR. Interesting and scarce item.  * 1.500:-

1223K 79 5 öre on censored printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM 9.8.16 to Brazil. Arrival pmk’s at    
 back, e.g. RIO DE JANEIRO 8.X.1916. Scarce destination for pm’s.  * 1.000:-

1224K 79 5 öre on printed matter sent from GÖTEBORG 2x.10.16 to Mexico, with three arrival pmk’s.    
 Scarce destination for pm’s.  * 1.000:-

1219 1220 1221
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1225K 79 5 öre on printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM 2 2.12.15 to Australia. Undeliverable with    
 cancellations DEAD LETTER OFFICE SYDNEY N.S.W. and UNCLAIMED. Interesting item.    
 Ex. Lars-Tore Eriksson 1998.  * 1.000:-

1226K 79, 82 5+10 öre on 3-fold newspaper wrapper sent from STOCKHOLM 24.6.18 to Germany. Blocked by    
 German censor until the end of WW1. Label ”Aus Anlass des Krieges in Deutschland    
 zurückgehalten / Retenu en Allemagne à cause de la guerre / Ober-Postdirektionen Berlin”.    
 Interesting item depicted in Ferdén.  * 3.000:-

1227P 84 15 öre on 3-fold printed matter sent during WW1 from MALMÖ 3.2.16, VIA KÖPENHAMN PER S/S    
 FREDERIK VIII, to USA. Scarce ship mail item.  * 1.500:-

1228K 149A 10 öre on postcard not approved for printed matter rate, sent from ÖREBRO 1 17.5.21 to    
 Madeira. Postage due mark T37½ and arrival pmk CORROETELO FUNCHAL 29.MAI.21.    
 Weak crease and climate affected. Scarce.  * 1.000:-

1229K Fk1III Stamped envelope 12 öre, UNIQUE usage as 2-fold printed matter to Germany. Notation   
 ”Druchsacke”. Sent from STOCKHOLM C 3.1.1879 to ALT-KISCHAU 6.1.79. ONLY recorded   
 2-fold pm rate 12 öre to Germany according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  4.000:-

1230K Fk7 Stamped envelope 2 öre additionally franked with a 2 öre cut out (against regulations) from   
 another envelope, sent from STOCKHOLM 3.1.00 to Vallsta. Postage due notations ”4 öre” and   
 ”Lösen 4 öre”. Very scarce and interesting usage.  4.000:-

1231K Fk8A Stamped envelope 2 öre sent for local pm rate from PKXP No 87A (rail mail compartment (Mora–  
 Persberg) 31.12.1901 to Mora. Scarce type of local mail with notation ”Tillhör lokalposten!”. Superb.  1.000:-
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1232K Fk9A Stamped envelope 4 öre additionally franked with a 4 öre cut out (against regulations) from   
 another envelope, sent from GÖTEBORG LBR 2.1.1896 to Germany. Postage due notations ”1¼” (c) and   
 ”5” (pf). Very scarce and interesting usage. Depicted in Ferdén.  5.000:-

1233K Fk10A Stamped envelope 5 öre with the back flap open (not glued) – seemingly the envelope was intended   
 to be sent as pm but due to the charity stamp it had to be sent as letter instead. Therefore   
 additionally franked with 5+10 öre and sent to Transvaal. Cancellations PKXP No 102B 23.1.190,   
 GAMMELSTAD 23.1.1906 and PRETORIA 15.FEB.06. Highly interesting item. Depicted in Ferdén.  1.000:-
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12301229 1231

1232 1233

1234P Collection/accumulation mostly Circle type on visir leaves. Printed matter mail. Inland postages 12 öre   
(forerunner with F 9 sent in 1861), 6 öre (two, incl one with 2×F14B), 3 öre (two), 4 öre (four), local   
rate 2 öre (two) and three C.O.D. usages of which one front. Usages to abroad 5 öre (six), a few overpaid   
ones and one 15 öre usage to Norway in 1884. The foreign ones are mostly sent to the Nordic countries   
but one also sent to Italy in 1909. Nice compilation. Mostly good quality (28)  4.000:-

ex 1234

Collections / Samlingar
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1235P Oscar II period on visir leaves. Printed matter mail. Comprehensive study of the domestic rate 4 öre and   
the foreign rate 5 öre. Covers and cards incl. postal stationery, overpaid ones, a few postage due and   
also duplicates. No additional services. Many sent to a wide range of foreign destinations incl. many   
European countries, but also several better overseas destinations, such as Argentina, Cape of Good Hope,   
China, Java, Mexico, Natal, the Panama Canal Zone, Tunisia and Uruguay. Unusual offer. Mostly good quality   
(150)  10.000:-
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ex 1235

1236P Collection Oscar II period on visir leaves. Printed matter mail. Nice mix of newspaper rates and higher   
pm weight classes incl. covers and fronts. Inland postages 6, 7 (two), 8 (two) 9, 10, 12 (two, of which   
one sample) 15, 18, 20 (sample front) and 33 öre. Foreign postages 20, 50, 65 and 75 öre. Scarce selection   
for the specialist. Mostly good quality (18)  5.000:-

ex 1236
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1237P Collection Oscar II. Printed matter mail. Cash on delivery service – covers, fronts and cards. Inland   
postages 12, 14 (two), 19 (three), 23, 25, 26, 27 (two, incl. one banner with cpl. newspaper), 31 and 43   
öre. Foreign postages 25 öre to Norway and 20 öre registered usage to Finland. Nice selection. Somewhat   
mixed quality (15)  2.500:-

ex 1237

1238P Collection Gustaf V in medallion period on visir leaves. Printed matter mail. Comprehensive study of the   
local rate 2 öre, the domestic rate 4 öre and the foreign rate 5 öre. Covers and cards incl. postal   
stationery, overpaid ones, a few postage due and also duplicates. No additional services. Many sent to   
abroad incl. many to European countries, but also several better overseas destinations, such as Argentina,   
Australia, Belgian Congo, Brazil, China, Egypt, Guatemala, Japan and the Panama Canal Zone. Also a few   
domestic commercial papers and samples of no value. Unusual offer. Mostly good quality (80)  4.000:-

ex 1238
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The Klaus Michtner Collection  
Important Printed Matter Mail

Klaus Michtner's
’Swedish Printed Matters 1855-1921’

THE PHILEA NAME SALE SERIES

The complete exhibit formed  
by Klaus Michtner,  
128 pages depicted in  
a numbered edition of  
150 copies.

Price: 495 SEK + postage.

Place your order at
bookorder@philea.se

1239P Collection Gustaf V in medallion period on visir leaves. Printed matter mail with additional services.   
Registered mail incl. postages 17 (two), 19 (three) and 27 öre, and C.O.D. mail with e.g. 12, 14 (four),   
17, 18 (four), 19, 22, 24, 25 (three, incl. one commercial papers), 26 (two), 27 (two), 28, 31, 39 and   
42 öre. Nice compilation. Mostly good quality (36)  3.000:-

1240P Collection Officials on visir leaves. Printed matter mail. Inland usages without additional services,   
incl. several beautiful ones with large sized stamps and also one unstamped ”masskorsband” from 1921.   
Also one 5 öre pm sent to Norway in 1888. Mostly good quality (20)  3.000:-

ex 1239

1241P Collection Postal stationery on visir leaves. Printed matter mail. Mostly stamped envelopes, incl. one   
Fk1 sent glued to Finland and cancelled FRÅN UTLANDET. The rest small sized envelopes incl. insufficiently   
prepaid ones to Denmark and Finland. One postcard sent to Bohemia in 1944, plus also three covers with   
coil stamps incl. one commercial papers and one sample of no value. Mostly good quality (19)  1.500:-

ex 1241
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Thursday 27 May, 13:00 at the earliest

Circle type perf. 14 / Ringtyp tandning 14

1242K 18a, bKe2BI   4 öre on postcard 6 öre sent from STOCKHOLM C 28.12.1877 to Germany. Arrival pmk    
 AUSG. No.1 31.12. Superb. Certificate HOW 4, 3, 4, 4 (1990). Ex. Postiljonen 1990. F 8500  * 4.000:-

1243K 18a, bKe2CI   4 öre on postcard 6 öre sent from STOCKHOLM C 24.12.1878 via Russia to Finland.    
 Transit pmk’s at back and arrival pmk ANK 31.12. Ex. Frimärkshuset 2011. F 6000  * 2.500:-

1244 25g 30 öre orange-brown, blurred print. EXCELLENT copy with perfect cancellation SÖLVESBORG    
 4.2.1876. Certificate HOW 5, 5, 5 (2021).  � 3.000:-

1244

Officials,	perf.	14	/ Tjänste, tandning 14

1245 Tj10a 1 Kr ultramarine-blue/brown, perf 14, blue-greyish paper. Superb copy with one weakly    
 bent corner perf. Very scarce stamp in this quality. Certificate HOW 4, 4, 4 (2006). F 20000   8.000:-

1245

Postage due, perf. 14 / Lösen, tandning 14

1246

1246 L7a 24 öre red-violet, perf 14. EXCELLENT cancellation STOCKHOLM PAKET 12.2.1874. Some perfs.    
 slightly cut. Scarce shade. Signed O.P. F 3000  � 1.000:-

Circle type perf. 13 / Ringtyp tandning 13
1247 31j 6 öre bluish lilac on calendered paper. EXCELLENT cancellation STOCKHOLM SÖD 11.9.1885.    

 Certificte HOW 4-5, 5, 4-5 (2018).  � 1.200:-

1248 32 12 öre in block of six cancelled FINSPONG 23.7.1884.  � 1.000:-

1242 1243
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1249K 32b 12 öre deep blue on beautiful railway telegram letter, K.U.J (Köping–Uttersberg Jernväg),    
 sent from BERNSHAMMAR 19.8.1881 to Bernshammar. The telegram in sent from Smedjebacken.    
 EXCELLENT and scarce.  * 2.000:-

1247 1248 1249

1250 33cv1 20 öre red with “TRETIO” instead of “TJUGO” variety. Cert. HOW 2,3,1. ”Ett mycket vackert    
 exemplar av ett sällsynt märke”. F 65000  � 10.000:-

1251 34g 24 öre orange in block of four. One stamp mint never hinged, Superb–EXCELLENT. Facit 6300    
 for superb.  / 1.000:-

1252K 34h 24 öre orange-yellow in very fine sheet of 20. Cert by HOW very fine example (3 (20×3)    
 (20×5)). This is probably the largest known unit for this shade. Value for one  stamp    
 is 1000, and much more for 20  copies!   4.000:-

1253 35h 30 öre black-brown on soft paper. EXCELLENT copy with perfect cancellation NORRKÖPING    
 26.11.1884. Certificate HOW 5, 5, 5 (2021).  � 2.000:-

1250 1253

1251 1252

Officials,	perf.	13	/ Tjänste, tandning 13

1254 Tj16Ba 10 öre clear carmine, anilline ink, type II, perf 13. EXCELLENT copy with perfect cancellation    
 KARLSBORG 12.9.1906. Certificate HOW 5, 5, 5 (2021).  � 2.000:-

1248
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Circle Type (Blue Posthorn) / Ringtyp posthorn

1255P 42d 2×4 öre on 5-fold newspaper banner sent from NORRKÖPING 20.10.1891 to Ystad. One short    
 corner perf, nevertheless beautiful. Scarce postage.  * 1.000:-

1256K 46d 2×20 öre on beautiful cover sent from STOCKHOLM 8.5.91 via New York and San Francisco    
 to the Samoan Islands. Very scarce destination, only two covers are recorded with Circle    
 type according to Ferdén.  * 12.000:-

1257 48b 50 öre carmine, even print. EXCELLENT copy with perfect cancellation KARLSBORG 22.12.1889.    
 Certificate HOW 5, 5, 5 (2021).  � 2.000:-

1255 1257 1256

Oscar II

1258K 53, 54 8+10 öre on newspaper banner sent with cash on delivery from STOCKHOLM 8.5.06 to TROSA    
 19.5.1906. Scarce postage.  * 1.000:-

1259K 54 10 öre on postcard sent from PKXP 68A (rail road compartment Ånge–Sundsvall) 15.11.1910.    
 Addressed to Paul Schäck, trooper of the Imperial Protection Army for DSW-Africa, in the    
 northern district command at Johann Albrechtshöhe’ (Government Station Johann Albrecht    
 Mountain) near the Barombi lake, German Cameroon. The German P.O. in Johann-Albrechtshöhe    
 existed 1909–1915. Re-addressed to the military horse depot in Okawayo, German South West    
 Africa. One short corner perf. and the card somewhat worn of less importance. Very rare    
 destinations, of which Cameroon is the scarest with 2K (two recorded covers) according    
 to Ferdén. Interesting EXHIBITION item.  * 3.500:-

1260K 54 10 öre on beautiful postcard sent from HEDEMORA LBR 30.7.1907 to sent by African Steam    
 Shipping Co. steamer “ABURI” from Liverpool 31.7.1907 to Gold Coast. Arrival cancellations    
 OBUASSI GOLD COAST 17/8 AND KWISSA GOLD COAST 20/8 1907. Very scarce destination,    
 the EARLIEST recorded mail according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.    
 Superb.  * 3.000:-

1261K 54 10 öre on postcard sent from STOCKHOLM LBR 11.5.11 to Cape Verde. Transit LISBOA CENTRAL    
 15.5.11 and arrival pmk SAO VINCENTE CABO VERDE 2x.5.11. Exceptional scarce destination,    
 only two items recorded, of which this is the ONLY RECORDED pc according to Ferdén, in    
 which work the item is also depicted.  * 2.500:-

1258 1259 1260
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1262K 54 10 öre on ”barnpost” (children’s post) picture card (Wisby) sent for letter postage as violating the    
 format rule for pc’s. Sent from VISBY 30.11.01 to STOCKHOLM 1.12.01. Very scarce usage.  * 1.000:-

1261 1262

1263 56a vm1 1891 Oscar II 20 öre ulmarish blue. Excellent example with inverted wm crown.   3.000:-

1264 57a vm1 1896 Oscar II 25 öre reddish orange in a block-of-four with inverted wmk crown.   2.000:-

1265 60 P 1 kr plate proof blue/red-brown with wmk crown.  () 1.000:-

1266 60 1900 Oscar II 1 Kr black/red. Nice BLOCK OF FOUR with one x and three xx stamps. F 14600  / 1.800:-

Bicoloured numeral type / Tvåfärgad siffertyp

1267K 61, 62, 63, 64   1+2+3+4 öre on postcard sent from HELSINGBORG LBR 12.8.1906 to Paraguay, with arrival    
 pmk 9.8.1906. Substantial scarce destination, the ONLY RECORDED item sent during the Oscar II    
 period as well as the only recorded pc according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 3.500:-

1267

Small coat-of-arms / Lilla Riksvapnet

1268 69 vm 1910 2ö coat of arms. The scarce INVERTED watermark crown! Slightly short corner perf. F 8000  � 1.500:-

1263 1265 12661264 (picture croped)

1268
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1269K 71, 102, 104, 142E   1+5+27/55+27/80 öre as correct postage on registered air mail postcard sent    
 from LINKÖPING 1.7.1924 to the Irish Free State. Cancellations LONDON 3.7.1924 and    
 DROICHEADNA DOTHRA-AOLIATH 4.7.1924. Very scarce destination and the EARLIEST    
 recorded pc sent to the Irish Free State according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also    
 depicted.  * 1.500:-

1270K 71, 79, 85   2×1+50+20 öre on registered cash on delivery cover sent from STOCKHOLM 2 31.7.18 to    
 Denmark. Arrival pmk’s KJØBENHAVN V TOLD POSTK 1.8.18 and KJØBENHAVN K    
 1.OMB 3.3.18. Fold. Scarce.  * 1.000:-

1271K 73, 103, 147   3+25+27/65 öre as correct postage on registered air mail postcard sent from    
 LINKÖPING 27.6.24 to Finland. Arrival pmk HELSINKI HELSINGFORS 23.6.1924. Scarce.  * 1.000:-

1269 1270 1271

Gustav V in Medallion / Medaljong

1272K 75 2×5 öre, watermark crown, on postcard sent from STOCKHOLM 1 16.5.11 ”via Barranquilla”    
 to Rio Magdalena, Colombia. Very scarce destination, only two pc’s recorded during the    
 period according to Ferdén.  * 2.000:-

1273K 76 10 öre, watermark crown, on beautiful picture postcard (Aina Stenberg) sent from STOCKHOLM    
 1 8.12.10 to Cyprus. The stamp with folded corner, otherwise superb. Very scarce destination,    
 the ONLY recorded pc sent during the period according to Ferdén.  * 1.500:-

1272 1273

1274 79 P 5 öre. Six different colour proofs.  () 1.000:-

1275K 79 2×5 öre on postcard sent from PKXP 34 B (Stockholm–Katrineholm) 3.2.1915, addressed to    
 Friedrich Wilhelmshafen, German New Guinea. The mail exchange was suspended according to    
 notation “Ingen befordr-lägenhet”. Very scarce destination, only two recorded covers    
 according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted. Ex. Nova 1987.  * 2.000:-

1276K 79 2×5 öre on postcard sent from GÖTEBORG 22.9.14 to Uruguay, then forwarded domestically    
 with additional franking 2 c. Some worn perfs. due to the placement of the stamps. Only    
 two pc’s recorded to Uruguay during this period according to Ferdén, in which work the    
 item is also depicted. Ex. Postiljonen 2010 (€576).  * 2.000:-

1274
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1277K 80, 82 7+2×10 öre on collection of debts (recouvrement) cover, sent from STOCKHOLM 16 RÖDBODT    
 14.3.19 to Vallsta. UNIQUE combination.  * 1.000:-

1275 1276 1277

1278K 82 10 öre on postcard sent from STOCKHOLM 18.1.13 to Fort Archambault (today Sarh, part of    
 Chad), Ubangi-Shari-Chad (AEF). Cancellations PARIS ETRANGER 21.NOV and BANGUI    
 OUBANGI-SHARI-TCHAD 9.3.13, among other. French Equatorial Africa is a very scarce    
 destination. The EARLIEST RECORDED mail as well as one of only two recorded items during    
 this period according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 2.200:-

1279K 82 10 öre on Form no. 330 (Jan. 1919) ”Adressanmälan” used for the temporary forwarding of    
 all person’s mail (not only newspapers), sent as a pc to from FORSA 8.1.23 to Bergsjö.    
 The forwarding fee was free of charge but pc rate applied when mailed. Very scarce, only four    
 usages of postal form No. 330 for temporary forwarding of mail are recorded according to Ferdén.  * 2.000:-

1280K 82 10 öre on interesting postcard with notation ”Fältpost”. Sent from STOCKHOLM 1 1.5.18 to    
 HELSINGFORS HELSINKI 10.V.18, then forwarded by field post to the Swede Sixten Sandberg    
 who served as platoon leader at 1st Grenadier Regiment 1st Wasa Battalion 2nd Company.    
 The stamp with round corner of less importance. Scarce and sought after item.  * 2.000:-

1278 1279 1280

1281K 82 10 öre on postcard sent from ÖREBRO 1 31.8.20 to Angola. Arrival pmk CORREOS ANGOLA    
 CENTRAL 8.10.20. Substantial scarce destination, only two recorded items sent during the    
 period according to Ferdén.  * 1.500:-

1282K 82 10 öre on postcard sent from SVENNEVAD 9.3.1920 to Croatia. Substantial scarce destination,    
 only two recorded pc’s to the State of Slovenes, Croats and Serbs according to Ferdén,    
 in which work the item is also depicted.  * 1.500:-

1283K 82 10 öre on beautiful postcard sent from KARLSHAMN LBR 29.10.1912 to Honolulu. Arrival pmk    
 21.NOV.1912. Very scarce destination, only two pc’s recorded to Hawaii during the period    
 according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 1.500:-

1281 1282 1283
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1284K 82 10 öre on postcard sent from MÖLLE 29.7.1911 to Malta. Arrival pmk’s MALTA A 3.AU.11 and    
 SLIEMA B.O. MALTA 3.AU.11. Very scarce destination, only two pc’s recorded to Hawaii    
 during the period according to Ferdén.  * 1.200:-

1285K 82 10 öre on postcard sent from PKXP No 81C 19.9.1910 to Siam. Arrival pmk BANGKOK 31.10.1916.    
 Scarce destination, only two postcards recorded during the period according to Ferdén.    
 Ex. Lars-Tore Eriksson 1994.  * 1.000:-

1284 1285

1286K 85 20 öre on undeliverable cover sent from STOCKHOLM 17 30.7.15 to Ecuador. Cancellations    
 ADMINISTRATION DES POSTES GUAYAQUIL 30.AOU.1915 and 11,JUIN.1916 (inverted year figures),   
 NON RÉCLAMÉ GUAYAQUIL and STOCKHOLM 1 TUR.2 16.9.16. Exceptional scarce destination,    
 the ONLY RECORDED mail during the period according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also    
 depicted.  * 2.000:-

1287K 85 Censored cover sent from STOCKHOLM 1.5.16, MED NEUTRAL ÅNGARE (with neutral steamer)    
 ”S/S HELLIG OLAV”, to Panama. Boxed cancellation RELEASED BY THE BRITISH MILITARY    
 AUTHORITIES. Very scarce destination. Depicted in Ferdén.  * 1.500:-

1286 1287

1288K 85 20 öre on cover sent from MALMÖ 28.3.13 to the Panama Canal Zone, with arrival pmk. Very    
 scarce destination, the ONLY recorded cover during the period, as all as the EARLIEST    
 recorded mail, according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 1.500:-

1289K 85 20 öre on undeliverable cover sent from STOCKHOLM 21.7.15 towards Poland but returned as    
 service was suspended. Cancellations LIVRAISON IMPOSSIBLE D CAUSE DE LA GUERRE,    
 RETOUR, RETUR AVSÄNDAREN BEFORDRINGSLÄGENHET SAKNAS! and STOCKHOLM    
 16.11.15. Scarce and interesting.  * 1.000:-

1290K 86 25 öre on form No. 131 (December 1909) (small tear) regarding the change of address of    
 an already sent insured letter addressed to ”Gunnarn”. The new address became ”Blattnicksele”.    
 Cancelled UMEÅ 12.1.1918.  * 1.000:-

1288 1289
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1291K 86, 122 25 + 10+TJUGO/30 öre on censored registered postcard sent from STOCKHOLM 1 22.x.17 to the    
 Seychelles. Cancellations REGISTERED LONDON E.C. 44 18.DE.17, PASSED CENSOR C.S. and    
 VICTORIA SEYCHELLES 29.AP.18. Exceptional scarce destination, the ONLY RECORDED mail    
 before 1940 according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 4.500:-

1292K 89 35 öre on registered cover sent from LUND 21.5.1920 to British East Africa. Arrival pmk’s    
 REGISTERED MOMBASA 26.JU.20, NAIROBI REGISTERED 28.1920 and KUAMBU BRIT.    
 E. AFRICA 29.JU.20. The ONLY recorded registered mail to this scarce destination.  * 1.000:-

1290

1291

1292

1293 92, 94 55 och 80 öre (2). Cert. HOW. 4,4,5 resp. 3,3,5. both: ”Ett vackert och sällsynt märke”. F 50000   10.000:-

1294 92, 94 55 och 80 öre (2). Cert. Nils Strandell. F 34000   8.000:-

1293 1294

1295v	 92,	94	 55	och	80	öre	on	cut	pieces	cancelled	VÄRNAMO	6.7.18	Certificate	HOW	(2021):	55	öre		 	 	
 ”4,4,4” and 80 öre ”3,3,4”.  r 25.000:-

1296K 96, 74, 85   2×4+2×20 öre + 6×1 kr on UNIQUE address card for THREE parcels sent from STOCKHOLM 1    
 3.10.14 to Zavidovic, Bosnia. Transit pmk BERLIN 5.10.14. One stamp defective and weak    
 folds through a few stamps. The ONLY recorded parcel mail to this very scarce destination    
 according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 1.500:-

12961295
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Landstorm – Air Mail / Landstorm – Luftpost 1920

1297 126v3 1916 Landstorm III 7+3 / 5+FEM / 2 öre orange “12+8” instead of “7+3”. F 2400   500:-

1298 134v1 1916 Landstorm III 12+8 / 10+TIO / 30 öre brown with INVERTED surcharge. EXCELLENT.    
 F 3000++   1.500:-

1299 134v3 1916 Landstorm III 12+8 / 10+TIO / 30 öre brown “7+3” instead of “12+8”. F 4800   1.000:-

1300 136-38v1 1920 Air mail INVERTED OVERPRINT SET. 20 öre with slight gum bend. F 24000   4.000:-

Small Coat-of-Arms – Standing lion / Lilla Riksvapnet – Stående lejon

1301 141bz 5 öre brown red type I in a strip-of-four with wmk KPV. F 10400   1.500:-

1302K 142A, 144A, 188   5+10+40 öre on registered cash on delivery postcard sent from STOCKHOLM 1    
 9.12.1922 to Norway. C.O.D. pc’s sent to abroad are very scarce, UNIQUE rate to Norway    
 according to Ferdén.  * 1.500:-

1303K 143A 5 öre on postcard with indicia “TRYCKSAKER IMPREMÉ, PRINTED MATTER”, sent from    
 ÖREBRO 11.6.1928 to Buka Passage, the British Solomon Islands (today part of Papua New Guinea).    
 Exceptional scarce destination, the ONLY RECORDED mail sent to the Solomon Islands    
 according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 2.500:-

1304K 143A, 187   2×5+2×35 öre as correct postage on registered cash on delivery postcard sent from    
 BORÅS PAK 21.5.1930 to Finland. Arrival pmk’s WAASA WASA 23.V.30 and PALOSAARI VASA    
 23.5.1930. Very scarce, allegedly the ONLY recorded remboursement pc sent to the Republic    
 of Finland.  * 1.000:-

1305K 143C, 163, 173, 232   5+50+60+120 as correct postage on registered air mail postcard sent by Graf    
 Zeppelin to Brazil. The air mail fee for pc’s sent by Zeppelin was 200 öre compared with    
 regular air mail only 125 öre. Cancellations BLÖTBERGET 7.10.1932, BERLIN SASSNITZ    
 HAFEN BAHNPOST ZUG 14 8.10.32, DEUTSCHE LUFTPOST BERLIN-FRIEDRICHSHAFEN    
 8. SÜDAMERIKAFAHRT 1932 and RIO DE JANEIRO CORREIO AEREO 1 13.10.1932.    
 UNIQUE according to Ferdén.  * 1.500:-

1302
1303

1304

1297 1298 1299 1300

1301
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1306K 143C, 235C   5+2×15 öre on collection of debts (recouvrement) cover, sent from HALMSTAD 1 14.12.1932    
 to Vara. Very scarce.  * 1.000:-

1305 1306

1307 144Av3 10 öre green, type I, tête-bêche tails against each other in strip of six.  / 3.000:-

1307

En face – Gustav Vasa

1308

1308K 155 140 öre on address card for parcel sent from STOCKHOLM 1 25.11.1924 to to ÖSTERSUND 1    
 1.30.11.24. Scarce and sought-after single usage. Ex Philea 2006. F 6000  * 3.000:-

Gustav	V	left	profile	/ Profil vänster

1309 175Acx 15 öre violet with watermark lines, with fine perf. F 8500  � 2.500:-

1310 175Acxz 15 öre violet vertical perf, with watermark lines + KPV (unknown). A nice copy of this    
 scarce watermark! F 19000  � 3.000:-

1309 1310
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1311K 177C 15 öre on postcard sent from STOCKHOLMS BANGÅRDSPOSTKONTOR VAKT-FÖRE-   
 STÅNDAREN PAK. 13.1.1930 to Dolo (Dolow), Italian Somaliland. Substantial scarce destination,    
 only two pc’s recorded to Italian Somaliland, of which this is the only one during this period,    
 according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 1.500:-

1312Md 180 20 öre red. Unbroken coil with 100 stamps. (F 55000). Scarce!  1.000:-

1311

World Postal Congress 1924 / Kongress 1924
1313K 196-225 1924 sets (excl 10ö watermarks) in nice condition. F 24500   2.500:-

1314P 196-225 World Postal Congress and Postal Union in cpl SETS of pairs. ALL with EXCELLENT cancellations    
 on the first day of issue, 1924-07-04 and 1924-08-16, respectively. (30 pairs).  � 4.000:-

1315K 199 20 öre on postcard sent from STOCKHOLM 15.7.24 to Saar. The ONLY recorded pc tot the    
 Territory of the Saar Basin according to Ferdén in which work the item is also depicted.  * 1.000:-

U.P.U. 1924 / Världspostföreningen
1316K 211-23, 225   Set with 14 stamps 5 öre-1 kr and 5kr. F 12450   1.300:-

1315

Gustav	V	70	years	–	Post	Office	/ Gustav V 70 år – Postverket

1317K 248, 253 15+40 öre as correct postage on air mail postcard sent from STOCKHOLM 18.4.1936 to Kingdom    
 of Afghanistan. Cancellations BERLIN-SASSNITZ BAHNPOST ZUG 18 19.4.1936, CAIRO    
 24.4.1936, PESHAWAR G.P.O. 26.4.36 and KABOUL n/n. Substantial scarce destination, the    
 ONLY RECORDED mail sent to Kingdom of Afghanistan according to Ferdén, in which work    
 the item is also depicted.  * 4.000:-

Modern stamps / Modernare märken
1318 1053v 1978 Ivar Arosenius 4.50 Kr in horizontal strip-of four, IMPERFORATED between the stamps.    

 Minimal horizontal crease in lower marg.   1.000:-

1317
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Perfins	/ Skyddsperforeringar
1319P 1 Freight stamp, AB FÖRSTADEN MIDSOMMARKRANSEN, 10 öre red in full sheet of 50 stamps.    

 Issued 1910 for the parcel service on the route Hornstull-Midsommarkransen. Very fine    
 unfolded condition. Extremely rare, just a few full sheets exist today. Ex Sven Öberg    
 and Esbjörn Janson.   2.000:-

1319

Better cancellations / Bättre stämplar

1320K bKe6Bb KATRINEHOLM 14.1.1884. Crown postmark used the first day on postcard sent to Nyköping.    
 Superb EXHIBITION item.  D 2.000:-

1321 54 MALUNG- Ö UTSJÖ 3.12.1900, rural mail postmarks 2. Superb, very rare, cancellation.    
 Postal: 3500:-  W 1.000:-

1322K bKe13 BELGIUM. Belgian Lozenge roller cancel on postcard dated ”Gbg 20/5 98, SS James J Dickson”    
 sent to ANVERS ARRIVEE 23.MAI.98, and then to STETTIN 24.5.98. Particularly scarce ship    
 mail item, only one other Swedish mail item cancelled with this mark proving to be sent    
 by Ångfartygs AB Götha cargo steam ship S/S ”JAMES J. DICKSON” from Gothenburg to Antwerp.    
 EXHIBITION item.   4.000:-

Local post on covers / Lokalpost på försändelser
1323K  GÖTEBORG LOKALFÖRSÄNDELSER, Götaplatsen 8 öre grey-green IMPERFORATE on two covers:   

 single and horisontal pair. Both have stamps tied on merchant envelopes, pmk 10 SEP 1946, with    
 ditto on back flap. Most likely philatelic usage, but anyway extremely rare (Single stamps    
 are graded R5 in Facit.) (2).  * 1.000:-

1320 1321 1322

FDCs

1324K 152a FDC, 1920 Gustav II Adolf 20 öre. Eight single stamps and two pairs on PS-card canc. STOCKHOLM   
 28.7.20 RÖDBODT. Very rare.  1.500:-

1325 152A FDC, 1920 Gustav II Adolf 20 öre on postcard canc. POSTDIREKTIONEN Sth D 28.7.20. Scarce.  1.000:-

1326K 273CB, 269C   FDC, 1939 Gustaf V large numerals 10 öre violet. Scarce FDC 11.12.39 with CB-pair and also   
 F269C in pair.  1.000:-

1324 1325 1326
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Postal stationery / Helsaker

Letter cards / Kortbrev

1327K kB17, 140A   Letter card 15 öre with edges, additionally franked with 5 öre, sent from ÖSTERSUND 4.12.20   
 to HÄRNÖSAND 5.12.20. Scarce. F 3000  1.000:-

1327

Single postcards / Enkla brevkort

1328K bKe1Ab Very beautiful postcard sent from KARLSKOGA 7.7.1872 to Skåre. Transit PKXP Nr 7 UPP 7.7.1872.   
 EXCELLENT. Ex. Daun. F 2800++  1.200:-

1329K bKe2B, 18a   Postcard 6 öre additionally franked with 4 öre, sent from STOCKHOLM C 24.5.1878 to Finland.   
 Arrival pmk ANK 26.6. Superb, scarce in this quality. Ex. Frimärkshuset 1978. Ex. Daun.  2.500:-

1330K bKe3D Postcard 10 öre sent from STOCKHOLM C 21.10.1878 to Turkey, with arrival pmk at back. Small   
 imperfections. The EARLIEST recorded pc to The Ottoman Empire according to Ferdén.  2.000:-

1328 1329 1330

1331K bKe5 Postcard 15 öre sent from STOCKHOLM 15.10.90 to Shanghai, China. Cancellations PKXP No 2 116.10.1890   
 and SHANGHAI LOCAL POST 24.NO.90. Very small tear at bottom, nevertheless one of the most beautiful   
 examples of this scarce overseas rate postal stationery.  3.800:-

1332K bKe6B, 29   Postcard 6 öre additionally franked with 4 öre, sent from MALMÖ 24.1.1882 to Spain.   
 The EARLIEST recorded pc sent to Spain according to Ferdén.  1.000:-

1333K bKe8A Postcard 5/6 öre sent from GRÄSBERG 3.4.1886 to Elfsbacka. Scarce. F 2700  1.000:-

1334K bKe11 Postcard 5 öre sent from PKXP No 81E 6.12.1903 to the Faroe Islands. Arrival pmk TRANGISVAAG   
 16.12.1903. Fold at bottom. Very scarce destination, the EARLIEST RECORDED mail according to   
 Ferdén.  2.000:-

1335K bKe13 Postcard 10 öre addressed to Macao (Macau), China. Sent from GÖTEBORG 4.2.1892, by P&O ”ARCADIA”   
 (1) from Brindisi 14.2 to Colombo 28/2 and by P&O ”PEKIN” (2) from Colombo 28/2 to Hong Kong   
 11.3.1892. Arrival pmk DO CERREIO DE MACAU 11.3. Very scarce destination, ONLY TWO covers   
 recorded to Macao until the 1930s acoording to Ferdén.  3.500:-

1331 1332 1333
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1336K bKe13 Postcard 10 öre sent by shipmail from Gothenburg to KIEL 24.5.93 cancelled AUS DEM   
 POSTBRIEFKASTEN DES SCHWEDISCHEN DAMPFSCHIFFES ”DIANA” VON GOTHENBURG.   
 Sent to DAVOS 26.V.93, Switzerland, and forwarded. Very scarce ship mail item in superb quality.  3.500:-

1337K bKe13, 54   Postcard 10 öre additionally franked with 10 öre, correspondning to correct letter postage   
 due to glued picture at back. Sent from GÖTEBORG 31.XII.00 to Germany. Arrival pmk FRANKFURT   
 (MAIN) 1.1.01. One short corner perf. Scarce.  700:-

1338K bKe17, 79   Postcard 5 öre additionally franked with 5 öre small official, sent from VÄSTERÅS 3.7.19 to Varberg.   
 The card with a tiny tear and a weak crease of less importance for this interesting mixed franking.   
 The inland postage was increased to 10 öre from 1.7.1919.  800:-

1337 1338

1339K bKe33t E Essay of postcard with view of the Kebnekaise mountain in Lapland in red colour, with denomination   
 10 öre instead of 15 öre as issued. Very scarce EXHIBITION item in superb quality. Ex. Daun.  4.000:-

1339

1340K bKd1AII Response card 6 öre sent from WEXIÖ 11.1.1882 via K.E.J. 12.1.1881 to Kalmar. Very scarce postal   
 stationery. F 7000  2.000:-

1341K bKd2AI Response card 10 öre dated ”Westervik d 13/8 78”, sent from GAMLEBY 14.8.1878 via SÖDERKÖPING   
 14.8.1878 and PKXP Nr 2 15.8.1878 to Germany. Very scarce postal stationery.  1.000:-

1340 1341

Reply-paid postcards / Dubbla brevkort

13351334 1336
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1342K bKd3 Reply card 10+10 öre with correspondning unused reply part still attached. Sent insufficiently prepaid,   
 undetected without any postage due, from STOCKHOLM 23.12.1885 via PKXP No 2B Utr N (mail   
 train compartment Nässjö–Malmö, 1878–1903) 24.12.1885, and LONDON 26/12 1890 to Colombia.   
 Most probably sent by Royal Mail Steam Packet Company ”Nile” (1) from Southampton 31.12.1885,   
 via Barbados, Jacmel, and Jamaica to Colón, and thence from Colón to Savanilla. Earliest recorded   
 postcard to Republic of Colombia according to Ferdén, in which work the pc is also pictured.  3.500:-

1343Kv bKd4 Reply card 15+15 öre with the response card (unused) still attached, sent from FRÖVI 5.5.1891   
 via PKXP No 2B UTR N 6.5.1891 to Persia. The postage 15+15 öre applied for reply pc’s to Persia   
 according to circular No. VII 1883. One of the smallest printed quantity (10,760 copies) of a   
 postal stationery or stamp within Swedish philately. Only a few recorded, all destinations   
 combined, as well as the ONLY RECORDED reply card to Persia of any rate.   
 EXHIBITION ITEM. F 40000  20.000:-

1344Kv bKd15A Reply card 15+15 öre with the response card (unused) still attached, sent from MÖRARP 6.12.1890   
 to Brazil. Cancellations PKXP No 61 6.12.1890, K.OMB. 4 6.12.93, RIO DE JANEIRO 30.DEZ.90 and   
 ALEM PARAHYBA 3.JAN.91. Interesting ”letter card” usage by that both halfs of the reply card have   
 been used for the message, which still was cheaper than letter rate (40 öre). One of the smallest   
 printed quantity (17,815 copies) of a postal stationery or stamp within Swedish philately. ONLY   
 TWO recorded usages to America, of which this is the only to Brazil, according to Ferdén.   
 EXHIBITION ITEM. Ex. Stavenow. Ex. Daun. F 30000  14.000:-

1345K PS1 PS-försändelse, Stamp for foreign postal office mail, with 6-pointed stars, on PS-cover sent from   
 STOCKHOLM C 9.9.1879 via PKXP Nr 2 10.9.1879 to Heligoland, which entered UPU only a few months   
 earlier, on 1.7.1879. Exceptional scarce destination, no mail recorded to the British Administration   
 of Heligoland according to Ferdén. Highly interesting exhibition item.  3.000:-

Free mail stamps / Portofrihetsmärken

1345

1342 1343 1344
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Harry Hohndorf started collecting stamps early, and so successfully that he, after selling the collection, could 

afford purchasing one of the few private cars available on the Swedish market after the second world war.           

A Ford Anglia, the apple of his eye, which after a minor collision could still be sold at a good price. 

His collecting took off again in 1960 when a friend of the family handed over two bags with Swedish military mail 

with reply stamps to him. This became the foundation of the current impressive collection, which over the years grew 

to include Swedish military postal stationery, Swedish military mail 1805–1814, the Boer war, the Åland detachments 

1918	&	1919,	United	Nations	military	mail,	fieldpost,	postal	history	and	military	mail	literature.	As	Harry	had	a	

strong interest in history it became natural to also include supplemental material in addition to the covers themselves, 

to enrich and illustrate the history in several ways, and to be able to place an item in its proper historical context.

In our opinion, he became, the specialist with a capital ’S’ and the expert with a capital ’E’ on postal stationery 

military mail already during the 1980s, but over time also on areas related to military service abroad. Harry did 

of course contribute with his knowledge to the SFF and Facit catalogues. In SMPS ’Militärpostal tidskrift’ (MPT) 

he has written more than 40 articles about our military postal stationeries, but also several about other areas. The 

foremost of the published articles, and still current on the whole, are ’Ålandsdetachementets post och postanstalten 

Stockholm	30	krigsåret	1918’	(the	Åland	detachment’s	mail	and	the	post	office	Stockholm	30	during	the	war	year	

1918 in Postryttaren 1994 and ’Åländska demoleringsdetachementets post 1919’ (the Åland demolition detachment’s 

mail 1919) in Postryttaren 1996. The still current handbook ’Svensk Frimärks Fakta 15:1 – Militärbrev med 

Svarsmärke’ is largely based on Harry’s knowledge and materials (fore example the proofs for many of the types 

and all the varieties, etc.) and may well be considered the ”crown” of these stationery collections.

Most of the material now to be sold is mounted on album leaves, usually with associated facts and history –         

a veritable well of knowledge to tap from. All collectors of military mail and other people interested in history 

can now rejoice that Harry has decided to hand over this fantastic material, documentation and library to the 

next generation of collectors through AB Philea. 

This is the true opportunity of a lifetime, with all that it entails.

The Harry Hohndorf
Collection of Military Postal Stationery

and Postal History 
Thursday 27 May 2021 2:00 pm / 

Torsdag 27 maj 2021 kl 14:00
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Thursday 27 May, 14:00 at the earliest

The Harry Hohndorf Collection of Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

Military postal stationery / Militära helsaker

1349P Collection on leaves. A large study collection nice mounted on pages of the Mu 1 and Mu 2 issues, consisting   
of used military letters 1922–1928 with a lot of different fieldpost cancellations. These issues were   
rationed and used only when there was field service traning about three weeks each year. Otherwise invalid   
to use. Something for the specialist but also for a collector wishing to study these issues and usages.   
Also some other documentary material. High catalogue value. Please inspect! (21). Fine quality 	 2.000:-

1346K	 Mu1	 Military	postal	stationary,	Handmade	essay	for	Mu1	(first	issue	military	letters	without		 	 	
 reply stamp 1916) in red and black, front and back on watermarked paper. Text on front    
 ”MILITÄRBREV.” (=Military letter). A beautiful item and a must for starting a postal    
	 stationery	exhibit	with	regarding	the	first	Swedish	issues	of	military	letters	free	for		 	 	
 the sender. Only known essay for Mu1. Excellent quality. Unique item!  * 12.000:-

1347K Mu1 Military postal stationary, Proof for Mu1 by Jacob Bagges Sedeltryckeri 1916 in lithography,    
 black on grey-yellow paper. Some difference in the wording on back ”stab, kvarter” instead    
 of ”kvarter, stab” that on the issued stationery. The perfect start for a postal stationery    
 exhibit regarding the first Swedish issues of military letters free for the sender.    
 Extremely few Mu1 proofs are known. Excellent quality. Exhibition item!  * 10.000:-

1348K Mu2 Military postal stationary, Proof for Mu2 by Jacob Bagges Sedeltryckeri 1916 in Lithography,    
 black on green-blue paper. Some difference in the wording on front ”stab, kvarter” instead    
 of ”kvarter, stab” that’s found on the issued issue. Also a large square with text that    
 is omitted from the issued stationery. Also a very interesting type-writed note in blue    
 ”Korrektur d. 5/5 1916” (proof dated May 5, 1916). A must for postal stationery exhibit    
 regarding the first Swedish issues of military letters free for the sender. Four Mu2    
 proofs are known, but only one known with notation ”Korrektur”. Excellent quality.    
 Exhibition item!  * 10.000:-

1346 1347 1348

ex 1349
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1350P Collection. A large study collection nice mounted on pages of the M1 issue, consisted of 38 both unused   
and used military letters, reply stamps on eight reply covers and also of covers. Starts with a possible   
”proof”. A lot of varieties, shades and usages that exist. Also notations on pages of ”varieties” in the   
printing that is not mentioned in the catalogues. Something for the specialist but also for a collector   
wishing to study this issue. Also some other documentary material as articles, foreign stamps on two   
visir pages, etc. High catalogue value. Please inspect! Fine quality  20.000:-

The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

1351K	 M2	 Military	postal	stationary,	Proof	for	M2	by	Lithografiska	Aktiebolaget,	Norrköping	1930		 	 	
 with three(!) reply stamps. The cover and the middle reply stamp are printed in offset in the    
 original blue colour and the two outer reply stamps in grey-black are letterpress (boktryck)    
 printed with the original clichés. Only known item with two or more printed reply stamps    
 according to the handbook for Swedish Military letters with reply stamp (ISBN 91 85702.33 1).    
 Also depicted in this work. Excellent quality. Wonderful and eyecatching showpiece!  * 20.000:-

ex 1350

1351

1352K M2 Military postal stationary, Proof for M2 by Oskarshamns Printing Works 1930 with plate    
 for the reply stamp from the M1 issue in red-lilac colour in letterpress (boktryck). Only    
 two known in this colour according to the handbook for Swedish Military letters with    
 reply stamp (ISBN 91 85702.33 1). Excellent quality. Eyecatching showpiece!  * 12.000:-

1353K M2 Military postal stationary, Proof for M2 by Oskarshamns Printing Works 1930 with plate    
 for the reply stamp from the M1 issue in green-yellow colour in letterpress (boktryck).    
 Only three known in this colour according to the handbook for Swedish Military letters    
 with reply stamp (ISBN 91 85702.33 1). Excellent quality. Eyecatching showpiece!  * 10.000:-

13531352
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1354P Collection on leaves. A large study collection nice mounted on pages of the M2 issue, consisting of both   
unused and used military letters, reply stamps on and off covers. A lot of varieties, shades, retouches   
and usages. Mainly all that exist according to catalogue. Also some that are mentioned but not priced in   
the Facit catalogue. Also notations on pages of ”varieties” in the printing that are not mentioned in   
the catalogues. Something for the specialist but also for a collector wishing to study this issue. Also   
some other documentary material. High catalogue value. Please inspect! (214). Fine quality  8.000:-

The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

1355P M3 v11 Military postal stationary 1939, A wonderful sheet (two known) with all six different    
 types unused. Size 76×62 cm. This is a must to be able to show the exact printing positions    
 of each type. Depicted in the handbook ”Svensk Frimärks-Fakta 15:1”, 1997. Very good    
 quality. A very eye catching exhibition item!  * 15.000:-

ex 1354

1356K M3 Military postal stationary 1939, Proof for the cutting-lines of the reply stamp. Complete    
 cover extra type Ix MNH. The printer did some test in the beginning of the printing of    
 the M3 issue to determine the best way to do the cutting-lines around the reply stamp.    
 Excellent quality. Exhibition item and very rare!  * 1.000:-

1357K M3 Military postal stationary 1939, Proof for the cutting-lines of the reply stamp. Complete    
 handmade cover extra type IIx MNH on nice mounted page. This is known as the original    
 prototype of the M3 issue (up to five known). Excellent quality. Very rare and an exhibition item!  * 2.500:-

1356 1357

1355 (part of)
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1358P M3 Military postal stationary 1939, Proofs for the cutting-lines of the reply stamp. Extra    
 type Ix, IIIx and IVx. Also four different normal types (I, II, III and IV) to compare    
 with. All on a mounted page with a lot of knowledge. A must material in a collection to    
 show the development of the cutting-lines. Excellent quality. Exhibition material! (7).  //� 2.000:-

1359K M3 Military postal stationary 1939, Wrongly cut envelope M3 type V MNH. The reply stamp had    
 been cut off at top. Very rare on this issue with only a few known. Excellent quality.    
 Very rare and an exhibition item!  * 1.000:-

The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

1360K M3 v5 v6 Military postal stationary 1939, Type II v5 and II v6 from the first cliché with extremely    
 large and respective small distance to the bottom roulette line, cancelled, on mounted    
 page with a lot of knowledge. Very good quality. (2).  � 500:-

1361K M3 v8 Military postal stationary 1939, Blindprinted reply stamp M3 type VI, without print on    
 the front but a heavy set-off (spegeltryck) on back on nice mounted page with full of    
 knowledge. This is the only known according to the handbook Svensk Frimärks-Fakta 15:1.    
 Very good quality. Exhibition item!   2.000:-

1359

1362P Collection. A large study collection nice mounted on pages of the M3 issue, consisting of both unused   
and used military letters, reply stamps on and off covers. A lot of varieties, shades and usages. Mainly   
all that exist according to catalogue. Also some that are mentioned but not priced in the Facit catalogue.   
Also notations on pages of ”varieties” in the printing that is not mentioned in the catalogues. Something   
for the specialist but also for a collector wishing to study this issue. Also some other documentary   
material. High catalogue value. Please inspect! (232). Fine quality  18.000:-

1360 1361

ex 1362
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1363P Collection. A large study collection nice mounted on pages of the M4, M5, M6 and M7 issues, consisting   
of both unused and used military letters, unused and used reply stamps on and off covers. A huge lot of   
varieties, shades and usages. Mainly all that exist according to catalogue. Also notations on pages of   
”varieties” in the printing that is not mentioned in the catalogues. We have seen about 276 of M4+M5,   
111 M6 including typing of all the 24 types of M6, and about 67 M7. Something for the specialist but also   
for a collector wishing to study this issues. Also some other documentary material. High catalogue value.   
Please inspect! (454). Fine quality  4.000:-

The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

ex 1363

1364 13661365

ex 1367

1364K M5I v4 Military postal stationary 1939, A nice rare unused M5 type I double envelope. Scarce    
 and in excellent quality.  * 500:-

1365K M6 Military postal stationary 1940, Proof for M6 issue from the M5 type II plate (four known)    
 in greenish-lightblue colour on yellowish-brown paper. Also a M5II stamp to compare with.    
 This is a must item to be able to tell the printing story of M6 issue. Excellent quality.    
 Very rare and an exhibition item!  / 2.500:-

1366K M7 v4 Military postal stationary 1940, A nice rare unused M7 double envelope. Scarce and in    
 excellent quality.  * 500:-
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1367P On leaves. A large study collection nice mounted on pages of the M8, M9, M10, M11 and M12 issues, consisting   
of both unused and used military letters, unused and used reply stamps on and off covers. A huge lot of   
varieties, shades and usages. Mainly all that exist according to catalogue. Also notations on pages of   
”varieties” in the printing that is not mentioned in the catalogues. We have seen about 54 M8s including   
typing of all the twelve types of M8, and about 62 M9s, 95 M10s and 114 M11As including two inverted   
print, double envelope and wrongly cut envelope. 13 M11Bs with a possible proof, 15 M11Cs with at least   
three proofs (unused and cancelled) and nine M12s. Something for the specialist but also for a collector   
wishing to study this issues. Also some other documentary material. High catalogue value. Please   
inspect! (362). Fine quality  10.000:-

The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

1368K M9 Military postal stationary 1941, Proof, full cover, for M9 issue in blue (four known) on    
 yellow-brown paper. Also notations in crayon on back from or to the printer. This is a    
 very good item to be able to show the printing story of M9 issue. Excellent quality. Very    
 rare and an exhibition item!  * 2.500:-

1369K M9 v5 Military postal stationary, Threefold printed M9 envelope with reply stamp cancelled    
 Kristianstad 1941. On this you can actually see the different printings on this envelope. This is    
 a must item to be able to tell the printing story of M9 issue. Excellent quality and a scarce item!  * 500:-

1368 1369

1370K M11A v6 Military postal stationary 1943, Threefold printed M11A envelope with reply stamp, unused. This    
 is a must item to be able to tell the printing story of M11A issue. Excellent quality and a scarce item!  * 500:-

1371K M11A v7 Military postal stationary 1943, A nice rare unused M11A double envelope in excellent quality.  * 500:-

1372K M11C Military postal stationary, Doublefold printed M11C reply stamp still in the envelope,    
 unused. This kind is not mentioned in the Facit catalogue, but in the handbook ”Svensk    
 Frimärks-Fakta 15:1”, 1997. This is a must item to be able to tell the printing story of    
 M11A issue. Excellent quality and a rare item!  * 700:-

1370 1371 1372
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1373K M13 Military postal stationary 1979, Proof, complete envelope, on brown paper to test the    
 machinery for the folding of the M13 envelopes. Printed with the first cliché. Mounted    
 on a nice page full with knowledge. The paper used by the printer for this was usually    
 waste paper from other printed products. Very few are known according to the handbook.    
 A must item to be able to show the printing story of M13 issue. Excellent quality. This or    
 similiar was sold at Philea’s quality auction Nov 2010 for 7400 SEK. Very rare and an    
 exhibition item!  * 5.000:-

1374P M13 Military postal stationary, Small collection of M13 A+B issues on mounted pages, which    
 start with a rare 1966 type M13A (few known) which was never issued and destroyed in    
 1981. Then both 1st and 2nd clichés of M13B. Unused and used envelopes and reply stamps    
 on cover. Also some documentation and articles of this issue. Very good quality! (8).  * 2.000:-

1375P Collection/accumulation. Large genuine collection of unused and used MbK1-6, MkB1, MpK1 and official card   
for wounded, missing or deceased in wartime (WW1), incl. varieties, mounted on album pages with a lot of   
knowledge and history in the text. We have seen e.g. two small packs of ten MbK2 with wrapper still on,   
a lot used from 1915–1918, 1922– from the field maneuvers each year including many different FPOs cancels.   
Also used 1928 special backside print on MbK2 for the navy, wrongly cut MbK5 used and unused, and also   
MbK and MkB overptinted with P.S. Very good collection of not bulk material to work on which has a high   
catalogue value in very good quality! Low start price and please inspect! (84). Mostly fine quality  4.000:-

The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

Military postal history / Militär posthistoria

1376

ex 1378 ex 1378 1377

1373 1374
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1376P 1632. Thirty Years War (1618–1648). A lovely courier letter from to the Swedish Chancellor Axel    
Oxenstierna presented April 7, 1632 in Mainz (west of Frankfurt a. Main) with a little red seal    
on back on nice mounted page full of history and knowledge. The Swedish King had come to Mainz    
in December 1631 and established his headquarter there. Also some history of Oxenstierna and documentation    
of other Swedish items from this war. Excellent quality for this age. A true postal history exhibition item!   3.000:-

1377P 1759. The Pomeranian War (1757-1762). A lovely Swedish military courier letter to the South and    
North Scanian Cavalry Regiments in Spiker, Rushwitz (Rügen). Notations on the back about the    
delivery between the regiments on April 28, 1759. In this war there were only some small battles    
for the Swedish forces. Including are a printed announcement from 1746 regarding the first Swedish    
commander in Pomernia 1757. Also some history of this war and documentation of other Swedish    
items from this war. Excellent quality for this age. A true postal history exhibition item!   1.500:-

1378P The Pomeranian War (1805–1807). A lovely small lot of two Swedish military covers on nice mounted    
pages and two official announcements regarding the first Swedish war against Napoleon. The first    
from March 10, 1806 is an official cover with a lot of delivery notations from Rützow to Stralsund    
via Tessin, Zarnevantz, Emkendorff, Riddersdorf with a black seal on back. The other is a military    
courier letter to the Swedish colonel Schenbom in Bergen on Rügen also with notations by the    
Captain af Wingård about the delivery. Also some history and maps of this war and documentation    
of other Swedish items from this war. Excellent quality and beautiful items! Postal history exhibition items! (4).  3.000:-

The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

1379P War against Russia 1808-09. Nice courier letter with crown coil from Berg to county sheriff    
Melander in Bomarsund, Åland on mounted page about order of mobilization on Åland. Notations on    
the letter about the delivery. Dated May 16, 1808. Very rare item in good quality. Exhibition item!   1.500:-

1380P War against Denmark & Norway 1808–09. Lovely courier letter with feather on mounted page with a    
lot of facts. Order from L Sandberg in Nafverstad that he must have horses with wagons to transport    
food and supplies to Ed (close to the Norwegian border). Dated May 31, 1808. Letter to County    
sheriff Gädda in Bullarby. Very rare item in good quality. Exhibition item!   2.000:-

1381K War against Denmark & Norway 1808–09. Beautiful courier letter on mounted page with a lot of    
facts. To the major Liewen, Scanian Hussar Regiment in Hjelmshult from the headquarters in    
Helsingborg. Notations on front of cover about the delivery. Dated November 1, 1809. Very rare    
item in good quality. Exhibition item!   1.000:-

1382P War against Denmark and Norway 1813–1814. Nice official courier letter from Nysäter to a county    
sheriff about a transport that requires at least 14 horses with wagons from Ottebohl to Eda camp    
mounted on page with a lot of facts. Notations on the letter about the delivery with riding    
courier. Dated September 21, 1813. Very rare item in good quality. Exhibition item!   2.000:-

1383K War against Napoleon 1813–1814. Beautiful military courier letter from Swedish military in Grimmen    
to Major-General Schultzenheim in Greifswald. Dated May 30, 1813 mounted on page with facts.    
Notations on the letter about the delivery with riding courier. Very rare item in good quality. Exhibition item!   3.000:-

1379

13801381

1382

1383
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1384K War against Napoleon 1813–1814. Beautiful military courier letter from Swedish military to    
Commander of the Royal Scanian Hussar Regiment in Houselt mounted on page with facts. Notations    
on the letter about the local delivery within the Swedish forces. Letter sent March–April 1814.    
Very rare item in good quality. Exhibition item!   3.000:-

1385K War against Napoleon 1813–1814. Nice courier letter to the Swedish war Commissioner Paul Öhrvall    
in Hanover with black cancel ”GENERAL KRIEGS COMMISSARIAT ZU HANNOVER”, dated May 23,    
1814 mounted on page with facts. Very rare item in good quality. Exhibition item!   3.000:-

1386P War against Napoleon 1813–1814. Beautiful official courier letter from Swedish military in Alte-   
Fähr Stralsund to Commander of the Royal Scanian Hussar Regiment, Colonel Christian Thott in    
Bergen (Rügen). Dated July 24, 1814 mounted on page with facts. Notations on the letter about    
the delivery. Very rare item in good quality. Exhibition item!   3.000:-

The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

1387P 1830. A beautiful feather letter by soldiers within Västgöta-Dals Regiment sent April 7, 1830    
from Bröttela to Lindheden, with notations recommended and extra orders. On the back we can follow    
the exact route and even the forwarding within this regiment. Excellent quality!   800:-

1388K The Danish-German War (1848-1851). A lovely letter from the Swedish volunteer Lieutenant    
August Duse in the Danish Army, dated Jennum July 18, 1848 via the Danish Field Post    
system and Royal Mail via Helsingborg to Wadstena, Sweden. Red seal on back. Surcharged    
with only half the rate in blue as Danish Field post was free of charge in Denmark.    
Surcharge cancel unpaid from Denmark Helsingborg July 23, 1848. Listing letter chart nr 1    
from Helsingborg to Wadstena. Full content is transcribed. Excellent quality and a truly    
postal history exhibition item!  * 8.000:-

1384 1385 1386

1387

1388

1389 1390
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The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

1389K 1848. The Danish-German War (1848-1851). An interesting letter from Falköping to the Lieutenant    
Settergren, Malmö forwarded to the Swedish forces stationed at Fyen, summer 1848. Red seal on    
back. Cancel Falköping 29.6.1848 and listing chart nr 2 upper right. Most probably sent together    
with other military equipment and supplies considering the lack of Danish postal notations and    
cancels. The Swedish forces at Fyen was not used in any direct battles. Very good quality and a    
postal history exhibition item!   5.000:-

1390K 1850. The Danish-German War (1848–1851). A beautiful paid letter to the Swedish field doctor    
Bergholtz within the Swedish-Norwegian army, Flensburg from Christianstad 27.6.1850 with notations    
”Franco Gränsen” and listing nr 2. Conveyed by the Royal Danish Mail, probably in closed mail    
bags to the Swedish-Norwegian forces in Schleswig-Holstein considering the lack of Danish postal    
notations and cancels. Excellent quality and a truly postal history exhibition item!   6.000:-

1391P Slesvig-Holstein The Danish-German War (1848–1851). A small lot of handcoloured prints from the time,   
other printed materials, postcards, articles etc all about the history of this war and also some about   
Swedish-Norwegian military and volunteers regarding this period. Mostly mounted on pages. Nice items   
perfect in an OPEN exhibit! (11)  800:-

1392P  Saint Helena Covers. The Boer War, small lot of three censored POW mail from the Swedish    
 volunteer Oscar Cederström, Scandinavian Free Corps to Sweden from Deadwood Camp, St    
 Helena to Sweden. One beautiful postal stationery and two other postcards showing the    
 arrival of Boer POWs escorting by British soldiers in Jamestown April 26, 1900. These    
 two without stamps. All on nice mounted pages with a lot of history and knowledge.    
 Interesting area and rare material. Good quality  * 3.000:-

1393P  Sri Lanka The Boer War, Registered mail from Copenhagen May 22, 1901 with three 12 öre    
 bi-coloured issue to the Danish premierlieutenant A P Valdemar Andersen POW at Jaffna Fort, Ceylon.    
 R cancellation and transit BRINDISI 25.5.1901 on back. Some research material of this Dane and    
 articles are also included. Few known to Danish POWs. Very rare item and exhibition item!  * 3.000:-

ex 1392 1393

1394P  South Africa Covers on leaves. The Boer War (1899-1902). Collection on pages about the    
 Boer War including censored mail, POW mail, postcards and a lot of different cancellations.    
 We have seen 13 interesting postcards sent from a Swede in Durban 1901–02 to Sweden. All    
 these with interesting writing about the ongoing war and some also depicts war scenes    
 and military equipment. Also some POW mail Ceylon and St Helena and also some letters    
 censored ”OPENED UNDER MARTIAL LAW”. A very good collection in wide range with a    
 lot of material showing many different aspects of the mail and mail handling during the Boer    
 War. Also including some history facts, map, articles and copies of stamps from catalogues    
 to enhance the story. Please inspect! (81). Mostly fine quality  * 5.000:-

ex 1394
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1395P  Greece The Balkan War 1912–13. Four postcards from the Swedish observer E G Edholm sent from    
 Athens and Florina in Greece to Sweden. All nice mounted on pages with a lot of history and   
 knowledge. Also an article about the Balkan War. Fine quality. Interesting and rare material. (4).  * 1.500:-

The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

ex 1395

1396P  Iran Qajar 1909-1919 Cover lot on leaves. Persian Gendarmery, Swedish officers 1913–1914.    
 Five items to and from Swedish officers that were hired to build up the Gendarmery. Pre-   
 printed envelope from Gendarmerie Gouvernementale 1st Regiment sent as registered mail    
 from Hamadan to Göteborg, then two registered letters from Göteborg and Stockholm to    
 Kazvin, Persia 1913, then a postcard from Teheran to Stockholm and one postcard from    
 Göteborg to Kazvin. All item nice mounted on pages with lot of facts. Also including some    
 history facts and articles. Interesting and scarce items. Mostly fine quality  * 2.000:-

1397P Transport of wounded German, Austrian and Russian soldiers through Sweden 1915–18. A small collection of   
photos and postcards depicting wounded soldiers, medical staff, trains, ships, etc. Sweden was part of   
this organised exchange of wounded POWs during 1915–18. They were sent by train between Haparanda in   
north and Trelleborg in south and by ship between Trelleborg and Germany. Also includes a book by Elsa   
Brändström about POWs in Russia. Interesting area and scarce material seldom offered. Fine quality. (15)  800:-

1398P Collection 1915–18 in box. SMS Albatross Internment in Sweden 1915–18. A very nice mounted extensive   
collection of mainly covers, postcards, photos and other postal history items, which are mainly censored   
by different censors and markings. What we have seen over 20 censored items from the German crew, like   
seal by ”Militärbefälet på Gotland”, M-cens, S-cens, cancel ”Militärcensur Wisby”, cancel HM Torpedbåt   
No 9, cancel free postage. Also very rare address card for parcel from the crew to Germany, Briefkarte   
to	Berlin	and	official	letter	to	Wilhemshafen.	From	places	like	Visby,	Fårösund,	Roma	Kloster,	Tofta,		 	
Hallvard, Oskarshamn, Skillingaryd. Also many postcards and some photos of Albatross, the crew, Swedish   
guards, camps etc. Articles and research material is included. In 1915, after taking some hit from Russian   
ship, the German SMS Albatross sailed against Gotland seeking emergency harbour. This collection was   
shown at the exhibition Nordia 1990. Please inspect! Low start price. Fine quality. (54). Fine quality  22.000:-

ex 1396
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1399K 82 The Swedish Åland Detachement 1918. A lovely censored with red Å 10 öre postcard machine-   
 cancelled ”STOCKHOLM 1” 16.3.18 from Swedish military at Åland to Stockholm mounted on    
 page. Content on postcard is greetings from the war zone area and that their comrades    
 are doing well. Superb quality and rare postal history exhibition item!  * 1.500:-

1400K Mu1 Military postal stationary, The Swedish Åland Detachement 1918. A lovely censored with    
 red Å + censor sign, cancelled ”STOCKHOLM 30” 11.4.18 (by the Swedish fieldpostmaster    
 travelling between Stockholm and Åland) from Swedish military at Åland to Stockholm.    
 Sweden sent military forces to the Åland Islands 1918 to protect the civillians from e.g. future    
 terror by Russians, Red or White troops. Very nice quality and a postal history exhibition item!  * 1.200:-

1401K  Military postal stationary, The Swedish Åland Detachement 1918. The coupon ”Kvitto å    
 tjänstefrankotecken” with the very rare military unit cancel ”Kungl. Göta Livgarde.    
 8 kompaniet” with which a person at home could exchange for a envelope with free postage    
 to the Swedish military at Åland. Excellent quality and super rare postal history exhibition item!   2.500:-

The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

ex 1398

1399 1400 1401
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1402P Collection 1918. The Swedish Åland Detachement 1918. A small collection mounted on pages consisting of   
used military stationeries Mu1, Mu2, MbK2, unused coupon, postcards etc. Mu1 cancelled Stockholm 13.4.18   
with red Å + censor sign, MbK2 dated Mariehamn 17.4.18 cancelled ”STOCKHOLM 30” with content ”victory is   
on its way”, Mu2 to Åland cancelled ”STOCKHOLM 1” 29.4.18. Sweden sent military forces to the Åland   
Islands 1918 to protect the civilians from e.g. future terror by Russians, Red or White troops. Also some   
postcards depicting e.g. the Swedish warships, map, paper seals, articles, part of magazine ”Veckojournalen”   
1918 showing a fully equipped Swedish guard from Göta Life Guards on frontpage. Some of the items in this   
lot are shown in the Postryttaren 1994. Please inspect! (19). Fine quality  4.000:-

The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

ex 1402

1403K  Military mail, The Swedish Brigade in Finland 1918. A nice postcard dated Tammerfors 16 April   
 1918 to Sweden on nice mounted page. Cancelled Swedish stamp 5 öre ”STOCKHOLM 5” 25.4.18.   
 Notation on front ”FÄLTPOST”. Rare, nice quality and an exhibition item!  1.500:-

1404K  Postcard, The Swedish Brigade in Finland 1918. A nice postcard showing the Swedish Brigade on   
 Reallyceets gård (outside the Reallyceet), Helsingfors. After victory and short before sent home   
 to Sweden. Postcard sent from Helsingfors 8 August 1918 to Nora, Sweden. Very rare with postcard   
 from the time showing the Swedish Brigade. Fine quality and an exhibition item!  1.000:-

1403 1404

ex 1405

1405P Collection on leaves. The Swedish Brigade in Finland 1918. A small nice collection mounted on pages   
consisted of a postcard to the Swedish Brigade from Sweden with arrival red Field post cancel and one   
postcard from the Swedish Brigade in Tammerfors to Göteborg. Sweden sent voluntary military forces on   
request from the White in Finland to assist in the Liberation War. Also some other documentary material   
as postcards, etc. Fine quality. Please inspect! (18).  2.000:-
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1406K  Estonia Swedish volunteers in Estonia 1919. A lovely Field postcard with a luxury unit cancel ”Rootsi    
 Korpus Estimaal” (Swedish White Corps Estonia) on a nice mounted page with a lot of facts. From    
 the Swedish Lieutenant Gunnar Samzelius to Reval dated March 31, 1919, writing that he is on his    
 way to the front (in south Estonia). Very rare item in excellent quality. Exhibition item!  * 3.500:-

1407P  Estonia Military mail, Swedish volunteers in Estonia 1919. A small lot mounted on pages    
 consisted of a Field postcard from Walk 1.4.19 with Estonian military unit cancel from    
 the Swedish Lieutenant Gunnar Samzelius at an Estonian armoured train division. Sent to    
 Sweden without postage due. Also a German postcard sent as fieldpost in the Baltic area.    
 Also some other documentary material such as articles, etc. Very rare item and in fine quality. (2).  * 2.500:-

The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

1406 1407

1408K 80 Military mail, The Swedish Åland Demolition Detachement 1919. A nice letter card ”STOCKHOLM 1”   
 29.4.19 on nice mounted page to a a Swedish officer at Åland. The Swedish military forces had a   
 cover address Stockholm 30. Arrival cancel ”STOCKHOLM 1” 29.4.19. There is also a full letter   
 content. Rare and fine quality!  1.800:-

1409K M79, 80 The Swedish Åland Demolitions Detachement 1919. A nice cover machine-cancelled ”STOCKHOLM    
 1” 30.4.19 on nice mounted page to a a Swedish officer at Åland. The Swedish military    
 forces had a cover address Stockholm 30. Arrival cancel ”STOCKHOLM 1” 30.4.19. There is    
 also a full letter content. Rare and fine quality!  * 1.000:-

1410K Mu2 + TJ41   Military postal stationary, The Swedish Åland Demolitions Detachement 1919. A lovely    
 Military Letter Mu 2 with additional official postage 2 öre machine-cancelled ”STOCKHOLM”    
 25.5.19 on nice mounted page to a Swedish officer at the Swedish Detachement at Åland.    
 The Mu 2 were rationed. Arrival cancel ”STOCKHOLM 1” 26.5.19. There is also a full letter    
 content. Very rare, nice quality and an exhibition item!  * 3.000:-

1411K MbK2 + Tj44   Military postal stationary, The Swedish Åland Demolitions Detachement 1919. A lovely    
 Military Postcard MbK2 with additional official postage 5 öre cancelled ”STOCKHOLM”    
 15.7.19 on nice mounted page with a lot of facts. The military postcards weren’t given    
 out to the Swedish soldiers at Åland 1919. Very rare, nice quality and exhibition item!  * 4.000:-

1408

1409

1410 1411
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1412K Mu2 Military postal stationary, The Swedish Åland Demolitions Detachement 1919. A lovely    
 Military Letter Mu 2 cancelled ”STOCKHOLM 1” 2.8.19 on nice mounted page to a Swedish    
 officer at Åland. The Swedish military forces had a cover address Stockholm 30. As sent ”locally”    
 within Stockholm there was no need for additional franking. Arrival cancel ”STOCKHOLM 1”    
 2.8.19. There is also a full letter content. Rare, nice quality and exhibition item!  * 2.000:-

1413K  Military mail, The Swedish Åland Demolitions Detachement 1919. A nice official postcard with   
 additional 3 öre postage cancelled ”STOCKHOLM ” 18.8.19 on nice mounted page to a Swedish   
 officer at Åland. Rare and in fine quality!  1.500:-

The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

1412 1413

1414P Collection. The Swedish Åland Demolitions Detachement 1919. A small nice collection mounted on pages   
consisting of seven letters and postcards to the Swedish military at Åland from Sweden. All different   
frankings and to the Swedish officer C E Wilcke, commander of a part of the Swedish forces at Åland. The   
letters have still enclosed content. Also a domestic cover 17.VII.19 MARIEHAMN with franking 1918 Wasa   
issue. Sweden sent military forces to the Åland Islands 1919 to help demolish and destroy Russian military   
defences and fortifications built despite the 1856 agreement of non-military zone at Åland. Also some   
other documentary material. Please inspect! (22). Mostly fine quality  10.000:-

1415P Collection on leaves. Swedish Battalion in Saar 1934–35. Large collection of military envelopes M2,   
military postcards MbK2, reply stamp M2 on cover to Saar and several different franked mail between Sweden   
and Saar. Start with military letter M2 Saar cancel 25.12.34 (one of the earliest date), later on Sven   
Svenmarck (the Swedish Field Postmaster) signed postcard, several registered letters from Saar, some   
letters with Saar stamps to Sweden, etc. Many different date in the Swedish Saar cancel on the items.   
For the specialist but also a very good start for a specialized Swedish military Saar collection. High   
catalogue value. Please inspect! (35) . Fine quality  2.200:-

ex 1414 ex 1415
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1416K  Spain Military mail 1938, Swedish volunteers in Spain 1936-39. A lovely letter from the    
 Swedish volunteer Erik Roland Ekblad in the International Brigade mounted with some facts    
 bout him. Meter cancel ”BARCELONA 9” 23.VIII.38 to Sweden. Censor cancel ”VISADO    
 CENSURA MILITAR”. Very rare cover in good quality..  * 2.500:-

The Harry Hohndorf Collection  
Military Postal Stationery and Postal History

1417P  Spain Cover lot on leaves. Swedish volunteers in Spain 1936–39. Small collection of e.g    
 a lovely censored letter from the Swedish volunteer Erik Roland Ekblad in the International    
 Brigade with meter cancel ”BARCELONA 9” 10.IX.38 to Sweden mounted with some fatcs    
 about him. Then a censored propaganda postcard in esperanto from the front to Sweden. Then    
 seven interesting censored letters from Spain to France, Sweden, Italy, Germany and to Sweden via    
 United Kingdom. Also some documentary material such as 20 Spanish propaganda civil war stamps,    
 six postcards, articles, etc . Very rare items in good qualiy. Please inspect! (35). Fine quality  * 5.000:-

ex 1417

1418P Cover collection on leaves. Swedish volunteers in Finland 1939–1944. A large collection mounted    
on pages consisted letters and postcards between Sweden and Finland with a variety of cancels,    
fieldpost notations, frankings, censor cancels etc. We have seen several Fieldpost cancels from    
Swedish Voluntary Corps 1940, Haparanda F, Fältpost SFK, SFK Finland and SFK Kårstab. About seven    
items from 1941 with some different cancels Fältpost F. Also some documentary material such as    
postcards, etc. Please inspect! (36). Fine quality  * 2.500:-

ex 1418

1416
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Thursday 27 May, 15:00 at the earliest

Mainly unused stamp collections Sweden / I huvudsak ostämplade frimärkssamlingar Sverige
1419P  collection 1858–1918 on leaves. Starts with 9, 12, 24 and 50 öre Coat-of-Arms, black and brown Local   

stamp type in original and reprints, Lying Lion, original and reprints, Circle type, 21 different stamps   
e.g. 4 öre perf 14, 1 Rd reprint and Circle type with blue posthorn complete 2 öre–1 kr, Oscar II complete   
with wm crown, 5 kr General Post Office, Gustaf V in medallion almost complete and Landstorm I–III   
complete. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  10.000:-

1420Cb  accumulation 1970–1990 in banana box. Face value material. A large number of year sets, booklets,   
series, sets, etc. Franking value more than 20000 SEK. Excellent quality  7.000:-

1421A  accumulation 1936-1949 in visir album. STRIPS OF FIVE, large acc. incl many better strips in quantities   
maximum seven of each including many good stamps from the late 1930s and 1940s. Please see some example   
pictures at www.philea.se. Very high cat.value. Fine quality  6.000:-

1422Lv  lot 1981–1990 in box. 60 booklets with stamps valid as postage for mail to all Nordic countries. Excellent quality  6.000:-

1423Lv  lot 1981–1990 in box. 60 booklets with discount stamps valid as postage for mail to all Nordic countries.   
Excellent quality  6.000:-

1424P / accumulation Circle type-medallion on 14 visir leaves. Good selection of medium and better stamps and sets,   
also some strips and units, high catalogue value. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  4.000:-

ex 1425 ex 1426

1425P / collection coil stamps on visir leaves. Territorial defence complete SETS I–III (F105–35) in fresh   
blocks of four. F124 includes one stamp  with right frame broken. The entire lot is presented at   
www.philea.se. Mostly good quality (31)  3.000:-

1426P Mostly  collection on visir leaves. World Postal Congress and UPU, complete sets in blocks of four.   
The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. Mostly good quality (30)  3.000:-

1427P Mostly  collection 1920s–1940s on visir leaves. Blocks of four, incl. some BC/CB pairs. The entire lot   
is presented at www.philea.se. Mostly good quality (41)  2.000:-

1428P . 36 different strips-of-five 1920–36 incl. F 140, 145Ea, 190b, 239–45 and 255 etc. Many well-centered. F ca 36500.  2.000:-

1429A . Stockbook with dupl. ca 1920-70 incl. e.g. 151Cbz in block-of-four, 45 copies 235C, 15 sets Lützen   
and 13 sets F240-45, some BC/CB-pairs and 337C etc. Also 15 used stamps F233b.  2.000:-

1430L  accumulation coil stamps–1970’s in glassine envelopes. Main value on 1930s–1940s incl. incomplete and   
complete booklets, high values, pair combinations etc, high catalogue value, booklets often with pencil   
marks, please inspect. Fine quality  2.000:-

1431P / collection Circle type ph–Gustaf V in medallion on visir leaves. Blocks of four or larger, incl. a   
few with inverted wm, plus some officials and postage dues. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.   
Mostly good quality (63)  1.500:-

1432 (). Three different colour proofs Small official stamps in pair incl. 2 öre olive, 15 öre grey and 15 öre orange.  1.000:-

1433P / collection 1920–1930s on visir leave. Blocks of four, incl. F136-38, 143, 146, 148, 149 (x2), 151,   
177 and 179. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. Mostly good quality (11)  1.000:-
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Face value lots / Nominalpartier
1434A Accumulation 1987-2008 in thick stockbook. Great holding in good variation troughout the years incl many   

sets and booklets also mini/souvenir sheets and many BREV stamps incl some self-adhesives. Face value at   
least SEK 18000. Excellent quality  6.000:-

1435Mf 113 SELF ADHESIVE BOOKLETS in good variation with BREV stamps, face value SEK 13560. Very usefful!  6.000:-

1436Dc BOOKLETS, two albums 1960s–1999 face value SEK 14600 incl about 600 BREV stamps and further one album   
collectors leaves (Postens Samlarblad) face value SEK 4460 incl 174 BREV stamps. Total face value SEK   
19060 and very useful because of the BREV stamps!  6.000:-

1437Fd Booklets 1987-2007. Face value ca 13700.  4.500:-

1438Ca Box with booklets 1960s–1970s, souvenir sheets in box in original packs, original pack with Bauer Booklet   
×100, box with booklets 1960s–1980s. Total face value 10000–11000. Further more recent booklets (in the   
second box) with face about 2500. Finally nine Turistporto booklets.  4.000:-

1439A Acc. 1970s–1990s. E.g. many sets CEPT 1983 and 1984 but also many other stamps, fave value ca SEK 11930.  3.500:-

1440Eb POSTENS SAMLARBLAD for issues Jan 2009-August 2020 (dogs). nice range probably complete all in three   
binders, few also two of each inkl the 100kr stamp etc, face value about SEK 10000.  3.500:-

1441A Binder from PostNord with xx sets mounted on cards 1996-2013, mostly different ones with e.g. large number   
of BREV stamps incl self adhesives. Face value more than SEK 8000, very useful!  3.000:-

1442Eb STRIPS OF FIVE in multiples but in good variaion 1970s–1990s including e.g. values 5 kr and up, also year   
books 1991/92, 1990/91, 1989/90, 1988/89 and 1987/88, face value about SEK 12000 incl. a few discount stamps.  3.000:-

1443Eb Well-filed stockbook face value SEK 6430 incl about 75 discount stamps and more than 100 brev stamps,   
further year/presentation pack, booklets etc face value SEK 2770, in total hence face value SEK 9200.  3.000:-

1444Cc BOOKLETS mainly modern up to 1990’s in four booklet albums, also some souvenir sheets, good variation   
and face value about SEK 9700.  3.000:-

1445A Collection 1997-2008 in Estett album. Face value ca 8600.  2.800:-

1446A Two binders with stamps 2009-2014. Face value ca 8100.  2.700:-

1447Ec YEAR SETS 1978-2010 COMPLETE, high face value! Also some simple mainly Swedish material in stockbooks, etc.  2.500:-

1448A Collection on Subject sheets 2010-2020 in two binders. Face value ca 6600.  2.400:-

1449Me 1984-2000’s in envelopes. Face value ca 6800.  2.200:-

1450A Collection. Almost collection 1979-1997 in leuchturm album incl 40 discount stamps and many BREV stamps,   
extra stamps from around 2000 - 97 BREV stamps and about 600 face value. In total face value about SEK 5500.  2.000:-

1451A PostNord album with cards with not all but many issued sets 2008-2019, many attractive sets and e.g. BREV   
stamps incl adhesives. Perfect face value; at least SEK 6000.  2.000:-

1452A Collection 1973-96 in two Estett albums incl. 136 Discount stamps 1979-90. Face value ca 4950.  2.000:-

1453L COILS: two coils FÖRETAGSPOST and six other coils with face value SEK 710. Further 156 more FÖRETAGSPOST   
stamps in strips of six. Total maximum postage value SEK 9254.  2.000:-

1454Mf SELF ADHESIVE BOOKLETS: 21 Julpost booklets = 210 stamps, two Ekonomibrev booklets = 40 stamps and   
various 12, 21 and one 22 kr booklet face value SEK 1760 in total. Also 18 BREV booklets with non-adhesive   
stamps = 180 stamps.  2.000:-

Year sets, year books, etc. / Årssatser, årsböcker, etc.
1455Ec Year sets. A very useful face value offer including YEAR sets 1979–80, 1982–83, 1990–98, then BOOKLET   

YEAR SETS two of each 1990–98 and the high value BOOKLET YEAR SETS 1999–2011 one of each with   
many BREV stamps, etc.  5.000:-

1456Fd Year sets. Booklet year sets 1981–86, three of each except 1983 with five sets. Year sets 1979–80×3,   
1981–82×2, 1983×4, 1984×3, 1985×4, 1986×3.  2.000:-

Discount booklets / Rabatthäften
1457A 68 discount booklets: 64 valid within Scandinavia + 4 valid in Sweden only.  9.600:-

1458A 47 booklets 1983-90.  7.000:-

1459Lv 71 booklets for use in the Nordic countries.  7.000:-

1460L 66 booklets and 40 loose stamps for use in the Nordic countries.  6.500:-

1461A 40 booklets 1981-90.  6.000:-
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1462 50 booklets for use in the Nordic countries.  5.000:-

1463A 20 booklets 1981–90 and three booklets 1979–80.  3.000:-

1464 28 booklets for use in the Nordic Countries.  2.000:-

1465 Eleven booklets and 114 stamps for use in the Nordic countries, and two booklets and twelve stamps for   
use in Sweden.  2.000:-

1466 22 booklets for use within Sweden.  2.000:-

Mainly used stamp collections Sweden / I huvudsak stämplade frimärkssamlingar Sverige
1467Av Mostly � 1855–1936 in album. A very interesting collection with a number of Skillings incl shades, later   

issues	all	with	shades,	1924	issues,	etc,	also	extensive	officials	and	dues,	and	further	interesting		 	
section VARIETIES. Most stamps are in hard to open pockets so the quality can vary, but still a very   
exciting collection worth careful examination, please inspect. All pages with stamps pre-1924 are available   
at www.philea.se. LOW RESERVE. Somewhat mixed quality  20.000:-

ex 1468 ex 1471

1469

1468Fd Used collection Circle type 13. Lovely offer of selected items based on superb–EXCELLENT cancellations,   
plus one unused copy and one with variety coloured line in the margin. In total 275 stamps, of which   
almost	all	are	specified	with	shades,	often	several	of	each	in	good	variation	(but	not	cpl).	Perf.		 	
imperfections occur. Please inspect. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. (275)  20.000:-

1469K	 Used	lot	SK	BCO	on	stock	card.	6×F2,	2×3	and	7×4	incl.	one	certificate.	F	64700	for	cheapest	shade	++.		 	
Somewhat mixed quality (15)  15.000:-
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1470Av Used collection 1855-1949 in E.W. Larsson album without stamp mounts. Almost COMPLETE in main numbers   
excl 24 sk and the Värnamo stamps, and no pairs. Also including e.g. F 15c, F 175cx and the 24ö red lilac   
due perf  14. The skillings as usual in spacefiller conditions, etc but many good stamps around. . Somewhat   
mixed quality  10.000:-

1471Fd Used collection Circle type ph. Lovely offer of selected items based on superb–EXCELLENT cancellations.   
In total 97 stamps, of which almost all are specified with shades, often several of each in good variation   
(but not cpl). Perf. imperfections occur. Please inspect. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. (97)  7.000:-

1472A Used collection 1855–2010 in two albums with stamp mounts. City / village cancellations on stamps from 4   
sk bco and on. Many excellent / superb cancellations both on the older and the newer material.. See scans.   
A lot to explore. Fine quality (>3000)  5.000:-

1473K Used lot Coat of Arms–Lying Lion. Nice selection of items based on mostly superb–EXCELLENT cancellations.   
In total 31 stamps, of which almost all are specified with shades. Somewhat mixed quality. Please inspect.   
The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. (31)  3.000:-

1474A Used collection 1938-41 in album incl some BC/CB pairs, covers and many superb canc. Low reserve. Mostly   
fine quality  2.500:-

ex 1473

1475K Used lot Circle typ 14. Nice selection of items based on mostly superb–EXCELLENT cancellations. In total   
16 stamps, of which almost all are specified with shades. Somewhat mixed quality. Please inspect. The   
entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. (16)  2.000:-

1476P Mostly � collection Oscar–coil stamps on leaves. Interesting with many watermarks and shades, and also   
several watermark varieties, genuine and certainly worth inspcetion! Please see a selection of scans at   
www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  2.000:-

1477P Used collection/accumulation Mostly Circle type 1872–1891 on visir leaves. Intersting selection of   
identified varities, plus some duplicates, cancellations, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (700)  2.000:-

Mixed stamp collections Sweden / Frimärkssamlingar med blandat innehåll Sverige
1478Av /�. Collection 1855-1949 with cpl Skilling values incl. three 8-skill and two 6-skill with diff. shades,   

4skill	k2	(some	repairs	and	small	faults),	both	Local	stamps,	cpl	Officials,	Postage	dues	cpl	both	used		 	
and  incl two 7a, Coat-of Arms and Circle types in shades, cpl Landstorm and 1924-years mainly ,   
better wmks, shades and varieties incl. Oscar 1kr with inverted wmk etc. Sometimes used+ unused   
parallell. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  40.000:-

1479Av //� collection 1855–1936 in Lindner album. Starts with No1 cancelled GÖTHEBORG. Includes No2 (slate   
group), a nice No 3 cancelled HJO 10.4.1856 (excellent cancellation), both local stamp issues, No 14A   
(cert Gordon 1965), an almost perfectly centered No 15 (violet), No 15 (grey), No 22f, No 60, 65, landstorm   
complete, both 1924 series complete with wm varieties and much more. See scans. Notes about almost all   
stamps up to 1925. A number of superb cancellations observed. Mostly good quality (>250)  10.000:-

1480A //� collection 1855-1960 in Leuchtturm binder. E.g. a nice 4sk, officials and dues, Landstorm, some better   
coil stamps and 1924s, better 1930s, BC/CB pairs, etc. Facit value more than SEK 50000. Mostly fine quality  4.000:-

1481A //� collection 1924–1958 in three large albums. To large extent overcomplete incl. single stamps,   
pairs and units, plus FDCs and some booklets. E.g. Postal Congress and UPU in unused sets, plus short   
sets used. Many later issues accompanied with the letters from ”Postverkets Frankoteckenexpedition för   
samlare”. ”Postfrisch” hinges are used with some level of grease stains as a result. EXCELLENT basis for   
an exhibit. Mostly fine quality (2000)  4.000:-

ex 1475
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1482A //� collection 1855–1969 in Leuchtturm album with stamp mounts. Starting used with a good section   
skillings+coat of arms, nice section Circle type, good coil stamps and some better 1924’s etc. Mostly fine quality  3.500:-

1483Fd /� accumulation. Box with hundreds of MINI-SHEETS both xx and used from the 2000s with obviously high   
face and catalogue value, also earlier material incl 2 sets Stockholmia minisheets 1955 used (one cancelled   
1970 though), various xx and used pair combinations incl a few xx BC/CBs, beautifully cancelled (Mariefred)   
stamps, several Greta Garbo s/s, F 563v1 in strip of five, etc. Face value for xx stamps alone 6000–7000   
SEK with e.g. many BREV stamps. Please inspect!  3.000:-

1484A //� collection 1855–1979 in Leuchtturm binder. Clean collection starting used incl Coat-of-Arms and   
Circle type, from Medallion mixed unused/used incl also xx. Both 1924 sets cpl used, mixed x/xx/o for 1930s incl   
many BC/CB pairs, from 1942 apparently cpl xx, aldo mainly used officials and dues. Low reserve! Fine quality  2.000:-

Booklet collections / Häftessamlingar
1485K ”Provhäften” four booklets: HP1Aa, HP7A:b and two of HP7B:b.  2.000:-

1486Lv Lot 1979–80 in box. 20 booklets with discount stamps for use within Sweden. Excellent quality  2.000:-

Cover collections / Brevsamlingar
1487Pv Collection Skilling bco–Coat-of-Arms. Spectacular offer incl. many better items, e.g. 4+6 sk bco on cover   

sent to Finland 1858, 30 and 17+30 öre on two registered covers, 12+50 and 24+50 öre on two ”insured”   
covers, 17 öre grey on inland cover 1870 and 30 öre to the Netherlands. Some covers in mixed quality and   
one	slightly	improved.	Four	certificates	are	included.	Inspection	necessary.	Facit	about	280,000	SEK	(17)		 50.000:-

1488Pv	 Collection	Officials	in	large	format.	A	very	interesting	lot	with	21	covers,	Incl.	a	beautiful	cover	with		 	
10/24 öre, which is one of the outmost scarcest Swedish stamps on cover (not priced in Facit), with   
certificate	HOW	3,	3,	4	(2006).	Further	one	printed	matter	and	one	cover	sent	to	Norway,	registered	and		 	
insured mail, address cards and one telegram cover. Somewhat mixed quality. Please inspect. The entire   
lot is presented at www.philea.se. (21)  15.000:-

1489Eb Collection Circle type 14–ph. Very interesting offer with 74 items incl. a few fronts. Several better   
e.g. registered covers incl. one 38 öre to France 1882, insured, C.O.D. and address cards. Further   
postcards, printed matter incl. one to Finland 1877, one superb PS-card for address change of a newspaper   
1882, cancellations and curiosa. Somewhat mixed quality. Please inspect. The entire lot is presented at   
www.philea.se. (74)  15.000:-

ex 1489
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1490A Collection GUSTAF V in medallion in binder. Selected items incl. registration, C.O:D., insurance, special   
delivery, usages to abroad, postage due, censor, postal forms, etc. Nice offer. (59)  4.000:-

1491Fd Collection/accumulation Official mail mostly 1900s–1950s. Interesting mix of unstamped and stamped covers   
and cards, PS-covers, printed matter mail, plus some money orders, postal forms, military related, etc.   
Ex. Gustafsson. (160)  2.000:-

Postal stationery collections / Helsakssamlingar
1492A Collection. Exhibit mounted remainder collection on 50 pages containing postcards incl. reply-paid cards   

1897–1938 and letter cards 1889–1946. Unused and used items, incl. different types, shades and cartons.   
Used items includes cancellations such as UR BREFLÅDA, foreign pmk’s, ship mail, additional services such   
as registration, C.O.D., special delivery and air mail. Usages to foreign destinations includes China,   
Eritrea, India, Turkey and Uruguay. Also two double usages of reply-paid cards. In total 108 items. Great   
basis for an advanced collection. Ex. Daun.  8.000:-

1493A Collection 1889–1942. Letter cards, unused and used. Mounted on leaves, partly typed with shades, date   
figures,different cartons, etc., in two binders. Also additional frankings and usages to abroad. Nice   
selection. Mostly fine quality (120)  2.000:-

1494A Collection Ae1–10 in binder. Mostly exhibit mounted collection of unused and used aerograms, incl. one   
”post school” item, and interesting usages to e.g. Brazil, China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Thailand, Tunisia   
and Yugoslavia. (90)  2.000:-

1495Bb Collection mounted on leaves in six fine Stanley Gibbons “DEVON” albums . About seven hundred postal   
cards and repy-paid cards 1872–1960s, used/unused with specified types, etc. In between specialized with   
many varities, plus some usages sent to abroad and a few additionally franked ones. E.g. bKe1 (”Schröder”)   
used and views 1929 in a cpl. SET of twenty. Mostly good quality Approx. 10 kg. (700)  2.000:-

1496Ed Collection/accumulation Official postal cards. TjbK1–9, mostly used, partly on leaves with descriptions   
incl. different shades, cartons, date figures, deliveries (prints), small varities etc. Also a few   
privately manufactured official pc’s, plus duplicates in box. Please see a selection of scans at   
www.philea.se. (300)  2.000:-

ex 1492
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Thursday 27 May, 16:00 at the earliest

Other Nordic countries / Övriga nordiska länder

Norway, single items / Norge, singlar

1497K 1 1855 Coat-of-Arms 4 skilling blue in pair with wide margins on cover sent from to Sweden.    
 Cancellations 25 and BERGEN 28.11.1856. Superb.  * 4.000:-

1498 277 1941 “V”-stamps 50 øre brown-lilac wmk posthorn. Very fine, perfectly centered copy. Scarce. F 1600   500:-

1499 335-40B 1945 Overprint on “The London Stamps” SET (6). Very fine. F 13000   3.000:-

1500 335-40B 1945 Overprint on “The London Stamps” SET (6). Owner’s mark on the back. 40 øre is a    
 margin copy. F 13000   3.000:-

Norway, collections / Norge, samlingar
1501A Collection 1855–1980 in visir album. Complete skilling se 50836 ction, good representation of ”Posthorn øre    

issues”. See scans. All stamps until 1955 with written comments on each stamp. Good quality (>1000)  //� 5.000:-

1502A Dealer’s stock in two thick visir albums 1855–1984. Eg. 58 skilling values, incl. F 1. Catalogue    
value acc. to vendor 44000.-  //� 4.000:-

1503A Face value accumulation mainly 1980s. E.g. about 2000 sets of Europe 1983, also some booklets    
total face value NOK 16884.   3.500:-

1504Me Lot 1855-1960’s on stock cards. Containing about 135 Skilling values incl. four good F1, several    
sets etc. Facit about 70000. Mostly fine qual. (530)  //� 3.500:-

1505P Collection 1855–1945 on leaves. Used to start with, from North Cape I mainly x. E.g. 37 skillings    
(some shades), better Posthorn, both Haakon sets, etc. Also officials. Favourable reserve. Fine quality  /� 3.000:-

1506A Accumulation 1980s–2010s on stockbook pages. Large holding of stamps and sets, also booklets and    
souvenir sheets, very good variation and also many fixed value stamps (A Norge, Verden, etc).    
Face value in the order of NOK 15000. Really useful lot. Fine quality   3.000:-

1507A Collection 1855–1987 in Facit album with stamp mounts. Double collected in both xx and used with    
xx e.g. many better stamps and sets from the 1920s and 1930s, from 1940 apparently COMPLETE excl.    
the London issue. Also all officials except for four stamps. Used also relatively well represented    
incl e.g. University, Legion and 50 øre V with watermark. Favourable reserve. Fine quality  /� 2.000:-

1508Bb Accumulation 1920s–1980s. Stockbook pages with from 1950s well filled duplication lot in very good    
variation with better stamps, also some earlier incl. the Legion, etc. Also booklets included in an extra    
book, and yearbooks 1996–99 + Lillehammer Olympics book. Very high face and catalogue value!   2.000:-

1509A Collection 1867–1956 in album. Genuine, with few exceptions complete. E.g. 6 skilling values, 12    
and 25 øre Shaded Posthorn 1877, Haakon VII 20 etc. and 21½ mm, Nordkap 1930, University and    
Legion. Also both Ubesörget and Uindlöst and more. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.    
Fine quality   5.000:-

1510Ea Year books complete 1998–2018, nice offer with face value nearly NOK 10000.   2.500:-

Denmark, single items / Danmark, singlar
1511 54 Tourist postage label, 1885 Coat-of-Arms large figures 10 øre carmine, perf 14 × 13½.    

 PAIR COMBINATION with small numbers in corners stamp, cert Lasse Nilsen, nice copy! F 4000   1.000:-

Denmark, covers / Danmark, försändelser
1512K  Postal stationery, Response card 15 øre additionally franked with Sweden 3+27/65 öre, sent registered   

 with correct postage from GÖTEBORG 22.9.23 to KØBENHAVN K 23.9.23. Very scarce usage.             *	 1.500:-

1497 1498 ex1500
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Denmark, collections / Danmark, samlingar
1513A Collection 1851–1971 in Lindner album with stamp mounts. E.g. skillings in somewhat mixed quality    

incl 2 sk, unused bicoloured, F 69–75 xx, ovpt stamps, better xx ”with hearts, both 5 kr used,    
good Christian X values, F 177–83 x, air mail 1925 xx but climate-affected gum, well-filled in    
the 1930s, modern period cpl xx. Also a good back-of-the-book section with better officals and    
postal ferry. Also The Faroes F 4 and 7 used, and Schleswig first two sets xx. Mostly fine quality  //� 8.000:-

1514A Accumulation Coat of arms–Christian X 1930 in two large stockbooks. Very interesting range wirh    
e.g. blocks-of-four, unused with high cat.value, varieties, shades, overprints, etc. Very high    
catalogue value and partly of interest for the specialist. Mostly fine quality  //� 8.000:-

1515P Collection 1851–1967 on leaves. Used until 1930 incl. e.g. F2–5, 7–9, 11–15, 20–24 and back-of-   
the-book material. Also some Greenland and Thule. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.    
Mostly good quality (550)  /� 5.000:-

1516Eb Accumulation. Two stockbboks xx material incl. back-of-the-book from overprints period–modern    
incl. some better and face value section, stockbooks with Greenland and Faroes mainly xx with    
some better e.g. Polar bear overprints, quite comprehensive, Faroe year sets, boxes with e.g.    
mini-sheets xx/o from Denmark and Greenland, many Danish booklets in box with very high face    
value, etc. Low reserve, please inspect.  Mostly  5.000:-

1517P Collection classic–1941 on leaves. Several a bit better such as 17 skilling stamps, both Post Houses    
and Air mail 1925–29 set. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  � 4.000:-

1518P Collection on leaves. Danish West Indies 1866–1916 incl. postage due stamps, Greenland 1915–1986    
incl. F 19–27  and Thule 1935. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Good quality (250)  //� 4.000:-

1519A Collection 1972–2012 in two LINDNER albums with stamp mounts. With few exceptions complete    
collection, face value about DKK 6400. Excellent quality   3.000:-

1520A Collection 1851–1974 in album with stamp mounts. E.g. 15 skild. values, F 50, 67, 68, 120, 122,    
123, Christian X cpl., 199, 200, 201–12 in blocks, 213–17 dues, newspaper issues, Postfærge,    
Schleswig, etc. High value. Mixed quality  //� 2.500:-

1521A Stockbook with many better stamps 1851–modern incl. e.g. good back-of-the-book and Danish West    
Indies, Greenland, Schleswig and three sets �/ Thule, etc. (1000)  //� 2.000:-

1522A Collection 1851-1972 in Estett album without stamp mounts. Nice collection with many god stamps    
and sets. Fine quality  /� 2.000:-

1523P Cover lot 1850s–1930s. Incl. three address cards sent to Sweden with e.g. F67, 45 and 166, ship    
mail, franking combinations, stamps with cut perforation, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (24)  * 2.000:-

1511 1512

Danish West Indies / Danska Västindien

1524 4 1873 Line perforated 4 cents blue-ultramarine with cert. Lasse Nielsen. F 6000  � 1.000:-

1525 25v 1902 Surcharges “2 CENTS 1902” / 3 cents red/blue normal frame. Opinion Møller. F 6000  � 1.200:-

1526P  Mainly �/ collection 1855–1916 on Leuchtturm leaves incl. F 1–3, cpl Bi-coloured types    
 except 14 cents but with some shades, F 19–24, cpl F 26–56 and Postage dues 1–8, sometimes    
 used + unused in parallel. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. (81)  //� 4.000:-

1524 1525
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1527Me  More than 900 copies on stock cards 1866-1916 incl. several better ones. Facit > 160000.    
 Mostly fine qual.  //� 4.000:-

1528P  Collection on leaves. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality (80+)  //� 2.500:-

The Faroes / Färöarna
1529 4-8 1940 Surcharge on Wavy-lines SET (5). F 8500   1.500:-

1530Cc  Accumulation 1975–1989. Two boxes with FULL SHEETS, one with BLOCKS OF FOUR, two with    
 BOOKLETS, and one box mixed blocks of four and loose. Also folder with sheets and several    
 loose sheets. Some used but mainly xx COMPLETE SETS. Very good variation and very high    
 catalogue and face value with favourable reserve.  Mostly  2.000:-

Greenland / Grönland
1531A  Collection 1915–88 in Leuchtturm album (leaves 1905-2000) with stamp mounts. Very nice    

 and clean with all Pakke porto from 1915 except 2+15 ø, from 1938 COMPLETE INCL. BOTH    
 DENMARK BEFRIET OVERPRINT COLOURS (F 30000 for this set). Fine quality   5.000:-

1532P  Collection 1915–1977 on leaves (to 2000). Clean and nice with eleven Parcel Post, Thule    
 set, various designs, Danmark Brefriet overprints with extra different overprint colours    
 for 15 ø, 30 ø and 1 kr, etc. Fine quality  � 2.000:-

1533Fd  Accumulation 1950s–1980s. About 250 full SHEETS with margin numbers most ofthen in complete    
 sets, e.g. F 39, 40, 74 (two sheets), 129, 191–94, and much more, very high catalogue and also    
 face value! Also some used sheets, Christmas stamps, Pakke Porto reprint sheets etc. Low reserve.   2.000:-

1534Fc  Accumulation 1938–2003. Two well filled boxes with BLOCKS OF FOUR in glassine envelopes    
 with complete sets and some early definitives in very good variation, most issues are    
 represented aside from the early expensive ones (but e.g. F 36 is represented). Margin    
 numbers exist. Enormous catalogue and face value, please inspect.   2.000:-

1535P  Collection 1905–45 on leaves. With 27 PAKKE-PORTO, set Different designs  but damaged    
 15 øre and a short set DANMARK BEFRIET in both overprint colours  but one 15 øre is    
 missing.  //� 1.000:-

Schleswig / Slesvig

1536K Tj9v Official, 1920 Overprint on Lion and Landscape 40 pf violet with SLESV.G variety (pos 28    
 and 73 in some sheets). F 11000   3.000:-

1537 Tj14 Official, 1920 Overprint on Lion and Landscape 10 Mark red with mother stamp variety    
 Coloured spot on leave (pos 16). Variety Proof (Abart Nachweis) is enclosed. F 12000   4.000:-

1536

Iceland, single items / Island, singlar

1538 2 1873 Skilding values 4 sk red, perf 14 × 13½. A nice copy. F 4500   1.000:-

1539 5 1873 Skilding values 3 sk grey, perf 12½. Very fine. F 12000   2.000:-

1540 31 1898 Aur values 50 aur red/blue, perf 12¾. A nice copy of a scarce stamp, very slighty    
 climate affected gum. F 12000   1.500:-

1541 51 1902 Surcharge “Í GILDI” 5 aur green, perf 12¾, black overprint. A scarce stamp! F 7000   1.000:-

1542 53v1 1902 Surcharge “Í GILDI” 10 aur red perf 12¾, black inverted overprint. Nice BLOCK OF    
 FOUR of this variety, not priced in Facit for xx.   1.000:-

1541
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1543 145-57 1931 King Christian X SET close, unbroken lines (13). F 7700   1.500:-

1544 165-67 1933 Hopflug Ítala 1933 Surcharge SET (3). A nice and demanded set. F 45000   8.000:-

1545 165-67 1933 Hopflug Ítala 1933 Surcharge SET (3). 1 and 10 kr with very light traces of hinges,    
 5 kr . 5 and 10 kr perfectly centered. F 27000  / 5.000:-

1546K 173-88 1930 The Parliament SET (16). F 7500   1.000:-

ex 1543ex 1544 ex 1545

1547 Tj15b Official, 1902 Overprint Í GILDI ’02-’03 3 aur yellow-orange perf 14 × 13½ on medium    
 thick paper. Nice margin copy with old Grönlund cert. F 5500   1.000:-

1548K Tj59-74 Official, A nice set.  � 2.000:-

Iceland, collections / Island, samlingar
1549P Collection 1876–1986 on leaves. A very nice collection with many good stamps e.g. several aur    

values, COMPLETE from 1902 excl F 128, 141, 153, Hopflug, and 10 aur Falcon. Also good officials    
incl Parliament overprints excl. Falcon. Could be a few x stamps but all checked have proven xx    
so the quality is very nice! Fine quality   10.000:-

1550P Collection 1873–1981 on leaves. Nice and clean coll. inkl 8 sk, good Aur values, two Þrir ovtpls,    
from 1902 complete excl Hopflug, 1930 Falcon and 2 kr Parliament, (10 kr Christian Tollur canc).    
Also officials incl e.g. 5 kr Fredrik. low reserve. Fine quality  � 5.000:-

1551A Collection in DAVO album from 1873 up to 1987 with several better stamps. From 1945 all , very    
good quality.  Mostly  5.000:-

1552Fb Four stockbooks with high value 1873–2001 incl. e.g. F 7 , many Í GILDI and official stamps,    
several good sets incl. Parliament 1930 cpl , F 252–59 , eight  sets F 337–44, F 311 ,    
some modern used, etc. (1000’s)  / 3.500:-

1553P Collection 1873–1940 on leaves. Several a bit better. Please see a selection of scans at    
www.philea.se.  / 3.000:-

1554A Collection 1876–1995 in two Lindner Falzlos albums incl. some Aur values, F 102, 116, 119–20,    
155, 189–93, 264 and 311 , F 123, 165 and 194–99 , good Parliament and officials etc. Apparently    
cpl and mainly  after 1948.  / 2.500:-

1555K Eleven stockcards with dupl. 1931–59 incl. e.g. F 227–51, four sets 281–87, three copies F 311,    
some blocks-of-four incl. F 213–14, 262 and 280, etc. F approx. 37000.   2.200:-

1556Mf Accumulation classics–1960s on about 40 stock cards and in some glassine envelopes. E.g. F 155    
in two blocks of four (one stamp with brown gum spot), F 248×14, several other medium priced king    
stamps, bettter 1940s–50s incl Republic set in blocks of four, dito Parliament, various from 1950    
definitives, etc. Favourable reserve!   2.000:-

1547
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1557Fd Accumulation. SHEETS, large accumulation hundreds of full but also part sheets 1960s–1990s    
including many nice complete sets, e.g. F 434, 436, three sheets F 417, 457–58, 734–35, 738–39    
and other bird sets, Cept sets, 689–90, 726–27 and other flower sets. Very high catalogue value!   2.000:-

1558Dc Accumulation. Two stockbooks used acc. incl e.g. King stamps and some ”medium priced” modern in    
quantities, one stockbook xx material 1950s–modern, one useful almost empty Leuctturm album,    
visir leaves with probably cpl xx col. 1991–2005, a lot of booklets in two plastic boxes in good    
variation and very high face value, stock cards with somewhat better older and also quite recent    
xx sets e.g. some units. Low reserve!  /� 2.000:-

Finland, prephilately / Finland, förfilateli
1559K Pre-philately 1822, Cover sent 1822 from ÅBO (Turku) to the member of the Senate, Lieutenant Colonel and   

Knight of the Swedish Order of the Sword, Mr Arfved Finkenberg, cancelled with a red cancellation ÅBO in   
latin letters (F 20000). Listing nr 98.  2.000:-

Finland, single items / Finland, singlar
1560Kv 33 1890 Coat of Arms m/89 5 Mk green/red. Cancelled ÅBO/TURKU 14.1.1901, the last day stamps    

 in this series were allowed for domestic use in Finland. AN EXHIBITION ITEM OF IMPORTANCE.   
 Cert Schwenson (2020). F 90000  * 10.000:-

1561K 34 1890 Coat of Arms m/89 10 Mk brown/red. A wonderful cover, sent locally in ÅBO/Turku    
 (14.1.1901) on the last day stamps from this series were allowed for domestic use in    
 Finland. A very fine philatelic item. Cert Cyril Schwenson (2020). F 50000  * 3.500:-

1562 35-47 1891 Russian types with rings SET (13). F 46 is . F 6.600  � 1.000:-

1563K 165 1930 Zeppelin overprint 10 Mk red on light grey-violet in PAIR on cover (small tear) to    
 Germany, cancelled HELSINKI 24.IX.30 and with violet Zeppelin cachet. Arrival canc.    
 Friedrichshafen 25.9.30 on back of cover.  * 1.200:-

1564K 185-87 etc.   1933 The Red Cross SET (3) etc. on cover to Pernambuco, Brazil, cancelled VIIPURI    
 12 IX.33. 7½ mark=correct fee to foreign country including air mail. From Berlin by    
 railway (Bahnpost 15.9.33) to Friedrichshafen, from there by ”LUFTSCHIFF GRAF ZEPPELIN    
 7. SÜDAMERIKAFAHRT”. Arrival canc. Pernambuco 19.IX.33. Two decorative cachets.  * 1.200:-

Finland, collections / Finland, samlingar
1565A Collection 1856–1940 in album. E.g. #1-2, m/60 and other Coat of Arms types, 5+10 mk numbers in    

three corners, with Rings (both high values x) etc, in the later part more x stamps incl 5 mk    
Vaasa and Zeppelin. First ten pages available at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 4.000:-

1563 1564

1559 1561
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1566A Collection 1860–1982 in DAVO album with stamp mounts. Before Republic mainly used incl several    
better stamps, from 1917 with few exceptions complete in main numbers mixed used/unused incl e.g.    
Vaasa 5mk x and Zeppelin xx. Also Autopakketi stamps and a few from areas. Fine quality  //� 3.000:-

1567A Collection 1865–1971 in Lindner album. Close to complete collection, starting with the rouletted    
issues, good Russian types (1 Mk with a perfect cancellation SORDAVALA), good representation of    
Definitive series 1919-1930, Red Cross (1930s-1950s) and a lot more. Mostly fine quality (>700)  //� 3.000:-

1568L Several hundred stamps on stockcards 1860-1956, incl. e.g. 40 Rouletted, five used F34, good    
Rings incl. F46, several  sets incl. five sets BF1-5, some Occupied areas etc.  //� 3.000:-

1569A Collection 1860–1987 in FACIT album with stamp mounts. Collected both xx and used with xx e.g.    
5+10mk numbers in three corners, 14k-1R with Rings, complete 1930–87 except a few unimportant    
stamps, parcel post and 1963 field post, used with ”With Rings” cpl, all three 10 mk values,    
Zeppelin, more or less cpl thereafter, and 1963 Field post. Fine quality  /� 2.000:-

1570Cc Accumulation. Stockbook with xx acc. relatively well filled from Republic onwards with many sets    
etc, boxes with booklets and loose stamps, stock cards with mainly xx or used souvenir sheets.    
E.g. fixed value stamps and EUR values. Finally some visir leaves with Markka stamps in sets.    
Favourable reserve.  Mostly  2.000:-

The Åland Islands / Åland
1571Dd  Accumulation 1984–2000s. Enormous hoarding of material probably collected over many    

 years, in removal box and mid-size box; collections/accumulations including of gutter pairs,    
 many year sets,a lot of booklets, sets etc, also many fixed value stamps and EUR values,    
 Very high face and catalogue value, reserve price set intentionally low to clear.  /� 2.000:-

Collections Nordic countries / Nordensamlingar
1572De Mainly used stock with tens of thousands of stamps mostly ca 1880–1990 in glassine envelopes incl.    

some better /. Mostly Denmark, Norway, Iceland and Finland + some other countries all world.  //� 3.000:-

1573Rb Accumulation. Comprehensive incl. Icelandic massware in boxes (very good variation and high cat.    
value), large amount of Swedish souvenir sheets and booklet combinations, Denmark collection incl    
better, various better on cards, etc. Please inspect, low reserve.  Mostly � 2.000:-

1574Ea Three boxes with xx sets in glassine incl face value material, blocks of four, much Iceland etc,    
also Åland Island year sets, some part sheets and Sweden almost cpl booklet pane coll. incl HA6 blocks.   2.000:-

1575Ca Accumulation. Ten plastic boxes with modern material with high face and catalogue value e.g.    
Iceland booklets in very good variation, Greenland and Faroes booklets and stamps (also some used    
ones), Norway face value incl. recent material and fixed value stamps, Iceland xx, a few auction cards    
with Iceland incl. F 19 xx nice copy, Norway xx booklets with high face value, etc. Low reserve!  Mostly  2.000:-

1576Rb Booklets. Compehensive accumulation of maybe 2000 booklets with many Swedish slot machine booklets    
incl e.g. HA1 R+O, several HA5+6 etc, many Finnish dito, also Norway and Denmark incl some useful    
face value, souvenir sheets from Scandinavia xx and used etc. Low reserve.   2.000:-

Thursday 27 May, 16:30 at the earliest

European collections / Europasamlingar
1577A 16 visir leaves with many better issues e.g., Iceland 173–87, Sigurdsson 1944, BRD Röntgen×8,    

Beethoven×6, preolympics 1952 , Mao 50 pf. Finland 20 charity sets. Norway Ibsen, Holberg,    
Abel, Nansen, Legin and several others. Catalogue value acc. to vendor 40.000  /� 5.000:-

1578De Accumulation. Mid-size removal box with e.g. many year sets from Greenland, Faroes and Åland,    
booklets from England (and some Ireland) incl e.g. Britain prestige booklets, high face value,    
six stockbooks with mainly xx (some used souvenir sheets from Soviet Union) incl e.g. Channel    
Islands, Norway, the Faroes, Finland incl. Zeppelin 1930 (somewhat toned gum, complete coll.    
Faroes 1975–97 xx in Leuchtturm and ditto Greenland cpl 1938–97 excl. the Danmark Befriet set.    
Low reserve, please inspect!  Mostly  3.000:-

1579Rc Accumulation classic–modern in 21 stockbooks + five albums incl. e.g. much Germany and Finland,    
Yugoslavia, Spain and some better Austria, etc. Approx. 30 kg.  //� 2.000:-

1580Fd Accumulation old-modern on 52 stockcards. Containing Malta incl. Mi 13–14  and 237–53 , Austria    
incl. Birds cpl , Serbia 1869–1926, good Cyprus and Poland, six sets Liechtenstein Mi 1–3,    
Czechoslovakia.  //� 2.000:-
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1581Cb Accumulation. Removal box with much material in album, on leaves etc incl. e.g. some old auction    
lots, various remainder collections, duplicates, etc. E.g. Germany, Netherlands, Spain, Soviet    
Union, etc, also some outside Europe. Approx. 25 kg.  Mostly � 2.000:-

1582Ed Accumulation. Two large removal boxes with Swedish, Nordic and some Eureopean massware mounted    
in binders, in large number of circulations booklets, hundreds of FDCs mainly Sweden, ungummed    
Swedish postage in a stockbook, some booklets incl Sweden Picture Stone (Bildsten), some better    
used Sweden incl. 1924 stamps, slighly better circulation booklets Iceland, Finand and Norway,    
some xx Europe etc. Low reserve considering the amount of material!  Mostly � 2.000:-

1583A BALTIC STATES Collection 1918–1940 in album. Estonia complete excl the occupation issues 1940–41,    
Latvia well-filled, however watermark and perf varieties not described specifically (also incl a    
nice letter from Riga 1796), Lithuania with many of the better series (1930s) both perf and    
imperf. Fine quality (>500)  //� 5.000:-

1584Bb BALTIC STATES Accumulation 1918–modern in two Leuctturm albums, four stocbooks and some cards.    
Main value on Estonia and Lithuania with e.g. commemorative sets and souvenir sheets from first    
period but also second period represented, stockbooks slightly sparce but still many stamps in    
total incl. some useful. Fine quality  /� 2.000:-

Worldwide collections / Hela Världen-samlingar
1585Cd Old collection classic–ca 1960 in 20 albums incl. better Scandinavia, Commonwealth, etc. Well    

worth a careful inspection. Approx. 46 kg.  Mostly � 6.000:-

1586Fd Accumulation on ca 130 stockcards with several expensive singles, sets and souvenir sheets incl.    
good Portugal, Greek Islands, Monaco, Albania, Croatia and Estonia, etc. VERY HIGH VALUE.  //� 5.000:-

1587Db Interesting box with thousands of stamps old–modern in 26 stockbooks. Especially good Tonga,    
Croatia and Taiwan, Commonwealth, etc. Approx. 30 kg.  //� 4.000:-

1588Bb Accumulation. SEALED INVESTOR BOX FROM THE AFINSA PORTFOLIO. Not to be opened before    
the auction. From experience each box comntains 40–80 folders with Western Europe xx on stockcards    
with year sets or souvenir sheets / minisheets, but could also contain other, older and better material.    
Anything can happen here, should be a great thing for the slightly dearing collector to put under    
the Christmas tree.  //� 4.000:-

1589A Several hundreds housed in one substantial volume from the 19th century through to modern. This    
is a most extraordinary lot incl. advertising collar types on Hungary, used better newspaper    
stamps, errors, airmail and much cinderella, well worth spending time on. This description is    
just the tip of the iceberg. Enjoy a viewing of a most diverse and challenging range of material.  � 2.500:-

1590A Large stockbook with Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Turkmenistan. Many sets and s/s both perf and    
imperf. Some duplication.   2.500:-

1591Eb Interesting removal box with tens of thousands of stamps classic–modern on leaves, stock cards,    
envelopes and albums, etc. E.g. several  sets, souvenir sheets and some covers, etc. Approx. 25 kg.  //� 2.500:-

1592Mg About 110 stockcards with several medium- and also better priced issues old–modern incl. good    
Commonwealth, South America, French colonies and Manchukou, etc. Mi approx. 9000 Euro acc. to    
vendor.  //� 2.500:-

1593Mc Very interesting lot on 69 stockcards incl. several better singles, sets, souvenir sheets and    
some covers. E.g. good Portug. and Italian colonies, Tonga, Taiwan and Sarawak, etc.  //� 2.500:-

1594A Collection classical–1930s in nice Schaubek album without stamp mounts. Some better countries,    
e.g. Denmark, Great Britain, Sweden, British and French Colonies. Well filled. Please see a    
selection of scans at www.philea.se.  /� 2.000:-

1595Rc Accumulation old-modern in 17 albums/binders + leaves incl. good Brunei, Liberia and Commonwealth,    
 Russia and Middle East etc. incl. several sets and souvenir sheets. Approx. 18 kg.  //� 2.000:-

1596Dd Big box with 10000’s of Non-Scandinavian stamps in envelopes old-modern. Approx. 12 kg.  � 1.200:-

1597A Covers. Approx. 150 covers/cards individually presented and written-up, each showing something    
interesting, 19th century to 1940s, with strong WW2 period, including US navy official and field    
post, Czech and Polish field post, France Vichy propaganda, British field post incl. India censors,    
Egypt, Palestine, etc, unusual official handstamps incl. Admiralty anchor, French air force, etc,    
as well as attractive earlier items, especially registered, postage due, paquebot, French pneumatic    
stationery, redirections/returns, 1939 first flight France–United States, etc. A great variety    
of handstamps and usages here, showing considerable research. Many items here that would sell    
very well individually on the internet, an opportunity.  * 3.000:-
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Continent collections / Världsdelssamlingar
1598A AFRICA Accumulation mainly ca 1960–90 in binder + album incl. several sets and souvenir sheets    

etc. from e.g. Libya, Guinea, Ruanda, São Tomé and Príncipe, and Tanzania, etc. Mi approx.    
4300 Euro.  Mostly  2.000:-

1599A AMERICA Collection classic–mostly 1940s in thick Schaubek album incl. e.g. Nicarugua, Salvador,    
Haiti, Venezuela, Colombia, Brazil and Ecuador, etc. Also some Liberia, etc. (>5000)  /� 3.500:-

1600Md ASIA Accumulation with very high value on 90 stockcards incl. e.g. Japanese Occupation, Commonwealth,    
Dutch Colonies, Laos, Middle East, Iran and Thailand.  //� 3.500:-

Thematics, other / Motiv, övrigt
1601P Air mail. Covers. A magnificent collection of air mail postal history exploring the 1934 APEX    

with several dozen items well researched and written up, as well as a wealth of scarce collateral    
material, all displayed on a large stack of exhibition pages. Highlights include an interesting    
rocket post section, an important study of the early London autogiro flights, including destinations    
to Cape Town, Iraq, Egypt, etc. Also a rare ’first philatelic autogiro flight’ cover signed by    
pilot from Hanworth aerodrome, as well as original flight labels in tête-bêche blocks, etc. 25    
years in the making, there are a good number here that have cost the vendor in excess of 100 €    
each. A highly recommended viewing.  * 4.000:-

1602Sc Flowers. Collection mainly 1950’s-1980’s in four large stockbooks. A great coll. of sets and    
souvenir sheets of flowers, plants, mushrooms etc from ASIA and OCEANIA including many medium    
priced items. E.g. popular French areas in Oceania, dito Commonwealth, Asia with good Iran, Iraq,    
Japan incl good face value section, Korea, China (incl some used), Taiwan and more. Please see a    
lot of picutres of the lot to get a good feeling, the albums are well-filled overall! To be    
recommended! Fine quality   10.000:-

1603Rd Flowers. Collection Mainly 1950’s-1980’s in three large thick stockbooks. A great coll. of sets    
and souvenir sheets of flowers, plants, mushrooms etc from AFRICA. including many medium priced    
items in well-filled stockbooks. Some used/x included but clear majority and value on xx. See    
meny example pictures online. Fine quality  Mostly  5.000:-

1604A Flowers. Collection Mainly 1950’s-1980’s in two large stockbooks. A great coll. of sets and    
souvenir sheets of flowers, plants, mushrooms etc from NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA including many    
medium priced items. Good range throughtout with much Commonwealth, but also Latin American    
countries. Attractive! Fine quality (Thousands)   4.000:-

Thursday 27 May, 17:00 at the earliest

Non-Scandinavia A-Z / Utomnorden (engelsk bokstavsordning)

Afghanistan – Argentina
1605A  Afghanistan Collection/accumulation 1894–1960 in two stocbooks. Very comprehensive with    

 many different issues incl many multiples, about 40 cpl printing sheets, pair combinations    
 incl tête-beche, officials, obligatory tax stamps, parcel stamps and more. A popular    
 collecting area and high catalogue value! The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.    
 Mostly fine quality (Thousands)  //� 9.000:-

1606 5-8, 12-13   Albania Nice lot 6 different overprints, on cut pieces. EUR 2800  � 2.000:-

1607A  Albania Collection 1913–70 in Schaubek album. Comprehensive and with many better sets    
 incl Mi 18-23, 35-40 (EUR500), 47-52 I-III, 76-81 I-III, 90-117, 162-68, 171-209, 242-51,    
 359-67, Dues 30-39 etc, everything before 1945 available on the website. Fine quality  � 7.000:-

1608A  Albania Collection 1918–60 in stockbook. Several better and a few varieties such as inverted    
 overprint. Some duplication. Mostly fine quality Value more than 7300 € acc. to vendor.  //� 5.000:-

1609A  Argentina Collection Classics–modern in two albums. TIERRA DE PROMISION - THE PROMISED    
 LAND, exhibition collection formed by Finnish collector, an interesting philatelic journey    
 through Argentina but also some other countries represented. A collection that appears    
 to need some exploration to be appreciated, but nevertheless really interesting. Fine quality  /� 3.000:-

Australia
1610P  New South Wales Collection 1854–97. With different wmk, perforations, varieties and    

 shades. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  � 2.000:-

1611P  Queensland Collection 1860–1910 on 16 leaves. Specialiced, with many better stamps.    
 Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 5.000:-
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1612P  South Australia Collection on 21 leaves. Specialiced with shades and perforations, with    
 many better stamps. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 5.000:-

1613P  Tasmania Collection on six leaves. Specialiced, with many better stamps. The entire lot    
 is presented at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 5.000:-

1614P  Victoria Collection 1860–1910 on twelve leaves. Specialiced, with many better stamps.    
 Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 4.000:-

1615P  Western Australia Collection on five leaves. Specialiced, with many better stamps.    
 The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 1.500:-

Austria – Brazil
1616A  Austria Accumulation 1850–1960s in thick visir album. E.g. classics incl a nice first    

 page, good range througout without the expensive ones but many medium priced stamps and    
 sets, also from Second Republic, (e.g. Bird set cpl used), also a good section back-of-   
 the-book and Bosnia-Herzegovina. High catalogue value! Fine quality (2000-2500)  //� 4.000:-

1617A  Austria Impressive mint and used holding from the first imperf issues onwards, all 4    
 margined with 40+ through 19th century high values inc a study of the perf varieties,    
 many of which are unlisted, then the 20th century, again extensive, much of which would    
 benefit from the specialized catalogues. Huge potential from the obvious to the much more    
 interesting 19th and early 20th century. A recommended viewing, ideal for the specialist    
 collector or dealer.  //� 2.500:-

1618Pv  Batum Outstanding, mint and used collection, housed on album leaves, most spaces filled,    
 including SG #7, #9, #10, #19, #29, #23 through #28, #29, #30 through #32 used, #33, #35,    
 as well as ‘A’ numbers 20, 30, 32, 33 to high values 42 and ‘B’ numbers 20 + 44, etc.    
 Catalogue value in excess of £10,000, however, there are probably some forgeries present    
 as well as, please note, five photos. Remarkable in scope, including a very good range    
 of Aloe Trees and British Occupations on these types. A highly recommended viewing for    
 the specialist, a collection with considerable substance and value.  /� 6.000:-

1619Rb  Belgium Collection 1884–2008 in removal box. Eight albums and approx 50 visir leaves with    
 a comprehensive collection, well-filled from 1915, including railway mail stamps, occupation    
 issues 1919-2, all more important series and blocks and a lot more including the Railway    
 centenary set. 99 % of the material MNH according to vendor. Please inspect! Fine quality    
 Approx. 18 kg. (1000s)  Mostly  5.000:-

1620A  Belgium Several 100 stamps from the first issues of the epaulettes through to perf types    
 40cts, as well as various other 19th century mint and used, such as the number issues to    
 8cts, through to 20th century values to 2fr mint with tab, medallions complete, better    
 pre-WW2 sets to 5fr, end with better Malmedy, strong back of the book 19th century,    
 railways inc some later mint sets. Much more here to plough through, viewing recommended.  /� 2.500:-

1621P  Bermuda Exciting mint and used accumulation of virtually all high values KGV/KGVI with    
 the exception of blocks of 4 of the 1910 caravel issues 1/2d to 1/- . Then KGV 2/- and    
 2/6d, 5/-, 10/- and £1, plus a further 2.6d KGV with the frame break flaw. Then the KGVI    
 with 5x block of 4x 2/- distinctly different shades, all MNH, followed by 2x 2/6d mint    
 inc unmounted, plus a further20x 2/6d used, all beautiful cds including plate number pair    
 and further varieties, followed by 10/- with 3 sheet marginals, plus a further 3 all MNH    
 and finally the high value £1 with 5x examples, including sheet and corner marginal MNH    
 and a further 2x MNH and 1 VLH. Overall total of these key plate types is 88 examples, a    
 tremendous holding with no doubt plenty of further varieties waiting to be discovered,    
 as extensively outlined in Gibbons. An extremely pleasant holding, overwhelmingly MNH    
 with huge potential and will certainly catalogue many 1000s of pounds in Gibbons. Viewing    
 highly recommended. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  Mostly  5.000:-

1622A  Brazil Collection 1900–1950s in album without stamp mounts. Genuine with several better    
 stamps as the Revolution leader set 1931 and many s/s as the Mi block 3-5 (New York    
 Exhibition 1940, but without regular stamps. Also some wmk varieties not listed in Michel.    
 Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Fine quality   5.000:-

Great Britain
1623K 21 I 1862 Queen Victoria new types 9 d straw, wmk Large Garter on cover sent from LONDON W.C.    

 25.MAR.62 to East Melbourne, Victoria. Arrival pmk MELBOURNE 10.MY.62. SG 2016 £1000.  * 2.000:-
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1624K 32 1867 Queen Victoria 10 d red-brown, watermark Spray of Rose on insufficiently prepaid cover sent    
 from ANTRIM 24.FE.69 via LONDON 25.FE.69, Marseille and MELBOURNE 24.AP.69 to    
 New South Wales, with arrival SYDNEY 17.AP.1869. Postage due mark 6D MORE TO PAY.    
 SG 2016 £850+++.  * 3.500:-

1625 174 1929 9th UPU Congress £1 black. A beautiful stamp! EUR 1200   2.000:-

1626Eb  Dealer’s stock in three thick visir albums 1840–2002, several thousands. Very high value.    
 Catalogue value acc. to vendor 19000 euro  //� 10.000:-

1627A  Collection 1840–1969 in Lindner album. Starts with No 1–4. Includes many of the fine    
 copies from Queen Victoria to King Edward VIII. Many ”difficult” stamps. See scans! Fine    
 quality (>700)  //� 5.000:-

1628A  Accumulation Victoria–1980s in two stockbooks. Good range of medium priced/better classics    
 in as often varied quality but with a very high catalogue value, a useful lot. Mixed    
 quality (2000)  � 2.000:-

1629Ea  Accumulation. Schaubek album with nice coll. 1900s–1991 with some better stamps and sets    
 like 9 p–1 sh Edward, exhibition 1924–25, Silver Jubilee, 1951 higher values etc, well-   
 filled except for definitives from mid-1950s incl phosphor, then a large hoard of BOOKLETs    
 incl many prestige booklets with high face value! Low reserve.   2.000:-

1630 13 P.O. in China 1917 CHINA Overprint on Hong Kong stamps $2 carmine-red/black, wmk multiple    
 crown CA. Fresh lightly hinged example. EUR 240   800:-

British Commonwealth
1631A  Accumulation Classics-about 1980 on about 70 stockcards. Interesting mixed incl medium    

 priced and better with e.g. many classics but also later. E.g West Indies, Newfoundland,    
 Southern Africa and Malayan areas. The 24 most important cards available at www.philea.se.    
 Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 5.000:-

1632A  Collection 1892–1949 in stockbook. British South Africa Company, North and South Rhodesia    
 and Nyasaland. Many good and valuable stamps and sets. A fine collection, inspection    
 recommended. Mainly very fine quality. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  //� 4.000:-

1633Mf  Very fine selection mostly 1930’s-1960’s on stockcards incl. several nice sets. E.g. good    
 Ascension, Falklands, Norfolk, Papua and Bechuanaland etc. Mi approx. 3260 Euro. (600)   2.500:-

1634A  Oceania Collection 1870–1968 in a MINKUS album with homemade stamp mounts. E.g. Cook    
 Islands, Fiji and Tonga. Several high values. Price quotations below stamps are from SG    
 2007 and 2010. Catalogue value today should be approx. GBP 5000 acc. to vendor. Please    
 see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Catalogue value acc. to vendor (1350 different)  //� 3.000:-

1635P  British Guyana Collection 1860s–1966 on leaves incl. some duplicates. Containing some    
 better early issues and e.g. Mi 91–93 used, two  sets Mi 98–102, 128–38 incl. duplicates,    
 156–239  and about 35 covers & cards incl. some better ones. Please see a selection of    
 scans at www.philea.se. (330)  /� 4.000:-

1637A  1945–64. Every miniature sheet and every set present, for example Mi #468 onwards complete    
 through to 1817, official stamps Mi #17 – #22, parcel stamps Michel #21 - #36 complete,    
 postage dues, Mi #39 to #46, etc. Everything in the best quality throughout.   3.000:-

1624 16301623
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China

1638K  Incoming mail Sweden. Reg. cover to Sven Hedin, Chinese-Swedish Expedition in Urumchi in    
 Sinkiang. With two different local cancels – one TIRWA. Sent from Stockholm 1928 franked    
 with 60 öre. With interesting labels on back side.  * 500:-

1639 I Empire Foochow provisional halved 2 cent dragon on cut piece (half envelope) cancelled    
 FOOCHOW 22 OCT 03. Mi EUR 1700 for full letter.  r 4.000:-

1640 1 III Empire 1883 Dragon 2½ apart 1 ca green. Fresh example with part of a blue Chinese    
 cancellation. EUR 450  � 1.000:-

1641 2 II Empire 1882 Dragon 4½ mm apart 3 ca brown-red. Fresh well-centered example with original    
 gum. Corner crease in lower left corner. EUR 1000   3.000:-

1642 2 III Empire 1883 Dragon 2½ apart 3 ca red. Nice copy with one a bit short perf. EUR 700   1.000:-

1643 2 III Empire 1883 Dragon 2½ apart 3 ca red. Fresh example without faults with part of light    
 blue Chinese cancellation. EUR 350  � 1.000:-

1644 3 I Empire 1878 Dragon Thin paper 5 ca orange. Fresh example without faults. Part of a Hong    
 Kong cancellation and part of a Chinese cancellation. EUR 420  � 1.000:-

1645 5A Empire 1885 Small dragon 3 ca mauve perf 12½. Imperforate at left, unusual variety –    
 exhibition piece! MA 17c, value 2010 $2000 with rough perforation - but this stamp seams    
 to be with clean cut perforation, not listed in Ma (only with imperf right margin). Also    
 with inverted wmk. Nice fresh example with original gum and lightly hinged.   2.000:-

1639 1640 1641 1643 1644 1645

1646 14a Empire 1894 Dowager Empress I 12 ca brown-orange. Fresh lightly hinged example with    
 original gum, minor foxing. EUR 500   1.000:-

1647 17 I Empire 1897 New currency Surcharge on Dowager Empress issue 1 c on 1 ca Small figures,    
 4 mm below. Overprint variety ”1” is misplaced to the left and located over e in cent.    
 Ma 38b. Fresh lightly hinged example.   500:-

1648 21 IIIb Empire 1897 New currency Surcharge on Dowager Empress II issue 8 c on 6 ca light red-   
 brown large figures, 2½ mm below. Fresh well-centered example, lightly hinged, with    
 original gum. EUR 800   2.000:-

1649 23 I Empire 1897 New currency Surcharge on Dowager Empress issue 10 c on 9 ca Small figures,    
 4 mm below. Fresh very lightly hinged example with original gum. Old owner mark on back.    
 EUR 700   2.000:-

1650 23 IIIb Empire 1897 New currency Surcharge on Dowager Empress II issue 10 c on 9 ca yellow-green    
 large figures, 2½ mm below. Fresh well-centered example with original gum and small traces    
 of hinge. EUR 450   1.000:-

1646 1647 1648 1649 1650
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1651 23 IVbK Empire 1897 New currency Surcharge on Dowager Empress III 10 c on 9 ca yellow-green large    
 figures, 1½ mm below with inverted overprint. Fresh mint example of this rare inverted    
 overprint. EUR 1600   10.000:-

1652 24 II Empire 1897 New currency Surcharge on Dowager Empress issue 10 c on 12 ca Small figures,    
 3 mm below. Fresh lightly hinged example with original gum. EUR 600   2.000:-

1653 25 I Empire 1897 New currency Surcharge on Dowager Empress issue 30 c on 24 ca Small figures,    
 4 mm below. Fresh and attractive never hinged example with full original gum. Seldom seen    
 as never hinged!   10.000:-

1654 26 I Empire 1897 New currency Surcharge on Small Dragon 1 c on 1 ca green small figures, 4 mm    
 below. Fresh example with original gum and minor gum disturbance (possibly from production).    
 EUR 250   800:-

1655 28 II Empire 1897 New currency Surcharge on Small Dragon 5 c on 5 ca olive-yellow small figures,    
 3 mm below. Fresh never hinged example with full original gum, unusual in this condition!   500:-

1651 1652 1653 1654 1655

1656 29 I Empire 1897 Surcharge on Red Revenue one cent on 3 c red, large type surcharge. Some    
 original gum, somewhat irregular perfs. in lower left corner. EUR 450   1.000:-

1657 30-32 Empire 1897 Surcharge on Red Revenue 2 cents on 3 c red, small type surcharge and large    
 type surcharge. Small lot with both surcharge types for the 2 cent red revenue. Both with    
 some flaws (one with short perfs, the other with some thinning on reverse). EUR 800  � 1.000:-

1658Av  Empire Collection 1878–1940s in large stockbook. Extensive collection organised by Stanley    
	 Gibbons	catalogue	numbers	including	some	shades	and	varieties	identified	by	the	collector.		 	 	
 The collection starts with six large dragons (some with faults, but also nice problem    
 free examples), ten small dragons, an extensive section of Dowager issue including    
 overprints and varieties e.g. 10 cents large overprint 2.5 mm on 12 ca and invered Republic    
 overprint. Several better values and sets from 1910s–30s sometimes both used and unused    
 such as Hedin set. Sinkiang Junks 1920s–30s eight different values with specimen overprints,    
 Constitution set 1923 with specimen overprint as well. Also some locals, Foreign post    
 and Japanese Post in China. Please inspect carefully! The entire lot is presented at    
 www.philea.se. (1000)  //� 25.000:-

1656 1657 1659

16621661
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1659 117 R.O.C. 1912 London overprint by Waterlow 16 c olive. Fresh mint never hinged example with    
 margin at left. Mi EUR 60 for hinged, never hinged is unusual!   500:-

1660 246-49 R.O.C. 1932 Sven Hedin Expedition SET (4+4). Both used and , very fine. EUR 560  /� 1.000:-

1661Kv  R.O.C. The SINO-SWEDISH EXPEDITION 1928–35. A most interesting and spectacular letter    
 ever of Hedin’s correspondence is a registered letter from Sven Hedin himself sent 1933    
 to Sweden franked 10+15+40 cents = 65 cents. It was onforwarded with a Swedish reg. label    
 as the receiver, Hedin’s colleague Dr Arne, had left for Persia as a member of the Swedish    
 Archeological Mission to Shah Tepe in northern Persia but had not yet arrived to his    
 destination Asterabad in Gorgan province when the onforwarded letter arrived. So the    
 letter was again onforwarded and now returned to Hedin in Beijing! An cds on the back on    
 blue states that ”Le Destinateur n’est pas encore venue a Gorgan”. A large number of cds    
 and transit marks and other marks are found on both sides of the cover. Note the great    
 discrepancies of dates due to Persia as well as China having their own calendar systems    
 which did not correspond with the Western calendar, nor with each other! Also note at    
 top left remnants of a label that was a Chinese label to show it was registered. It was    
	 taken	away	later.	A	most	remarkable	postal	historic	letter	steeped	in	the	Chinese	scientific		 	 	
 development. It is in a remarkably good condition considering the long journey and handling    
 in three different countries!  * 20.000:-

1662 1-7 Tibet 1911 Overprint on Third Imperial series short set from 3 pies to 4 annas (7). All    
 stamps are excellent mint never hinged condition, which is very unusual. Mi EUR 440 for    
 hinged, significant premium for this superb condition!   2.500:-

1663Ra  Detailed and very well described collection of ”Added Charge Labels” (Local Postal    
 Surcharge Labels) in ten albums including about 1600 different labels from many different    
 provinces and with some duplication. Ex Lars Palmer. This collection area is almost    
 forgotten, but on eBay the stamps often cost USD 7–30 each. Here are many scarce labels    
 to be found – almost all there are! This is one of the largest collection in the world    
 of the kind, with used and mint stamps together with many covers – a once in a life time    
 opportunity! Also a lot of documentation, all in three large boxes. Please see a selection    
 of scans at www.philea.se. Approx. 40 kg.  //� 20.000:-

1664Ba  Collection 1949–2005 in five Leuchtturm albums with stamp mounts. With many better stamps    
 including Radio Gymnastics, good s/s as table tennis 1931, imperf children 1963 and much    
 more. Almost complete from 1970 including Year of the Monkey 1980. Also one album 1988–92    
 and some duplicates. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Fine quality Approx. 12 kg.   10.000:-

1665Ec  Large box with several hundred envelopes with stamps and sets. Mostly modern, but also a    
 few older including better. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Approx. 11 kg.  � 5.000:-

1666Ca  Large box with over ten albums with modern stamps, souvenir sheets, presentation folders    
 – often several of each. Also several booklets. Very fine quality. Approx. 24 kg.   2.000:-

1667Ec  Large removal box with modern year sets/books and presentation packs, often more than    
 one each. Very fine quality, and seldom offered in this quantity! Approx. 28 kg.   2.000:-

1668Ed  Box with loose mostly modern sets and stamps /� in envelopes, souvenir folders and    
 unused post cards. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Approx. 11 kg.  //� 2.000:-

1669Ed  Large box with stamps, covers, FDC, collections in several stockbooks – much material,    
 mostly modern but also some a bit better. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.    
 Approx. 24 kg.  //� 2.000:-

1670Ce  FDC. Large dealer stock in three boxes (about 15 kg each) 1975–2000 with many better    
 covers and presentation folders, mostly several of each. No early souvenir sheets but    
 with e.g. Horses set 1978. Approx. 45 kg.  * 20.000:-

1671   Hankow P.O.W mail, Interesting postcard sent to Japan from HANKAU 25.7.15 DEUTSCHÉ    
 POST. I.  * 1.000:-

1671
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1672A  Mixed Collection/accumulation 1880s–1940s in two stockbooks. The stockbooks have in parts    
 heavy duplications, but also nice units. Starts with two small dragons, shows a range of    
 foreign post offices and local issues in addition to a good range of mostly 1930s–40s    
 issues. Please inspect!  //� 5.000:-

1673 6 I, V48 (x3)   Foreign posts Small cut piece with three examples of 20 pfennig Germany (V48)    
 forerunners and one example of 50 Pfg with 45 degree overprint ”China”. Attractive piece    
 cancelled 7.2.99.  r 500:-

1674P  Foreign posts Collection 1890s–1920s on leaves. The collection includes British post    
 offices Mi 17–26 mint hinged, and better Japanese post office issues such as Mi 45 hinged.    
 Please inspect!  //� 3.000:-

Czechoslovakia – Estonia
1675A  Czechoslovakia //�, collection 1918–1970s in album. Varied and interesting with many    

 of the Hradschins, many Posta Czesckoslovenska overprints, Air mainl 1920 imperf x, many    
 souvenir/mini-sheets etc, also some interesting covers. Please inspect! Fine quality   3.000:-

1676A  Dutch East Indies Old time mint and used collection housed in an old fashioned album from    
 #1 onwards plus perf #2, much study outside of the box inc different perf ranges on the    
 1870 defins, through to Goldilocks to 2.5gl then o/ps signed, followed by 20th century    
 virtually complete with many better stamps present, especially the high values of the    
 20th cent inc 1912 2.5g, 1923 2.5 and 5gld mint, followed by an extensive study of the    
 Java and Bezit o/ps etc and strong 1930s onwards, through to 1948 Netherlands Indies to    
 25gld mint, also the Indonesias, postage dues, airposts, officials, etc, etc. A very good    
 collection needing not much more for completion.  /� 4.000:-

1677A  Dutch East Indies Attractive mint and used collection housed in a Schaubek album, from    
 #1 onwards. Comprehensive in scope, good quality throughout, many high value definitives    
 such as the 1923 5gld set complete and much more including Japanese Occupation, etc.  /� 2.500:-

1678A  Egypt Important mint and used collection of several 100 stamps, beginning with the    
 overprints of the Ottoman Empire issues, SG #1, #5 and #6 (£260), followed by Sphinx    
 definitives 5pi brown mint, #16 (£300) through to dozens more 19th century, then 1914    
 type defins crown o/ps through to Port Fouad, 5, 10 and 15m, uniform toning (£750),    
 followed by further better sets of the 1920s, including the geographical, agriculture,    
 cotton, the boy king, zeppelins, royal wedding including the £1 green and sepia (£200),    
 also noticed multiples strips of 5 of the signing of treaty, through to the modern era    
 inc lots of miniature sheets, as well as better airmails blocks of 4, etc. Overall a very    
 attractive collection, however please note some toning periodically.  //� 4.000:-

1679Pv  Eritrea (IT) Collection 1893–1936 on 23 leaves. Many expensive stamps here, several    
	 valued	more	than	500	€	in	unusual	fine	quality.	A	few	high	valued	stamps	with	faults.		 	 	
 Also	a	certificate	and	a	cover	sent	to	Sweden	from	ASMARA	1903.	Please	see	many	scans	   
	 at	philea.se	–	almost	everything.	Mostly	fine	quality		 //� 30.000:-

1680A  Estonia Prephilately. Interesting lot (17) prephilatelic covers 1810–68 incl. e.g. Narva    
 1810, Arensburg 1844, Fellin 1847, Möniste 1850, Reval 1823, Vöru 1833, from St. Petersburg    
 to Narva 1849, etc. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  * 2.500:-

1681A  Estonia Collection 1918-1999 in DAVO album with stamp mounts. Very well filled 1918-1940,    
 complete from 1991. No 1 cancelled with a private perf (exp Hujala), a grey copy of No    
 3, No 47B exp Wassmann (2005). Also including the two provisionals from Dorpat 1919 and    
 a nice cover from Tallinn 26.5.1919 to Helsdinki. . Fine quality (>500)  //� 3.000:-

France
1682A  Collection 1850–1952 in EDIFIL albuim. E.g. a good section classics (somewhat mixed    

 quality as usual, War victims 1926/27. 1927 and 1936 air mail (both 50 fr), PEPIX s/s,    
 well-filled later section incl some unused. Further many precancels, dues, etc. High    
 value! Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 5.000:-

1673
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1683A  Collection 1849–1982 in two DAVO albums. Clean coll. with a good range of classics e.g.    
 a reasonable 5 fr Napoleon (two thin spots), Bordeaux, etc, War Victims 1917 excl 5 fr    
 and 1921 overprints cpl, dito 1927 5+1 fr x, most Sinking Fund stamps, 10 fr air mail    
 1936 and from thereon well-filled. Also some back-of-the-book. Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 5.000:-

1684Dd  Collection 1900–2014 in four Leuchtturm albums (albums start 1849) with stamp mounts.    
 Collection formed by quality conscious collector. E.g. some Mersons, sinking fund, 1937    
 National Museum, PEPIX souvenir sheet, most stamps from rest of 1930s–1940s, 1950s cpl    
 excl. air mail and 12+4 fr Famous Frenchmen 1954, then well-filled from 1960 onwards incl    
 e.g. about EUR 400 face value. Finally an extra Leuchtturm with apparently cpl xx coll.    
 1972–78. Fine quality   2.500:-

1685P  Colonies Collection 1864–1904 on leaves. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.    
 Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 2.000:-

French Sudan

1686 73 Forerunner. 1878 Allegories II 15 c blue as reduced military rate franking, on beautiful    
 cover sent from Senegal administrated French Sudan to France. Cancellations CORR.    
 D’ARMEE ST LOUIS 22.OCT.80, COL. FR. PAQ. FR. J No 3 26.OCT.80 and    
 LES ROUSSES JURA 6.NOV.80. Scarce.  * 1.000:-

Germany

States
1687A  Bavaria Collection/accumulation in album. E.g. many Mi 2-11. Mostly good quality (700-800)    

 Mostly unused  2.000:-

Collections German States
1688K  Lot with high value from many states. Mostly Prussia, Baden, Hamburg, Hanover and Brunswick,    

 etc. (370)  /� 3.000:-

1689A  Collection in Lindner album. Mostly Bavaria and Württemberg. Very mixed quality (700)  /� 2.000:-

1686

Reich

1690K 91 Germania 50 pf violet-purple/brown-black on yellow with perfin on business cover to    
 Stockholm, Sweden, cancelled BERLIN C 6.10.19. Green cachet ”BODENSEE 8 OKT.1919” on    
 cover. Unclear arrival cancellation STO 11.10 on back of cover. SCARCE ITEM! (Sieger 19).  * 4.000:-

1691K 381 etc. 1926 Eagle 50 pf red-orange etc. on card to Breslau, Germany, greenish-blue cancellation    
 ”LUFTSCHIFF GRAF ZEPPELIN” 29.5.33. Red cachet ”LUFTSCHIFF GRAF ZEPPELIN    
 ROMFAHRT – 1933”.  * 1.500:-

1690 1691
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1692 456-58 1931 Polarfahrt SET (3). 4 M with weak gum crease. EUR 4400   4.000:-

1693 576-79 1935 OSTROPA ‘35 souvenir sheet 3 (1). EUR 1100  � 1.500:-

1694P 576-79 1935 OSTROPA ‘35 souvenir sheet 3 (1). On envelope. EUR 1100  � 1.500:-

1695Av  Collection 1912–42 in large stockbook. PAIR COMBINATIONS, a very comprehensive coll. with    
 many better including many Germania, some airmails, Ebert/Hindenburg and Charity, from    
 1933 to a large extent complete either x/xx or used, up to the Hitler issues, In the end    
 also some 1920’s stamps in units with progaganda overprints e.g. ”Wählt Hindenburg”.    
 Catalgoue value EUR 26000, a collection to be recommended as a great base for further    
 collecting! Fine quality  //� 15.000:-

1696A  Collection 1917–1941 on leaves. BOOKLET PANES, a really beautiful old coll. mounted on    
 self-made leaves with expanatort text (in Finnish) with several better panes such as Mi    
 Booklet pane (H-Blatt) 19-20, 66-67B, 70-71 and also se-tenant pairs incl S34, S62, KZ13,    
 KZ15, WZ5 and more. Also some interesting covers with combinations. Plese inspect and    
 enjoy. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. Fine quality  Mostly  14.000:-

1697A  Collection 1872–1945 in Schaubek album with stamp mounts. Several better stamps and    
 souvenir sheets but without the most expensive. Please see a selection of scans at    
 www.philea.se. In the beginning mixed quality, later fine  � 5.000:-

1698P  Lot 1872-1945 incl. some Shields, many sets and nice Charity issues, three sets Mi909-10,    
 souvenir sheet 10 used, Official sets, some Air etc. (>400)  /� 2.500:-

1699K 85 Postcard, Germania 5 pf dull green, cancelled OOS 3.10.11, on postcard depicting air ship    
 ”SCHWABEN”, carried by the air ship from Baden-Baden to Oos. Red cancellation ”AM BORD    
 DES ZEPPELIN 3 - OKT. 1911 LUFTSCHIFFES SCHWABEN”. Sieger No. 2 I. Attest Briefmarken-   
 prüfstelle Basel (2002). A scarce card in pristine condition!  * 2.000:-

1700P  P.O. in China Collection ca 1890-1919 collected mint+ used parallell. Containing e.g.    
 some pre-runners and many good stamps incl. Mi27 used and 46-47 signed used, some    
 cancellations etc. (125)  /� 8.000:-

1701A  P.O. in Morocco Collection with high value 1899–1911. Collected both used and unused in    
 parallel incl. e.g. Mi 1–29+34–58 , Mi 1–32 used and some cancellations, etc. (120)  /� 12.000:-

1702A  Colonies Collection in album with stamp mounts. Nice range with strength in the Post    
 Office sections (China, Turkey, Morocco), further Kiautschou, East Africa etc. Several    
 better values, Very high catalogue value. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.    
 Fine quality (400)  /� 8.000:-

1703Mg  Colonies Mainly o/ lot on stockcards incl. many better stamps from e.g. East Africa,    
 Kamerun, Kiatschou, Marianen and Togo etc. Mi approx. 4900 Euro acc. to vendor. (480)  //� 2.000:-

1704P  Colonies Covers. Interesting lot (20) 1899-1919 incl. 13 picture postcards+ covers and    
 postal stationeries. Containing good cancellations and nice pictures, some reg. and two    
 sent to Sweden etc. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  * 2.000:-

Associated areas
1705Fd  Occupied areas Occupation WW2 on stockcards incl. several better issues from e.g. Serbia,    

 Montenegro, Albania, Baltic States and Channel Islands etc. Mi approx. 12000 Euro acc.    
 to vendor. (1000)  //� 5.000:-

1706A  Allied Occupation Comprehensive collection of the 1945/49 issues, mostly complete,    
 occasionally mint and used in parallel, often stacked one on the other through to Russian    
 Occupation Zone, although better Allied Red Cross sets present, good posthorns and much    
 more. All housed in a safe dual album, completely uncatalogued.  //� 4.000:-

1699
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1707A  Allied Occupation Interesting and specialized collection 1945–49 in three binders. Mainly    
 used+unused in parallel incl. units, varieties, perforations, good stamps and about 20    
 covers/cards. (900)  //� 4.000:-

1708Av  Berlin and Brandenburg Collection 1945 in album with stamp mounts. Very unusual SPECIALIZED    
 COLLECTION including a wealth of material from this issue in complete or part sheets and    
 units, including gum and paper varieties, sheet positions, plate errors, perforation,    
 etc. A real goldmine for a specialist and a great foundation to start an exhibition    
 collection. Catalogue value about EUR 30,000! To get an idea of the lot, please see a    
 number of scans at www.philea.se. Excellent quality   14.000:-

1709Av  Soviet Zone Collection in Schaubek album with stamp mounts. Including varieties, perfs,    
 souvenir sheets and cover/cards, interesting mix. See some scans at www.philea.se. Fine    
 quality  //� 12.000:-

1710A  Soviet Zone Specialized collection 1945–49 in three binders. Collected both used+unused    
 in parallel incl. several units, shades, watermarks, varieties and about 25 covers, etc. (1000)  //� 4.000:-

1711 100 t a-102 t a   Thüringen Christmas issue 1945, anti-fascism. Perfect centering. Excellent    
 quality. Not expertized. EUR 1600   2.000:-

1711

Berlin

1712 17 VII 1948 Black BERLIN Overprint 1 M brown-olive, with plate flaw right upstroke of ’N’ above    
 diluted. Used copy with certificate Hans-Dieter Schlegel (2010).  � 2.000:-

1713 40 III 1949 75th Anniversary of UPU 1 DM grey-olive. With variety ”narrow M dash in DM”. EUR 600  � 1.000:-

1714 68-70 1949 Currency souvenir sheet 1 (1). Certificate Hans-Georg Schlegel (1978) and signed    
 Schlegel BPP. EUR 2200  � 4.000:-

1715 68-70 1949 Currency souvenir sheet 1 (1). CTO but a scarce item. EUR 2200  � 3.000:-

1712 1713

1714 1715
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1716P  Collection #1–#213 on leaves. COMPLETE excl the souvenir sheet 1. 5 mk black ovpt sign    
 Debo, rest unsigned. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Fine quality  � 4.000:-

1717A  Collection 1948-1990 in album. E.g. Black ovtpl set sign Fläschendräger and other better    
 stamps and sets (although not complete in early years, but from 1956 apparently cpl. Only    
 the first set motivates the reserve price! Fine quality  � 4.000:-

1718A  Collection 1949 (red ovpts- in Schaubek album with stamp mounts. Apparently cpl excl    
 Black ovpts, Currency s/s and Kaiser Wilhelm church but also including some extra early    
 booklet panes as can be seen online. Fine quality  � 3.000:-

1719A  Collection 1948–88 in Leuchtturm album with stamp mounts. Incl black overprint set,    
 Buildings set and Currency set mostly , 1950-88 complete. Favourable. Mostly fine quality  / 2.000:-

German Federal Republic (BRD)
1720A  Collection 1949–63 in Lindner album. Complete incl Posthorn, Heuss and Heuss lumogen.    

 Fine quality   5.000:-

1721L  Collection 1948–2000 in four Leuchtturm albums with stamp mounts. With few exceptions    
 complete e.g. missing only UPU 1949, 4+5pfg Post horn and some later stamps of little    
 importance. Also Berlin 1948-1990 with some more missing but incl both red and black    
 overprint, UPU and 1949 new value overprints, s/s 1 etc. Favourable reserve. Fine quality   4.000:-

General German collections
1722P  Collection 1914–39 on leaves. Associated areas, a clean collection with many medium priced    

 stamps and sets incl Schleswig first set used, Saar, Allenstein cpl in main numbers, Marienwerder,    
 good Memel incl Mi 33 used with ”Kurzbefund”, WW1 issues with occ of Belgium and Romania    
 etc. Very high cat. value. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Fine quality  /� 4.000:-

1723A  Collection 1945-1970’s in album. Comprehensive with Zones, BRD, Berlin and DDR with better    
 stamps from all areas, especially Berlin. Please see a selection of pictures of all the    
 imoortant pages at www.philea.se. Fine quality (2000)  /� 4.000:-

1724Fd  Accumulation mostly ca 1910–1960s on stockcards incl. e.g. Occupation WW1, Saar, Zones,    
 DDR incl. two  sets Mao, 17 souvenir sheets Reich, Local issues, nice  Berlin incl.    
 Mi 35–41 and 68–70, etc. Mi approx. 11000 Euro acc. to vendor. (1100)  //� 4.000:-

1725Ea  Accumulation. Box with large lot from estate incl several stockbooks and on cards, many    
 medium priced and better stamps, e.g. some varieties, better xx Reich, beauctiful    
 cancellations, Danzig, etc, low reserve.  //� 3.000:-

1726P  Collection/accumulation 1860-1945 on leaves. From States to Zones after WW II. Comprehensive    
 material. Also including good mini sheets. See scans. Favourable reserve. Somewhat mixed    
 quality (>1000)  //� 2.500:-

1727P  Accumulation 1945–90. Mini-sheets mostly DDR, incl. better ones. Somewhat mixed quality    
 (100+)  Mostly  2.000:-

1728Mf  Lot Danzig and Occupation on stockcards incl. many good singles and sets, e.g. some    
 signed. (470)  //� 2.000:-

1729Ba  Cover accumulation 1880s–modern in removal box. Covers, cards, postal stationery, military    
 mail, etc. Much to look through. Approx. 23 kg. (1000s)  * 2.000:-

Gold Coast – Iraq
1730P  Gold Coast Excellent mint and used collection including Ghana of over 900 mint and used    

 stamps on album pages, missing few stamps for completion, with highlights including Gold    
 Coast #1 used (cat. £95), 1876/84 set mint (SG 4/8, cat. £870+), 1883 crown CA ½d and 1d    
 both mint and used (SG 9/10, cat. £1,345), 1884/91 set mint (#11/19, cat. £180), interesting    
 postmarks incl. superb Salt Pond on 1/-, 1889 1d surcharge mint and used (#20, cat. £205),    
 1889 high values with 5/- specimen o/p, 10/- mint and used, 20/- green and red fisc. used    
 (unpriced in SG for postal usage), 20/- black on red mint and used (#22/25, cat. £360++),    
 1898/1902 set mint with vlh 10/- as well as used top four values (#26/34, cat. £680),    
 etc. The King Edward VII equally comprehensive with values to 20/- (specimen), King    
 George V to 20/- mint and used, 1921/24 incl. 15/- specimen and scarce £2 cds used perfin    
 (#102, cat. £2,000 as used), 1928 set mint with 2/- unlisted extra shade and used (#103/112,    
 cat. £270), King George VI 1938 first pictorials complete mint and commercially used inc.    
 perf varieties, 1948 set mint and used, etc, through Queen Elizabeth II into Ghana to    
 the 1970s inc. the souvenir sheets. A most attractive and comprehensive collection, a    
 pleasure to view. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  /� 6.000:-
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1731A  Greece Collection Hermes Heads-1early 930’s in album. Clean and attractive with a reasonable    
 range of Hermes, better Olympics stamps, very good section 1922 ovpts, 1930’s sets and    
 in the end some Epirus. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Fine quality  /� 5.000:-

1732P  Grenada Excellent collection of classics only, over 80 mint and used, written-up on album    
 pages, with a very good showing of shades and other varieties. Highlights include the #1    
 used (cat. £300), 1864 1d mint (SG 4, cat. £110), the 1860s 6d with several types inc.    
 wmk sideways (SG 8, cat. £225), comprehensive range of the later Chalon heads including    
 surcharges, 1881 overprinted values, misprinted letters noted inc. 1875 1/- (#13, var)    
 ’SIHLLING’ yet to be listed in SG (’SHLLIING’ cats £700), followed by the green crown    
 surcharges 1883 onwards, 1d on 8d mint pair, one with missing stop (SG 46c, cat. £250),    
 1883 set mint to 8d and used 1/- plus tete-beche pairs, through to 1895 set mint, postage    
 due surcharges 1892 1d and 2d on 6d mint (SG D4, D6, cat. £330). A most attractive    
 collection. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  Mostly � 2.500:-

1733A  Guatemala Collection 1871-1945 in stockbook. Clean and good with better stamps and sets,    
 quite complete for the period! The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. Fine quality  /� 2.500:-

1734A  Hong Kong Collection 1862–1997 in two Leuchtturm albums with homemade stamp mounts. Well-   
 filled with many high values. Price quotations below stamps are from SG 2005 and 2010.    
 High catalogue value! Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  //� 5.000:-

1735Av	 	 Hungary	Very	attractive	collection	with	well	over	1000	stamps,	evident	from	the	first		 	 	
 page onwards that hits you with excellent quality beginning with 2 of each of the scarce    
 lithograph printing, all individual items in their own right and three of each of the    
 engraved printings, again superb. This page alone cats well in excess of 3000 euro. The    
 next page has further issues of the Franz Josef types inc some mint such as the engraved    
 2k, 5k and 10k and a further two dozen used, including better lithograph with varieties    
 written up accordingly. Further 19th century including extensive studies of the crown    
 issues again with some beautiful examples here with cds and considerable specialization    
 well beyond the remit of most catalogues, page after of perforation studies with much    
 unlisted ending with imperforates again with all kinds of specialisations/unlisted. The    
 19th century continues with the St Stephens here and is a delight to view, especially in    
 this outstanding condition. There are also considerable watermark studies as well, again    
 with 100s of stamps, such is the depth of scholarship here. There is a little early 20th    
 century, pleasant enough with complete sets, mint and used of the 1900 through 1916    
 Hungarian crown issues inc tabs, however overall it is the 19th century that makes this    
 one of the very best Hungarian collections we have had the pleasure to offer. Offered    
 intact as received. As soon as you view this collection, you will want to buy it, it is    
 that good!  Mostly � 20.000:-

1736A  Hungary Many 100s of stamps from first issues through to Modern m/s, good 19th and early    
 20th century, 1920s/30s, athletics complete, propellers complete, etc, there must be at    
 least 50 different m/s, etc.  Mostly � 2.000:-

1737A  India States Accumulation in large stockbook. Many different stamps from many different    
 areas, and with some duplication.  Mostly � 2.000:-

1738A  India Impressive range of material especially in QV where there are at least 250+ examples    
 in the 19th century alone, there is a little duplication but often in better material.    
 The condition is far better than normally encountered and the possibility for better pmks    
 is immense. This was accumulated by stripping down many collections over a 20 year period.    
 It carries on through to the 20th century with EDVII ending with strong back of the book    
 OHMS, revenues etc. Ideal for the specialist to research.  Mostly � 2.000:-

1739A  Iran Nice collecton 1875-1972 in stockbook incl. many better issues, Official stamps,    
 some reprints and forgeries etc. High value. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.    
 (880)  //� 7.000:-

1740K  Iraq Air Mail cover sent first by Railway 30 Oct from KIRKU and then by air mail from    
 Bagdad. The cover bears a very interesting label IRAQ RAILWAYS - very scarce!  * 8.000:-

1741A  Iraq Collection 1918–69 in large stockbook. Interesting start with several stamp from    
 the British period. Then hundreds of stamps, often both used and unused and with    
 duplication.. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  //� 2.000:-

Italy
1742 21 Tuscany 1860 Coat-of-arms 40 c carmine. Cert Strandell: Genuine, near cut and without    

 any trace of reoair. Ver fine. EUR 9000  () 5.000:-
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1743Av  Tuscany Specialized collection 1851–60 in special album incl. several shades. Containing    
 a decent Mi 1 and a close cut Mi 11, many signed Diena, some fronts and newspaper canc.,    
 etc. Somewhat mixed quality. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  /� 20.000:-

1744Av  States Collection. Almost COMPLETE coll. in main types also including some shades,    
	 reprints,	printers	waste,	etc.	Quite	fantastic,	also	some	signed	by	Diena	or	Bolaffi,		 	 	
 and a few certs are included as well. Some stamps with faults, but mainly good quality.    
 An enormous catalalogue value, please inspect. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  /� 75.000:-

1745P  States Lot. Interesting from various states incl many better in somewhat mixed quality    
 as always but very high cat. value. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  /� 3.500:-

1746P  Very interesting collection 1861–1939 on leaves with many better stamps including varieties,    
 and almost all in very fine quality. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  � 10.000:-

1747A  Collection 1862–1976 in DAVO album. E.g. some better clasics and stamp/sets from the    
 1930s, late 1940s/early 1950s, also some air mail and back-of-the-book. Quite mixed    
 used/unused but very high catalogue value. Mostly fine quality  /� 3.000:-

1748P  Collection 1862–1944 on leaves including some better stamps in mostly good quality. Please    
 see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  � 2.000:-

Japan
1749A  Collection 1870s–1970s in Davo album with stamp mounts. Interesting, somewhat disorganized    

 also with revenues and few postal stationeries. Both unused and used, often more than    
 one of each. Many earlier excepted to be forgeries but overall many better stamps. Also    
 some better souvenir sheets. For completeness the entire collection is available at    
	 www.philea.se.	Mostly	fine	quality		 //� 12.000:-

1750Sc  Accumulation. FACE VALUE Large accumulattion mainly 1980’s - 1990’s with very varied    
 material in sets, souvenir sheets, booklets, pair combinations etc; 1988-1999 extensive    
 coll. in Leuchturm album, 1976-1987 coll.. on leaves and stockbook well filled with    
 collection/accumulation 1960’s and onwards. FACE VALUE JPY about 265000 (21200 SEK at    
 time of entering the lot). Should also have collecting attraction! Please see a selection    
 of scans at www.philea.se.   10.000:-

1751A  Collection classic–1975 in Leuchtturm album without stamp mounts - but most mint stamps    
 in manual mounted mounts. Interesting, with a few used genuine classics, mostly used up    
 to 1920, then mostly / with several better and s/s including National Parks. Seems to    
 be more or less complete after 1950 Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.    
 Also some P.O. in China and occupation issues and Ryukyus.  //� 5.000:-

1752A  Mint stock from the 19th century onwards, however most of the value is in the 20th century,    
 overwhelmingly MNH and in complete sets with about 3000 mint stamps, present, housed in    
 a large stockbook, virtually all mint never hinged, this goes for airmails, se-tenant    
 olmypics, national parks, purple geese and much more with a very strong showing of mint    
 from 1954 onwards with a substantial new issue/face value content. Ideal for a dealer.  / 3.000:-

1753Db  Accumulation. Three boxes with glassine envelopes classics–modern, very interesting and    
 in good variation e.g. some slightly better seen, three stockbooks with xx material incl    
 a reasonable face value section and some better older, finally one box with souvenir    
 sheets incl. few better and face value, then also some souvenir folders. Low reserve and    
 potential for findings, from estate.  /� 2.000:-

ex 1744
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Liechtenstein – Romania
1754A  Liechtenstein Collection 1912–79 in Leuchtturm album with several better priced issues    

	 and	often	used+unused	in	parallel.	E.g.	cpl	Mi	1–93,	116–24,	156–276	and	nice	official		 	 	
 stamps etc. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  //� 12.000:-

1755P  Madagascar Collection 1892–1957 on leaves including some better stamps in mostly good    
 quality. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  /� 2.000:-

1756Av  Mauritius Interesting collection with high value 1850s–2009 in stockbook incl. a number    
 of early locally printed stamps and further many better priced singles and sets.    
 Used/unused up to 1960 and later issues apparently . (950)  //� 30.000:-

1757A  Mexico Very attractive collection, housed specifically in an album for Mexico, mint and    
 used, from the 19th century onwards with several 100 stamps, through to 1970, with much    
 in 20th century in complete sets. Highlights include side Hidalgo profiles imperf roulleted    
 and perf with several dozens of these from various different regions, further Hidalgos    
 from 1884 followed by mail trains and then very interesting band o/ps of different types,    
 sizes and colours. Page after page of these band issues present, well over 100 examples    
 that will challenge even the most experienced of this area. This carries on through to    
 more obvious better sets of 30s and 40s, plenty of high values mint here. A pleasant    
 viewing awaits. (Ex Wesley).  //� 3.000:-

1758Av  Montenegro Outstanding 19th century only collection of the Prince Nicolas definitives    
 with nothing but the best quality, all superb used cds, meticulously collected for towns    
 and villages in Montenegro. There are well over 600 examples, overwhelmingly tied on    
 piece, well written up showing the full postmark of the circular day stamp, often in    
 multiples, as well as other specialisations and colour cancels, covers, etc. Some of the    
 places are Cetinje, Chavnik, Danilovgrad, Grahovo, through to Velimje, Vir Pazar and    
 Zabljak. Exhibition standard, this is undoubtably an opportunity seldom available, not    
 to be missed.  � 10.000:-

1759K 525-43 Netherlands 1949 Queen Juliana SET 5 c to 10G, missing insignificant 45ct orange. All    
 very fine, 6 with sheet margin including th 5 G value. EUR 1250   3.000:-

1760A  Netherlands Collection 1852–.1989 in three albums. Almost cvomplete collection, also    
 including perforation varieties, type varieties, different shades, pairs, stripes and a    
 lot more. Also incl postage due. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly    
 good quality (1000s)  Mostly � 2.000:-

1761Db  Netherlands Covers. FIELD POST, a very unusual offer of Dutch filed post with covers/cards    
 from about 1940 onwards including field post offices, Duch UN Forces in Middle East, Africa    
 and Southeast Asia, etc, also quite a lot of documentation, a great source for the specialist.  * 10.000:-

1762A  New Zealand Collection 1938-53 in album. SPECIALIZED COLLECTION GEORGE VI definitives    
 incl higher values, units with plate numbers, paper varieties, shades etc. Also one page    
 for the Officials ovpts. Unusual offer. Fine quality (500)  / 2.500:-

1763P  North Korea Lot 1970s–1980s. 14 complete, or sections of, stamp sheets of local printings    
 only for domestic use. Poor paper quality and poor gum. This material was dicovered as    
 late as 2010. Total catalogue value acc to Scott more than 50.000 SEK. Read more about    
 these stamps on Asia Collectors website www.ascollectors.com. Fine quality  () 3.000:-

1764P  North Korea 13 imperf booklet panes without covers 2008–19. Very unususal to find on the    
 market! Mi 555 € counted as normal sets×2   2.000:-

1765K 323 Paraguay 10 C dark olive with overprint ”CORREO AEREO” on cut from cover with violet    
 cachet ”POR ZEPPELIN PRIMER VUELO” from South America to North America and    
 Europe 30.5.1930. Sieger No. 62. Rare cancellation!  r 1.000:-

1766 106-108 Portugal 1894 Prince Henry the Navigator 300+500+1000 Reis. EUR 1380   2.000:-

ex 1756
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1767v	 5y	II,	I	 Romania	1858/59	The	5pa	black,	the	first	with	broken	frame	bottom	mint	on	white	wove		 	 	
 paper, the other superb 4 margined no break in frame with two minute thins in margin and    
 small tear – mentioned for accuracy’s sake only – with a very attractive blue oval cancel,    
 superb appearance in rich color and a very rare stamp on wove paper, Scott #5 cat $15,000.    
 This is a stamp missing from most collections. We placed the broken frame with its cousin    
 for comparison purposes. An opportunity seldom available for dealer or collector.  /� 15.000:-

1768Kv  Fiscal, A beautiful registered ”HEDIN cover” franked with 50 kopek, sent by Sven Hedin    
 from OSJ, Kyrgyzstan, 7.VI.1901 to his brother in Stockholm. Transit e.g. Moscow, and    
 arrival Stockholm 1.8.1901. SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM!  * 20.000:-

Russia

1768

1769A  Mixed Collection about 1860–1955 in two large albums. Many expensive stamps and souvenir    
 sheets and with few empty spaces. Some duplication, not checked fore varieties. Huge    
	 catalogue	value!	Mostly	fine	quality		 Mostly	� 15.000:-

1770Bc  Mixed Accumulation 1923–2000 in banana box. Album sheets, stock cards, stockbooks, folders    
 etc with filled with stamps. Very disorganized. Also more than 500 complete stamp sheets.    
 A lot of older material (1930s and 1940s). A lot to explore. Somewhat mixed quality    
 Approx. 10 kg. (>100000)  //� 3.000:-

1771P  Mixed Interesting lot with hundreds of stamps from different areas.  //� 2.000:-

Soviet Union
1772A  Collection/accumulation 1921–39 in stockbook. Very interesting with units, covers/cards,    

 imperforated stamps, varieties, etc, partly explained by collector. Must be seen to see    
 the full potential hence presented in full at www.philea.se! Fine quality  //� 8.000:-

1773Ca  Accumulation 1920s–about 1990. Well-filled banana box with a vast potpourri of material    
 on album leaves, stock cards, in envelopes etc, also incl medium priced/better 1930s/1940s,    
 hundreds of xx full sheets 1960s/1970s, tens of thousands of stamps! Mostly fine quality  //� 3.000:-

ex 1769

1765 1767
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1774Ed  Accumulation older–modern on leaves and in envelopes. Mid-size box with material in great    
 variety and disarray with potential to find e.g. medium priced material, a great sorting    
 opportunity in case of a rainy summer! Fine quality  � 2.000:-

1775Ec  Accumulation 1960s–1980s. FULL / PART SHEETS, a large acc. of sheets in very good varation,    
 much commemoratives often in cpl sets but also some definitives, despite the somewhat    
 boring aspect to it, a lot with enormous catalogue value and resale potential.   2.000:-

San Marino

1776K 174 1931 Air mail 10 L blue on registered card cancelled REPUBBLICA DI SAN MARINO POSTA    
 14 APR. 932 AEREA, to Recife, Brazil. Arrival canc. Pernambuco 20 IV. 32. Brown cachet    
 ”LUFTSCHIFF GRAF ZEPPELIN 3. SÜDAMERIKA FAHRT 1932”. Rare card!  * 2.000:-

1777Rc  Comprehensive collection 1877–1970 in Leuchtturm album and 1946–2004 in two albums incl.    
 an expensive early section and several better priced singles, sets and souvenir sheets.    
 Earliest part with some used but after 1907 / and apparently cpl  1958–2004. Sometimes    
 more than one of each stamp. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  / 18.000:-

1776

1778Av  Collection 1850–1950 in EDIFIL album. Comprehensive with many better stamps, souvenir    
 sheets and sets incl. a very attractive classical section. E.g. Mi 2–3, 16, 21, 108, 154,    
 279, 456, 872, the unissued VI, etc. Please see many pictures, incl. all up to 1915, at    
	 www.philea.se!	Mostly	fine	quality		 /� 30.000:-

1779Ba  Collection 1850–1995 in six nice EDIFIL albums. Comprehensive incl. many better stamps    
 especially in the classic section with many Isabella stamps, also some better in later    
 years e.g. Canary visit. Mainly used to start with, then more mixed unsed/used and later    
 section mainly xx. Mostly fine quality  //� 10.000:-

1780A  Collection 1850-ca 1940 on self-created Kabe leaves in two albums with slip cases.    
 Containing an expensive classic section, shades, about 80 covers and cards, units, Back-   
 of the book and some units etc. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. (1500)  Mostly � 9.000:-

1781A  Civil War and Locals. Impressive collection,all one of kind, mint and used with several    
 100s of stamps, housed in volume. Highlights include the Military stamps, 1937-39 Civil    
 War (National and Republican issues) with Baena, Barcelona, Burgos, Cadiz, all the way    
 through to Zaragoza. Also seen the 1929-45 Barcelona Exhibition values, the 1937 Asturias    
 and Leon, the 1936-38 Canary Islands, etc. Other areas include telegraph stamps and much    
 more cataloging well over €12,000, not including the unlisted. An excellent collection    
 of these elusive issues.  Mostly  8.000:-

1782A  Collection classic–1990s in large absolutely crowded stockbook. Please see a selection    
 of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality (Many thousands)  //� 4.000:-

Suriname – Yugoslavia
1783A  Suriname Collection in DAVO album from 1873 up to 1980 with several better stamps.    

 After 1948 almost complete including all s/s.  Mostly  4.000:-

ex 1778

Spain
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1784 447-59 Switzerland 1945 PAX SET (13). EUR 1000  � 1.000:-

1785A  Switzerland Collection 1854–1993 in Luchtturm album with stamp mounts (from 1845). With    
 a weak classic section but later very good including souvenir sheets 1-15 COMPLETE, some    
 air mail, 10fr Pax, all important juventute sets, patria and most ordinary isseus after    
 1945. Very high cat.value. Fine quality  � 6.000:-

1786A  Switzerland Collection 1945–99 in two nice Leuchtturm albums with stamp mounts. Not    
 complete but well filled with many Juventute and Patria sets, 1955 s/s etc. Valid face    
 value section about CHF 650-700. Fine quality   2.000:-

1787A  Switzerland Very interesting lot with classic forgeries 1843-50 incl. units, bisected,    
 cuts and four covers etc. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  Mostly � 2.000:-

1788 32 II U.S.A. 1869 Different designs 15 c red-brown/blue type II, brownish gum, mint rich colour    
 no faults, VLH Scott #119 $3500, a gem. EUR 3000   6.000:-

1789v 33 U.S.A. 1869 Different designs 24 c green/violet, rich colour, grill, VLH, no faults,    
 Scott #120 $8000, a gem. EUR 7000   12.000:-

1790De  U.S.A. Accumulation classics–2000s The three nice Leuchtturm albums with stamp mounts    
 and casettes, three visir albums and four stockbooks. Some early used is present in the    
 first Leuchturm album incl some better but main value overall on all the xx, including    
 some better from the 1930’s onwards. Face value alone in the order of USD 2000. E.g. many    
 full sheets etc. Favourable reserve! Fine quality  Mostly  4.000:-

1791A  Ukraine A very good oldtime collection formed many decades ago, all one of a kind, mint    
 and used with about a few 100 stamps inc some vey scarce items, many signatures. This in    
 depth encompassing Tsckerizigow, Kharkov, Odessa, Poltava, Kiev, etc. While still many    
 space to fill, it will be very difficult to replace a collection such as this today. A    
 recommended viewing.  /� 3.000:-

1792A  Vietnam Mixed Several 100s perhaps 1000s of stamps loaded in one thick volume inc    
 interesting Vietcong, as well as interesting South Vietnam through to eventual unification,    
 as well as a section on early French Indochina at the back. Plenty of good sets here from    
 the 1950s, also material unlisted or at least not in the main catalogues of Vietnam.    
 There is some minor duplication yet nothing in excess quantities, ideal for a dealer to    
 replenish stocks.  //� 2.000:-

1793A  Yugoslavia 1918–79. Very well filled collection, housed in a Schaubek album, beginning    
 with the transition sets 1918 and virtually all the Bosnia issues overprinted. On to the    
 Croatia issues with the SHS o/ps inc errors, again virtually complete through to the 1919    
 breaking chains and hardly empty spaces thereafter often with parallel mint and used one    
 under the over. The same goes for post WW2 with 100s of sets, ending with good back of    
 the book, miniature sheets, Slovenia overprints, an interesting page of propaganda,    
 rejected designs or revenues for the specialist to investigate. Most worthwhile collection    
 needing not that much for completion, as well as material outside of the box.  /� 3.000:-

1794A  Yugoslavia Collection/accumulation 1918–87 in two large stockbooks. Many different and    
 some duplication, and with several better. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.    
 Mostly good quality €8000 due to vendor (over 2800)  //� 3.000:-

Literature / Litteratur
1795A ”Swedish Letter Rates to Foreign Destinations” by Billgren, Bjäringer, Stone. Apart from the spine which   

has small traces of handling, seemingly as new. Sought-after, especially in this condition.  5.000:-

1788 1789
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Medals / Medaljer
1796L Finland Commemorative Cross for Finnish Waffen-SS Volunteers in WW2. Variant without number and    

year on the reverse. In very good condition.   3.500:-

1797L Finland Finnish Shipowners Association Gold Medal of Merit. Hallmarked 585 for 14 carat gold,    
yearmarked T7 for 1972. Medal weighs 20,4 g. Medal engraved to the reverse with the recipeints    
name: Birger Edvard Malm, who was captain at Fenno Express. Very good condition.   3.000:-

1798L U.S.A. Presidential Gold medal for Life Saving. Obverse: Head of Liberty hair knotted and bound    
with a wreath of laurel and text: ’PRESENTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES’.   
Reverse: Within a laurel wreath tied with a bow, inscription: ”A.MÖLDER SEAMAN OF THE   
ESTNONIAN STEAMSHIP, METEOR, IN RECOGNITION OF HIS HEROIC SERVICES IN   
EFFECTING THE RESCUE AT SEA ON DEC.23 1928 OF THE MASTER AND CREW OF    
THE AMERICAN STEAMSHIP CASPER”. Fitted with a bronze pinned bar, inscription: ’E   
PLURIBUS UNUM’. (The three central letters covered by the U.S.shield) 32.6 grams of XX-karat    
gold. Diameter 35.7 mm. Only 1122 gold medals awarded between 1880–1939, VERY RARE.      
In very good condition.   40.000:-

Matchbox labels / Tändsticksetiketter
1799A Sweden Nice collection with 16 Swedish factories, e.g. Mälaredalen, Strengnäs, Örebro, Enköping, Wisby   

and Lindahls match factories. 150 box and parcel labels, several are scarce.  2.000:-

1800P Sweden Uddevalla Tändsticksfabrik. Ser. 1 (Tejder 666–735), 61 different. (Complete sets are very scarce):   
In total 206 glazed matchbox labels in pristine quality. Specification enclosed. The entire lot is   
presented at www.philea.se.  2.000:-

1801A Sweden Wexiö Tändsticksfabrik. Nice collection with approx. 190 box and parcel labels. Several are very   
hard to find!  2.000:-

Militaria

1802Me Cased order of the North Star, Knights Cross. V.F. 1.000:-

1803 Finland Cross of Liberty 4th class with swords 1941 (Continuation War).  E.F. 500:-

1804 Finland Parade Armband m/22 with Finnish coat-of-arms, printed version.  E.F. 500:-

1805 Finland Cross of Liberty the Cross of Mourning 1941.  V.F. 500:-

1806K Finland Lot of four medals, blue cross, Medal for Merit 2nd Class 1941, Commemorative Medal for    
1918 and Cross for soldier boys.  V.F. 500:-

1807K Finland Lot of four medals, medal of liberty 2nd class 1939 and 1941. Commemorative medals for    
Winter and Continuation War.  V.F. 500:-

1808K Germany Reich Twenty-Five Year Faithful Service Decoration, lot of three awards.  F. 700:-

1809K Germany Reich Lot of five Tinnies/Day Badges.  F. 300:-

1810 Germany Reich War Merit Cross 2nd class with swords.  V.F. 300:-

1811 Germany Reich War Merit Cross 2nd class without swords mm 107.  V.F. 300:-

1812 Germany Reich War Merit Medal.  V.F. 300:-

1802 1803 1804
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1813Me Japan Cased Order of the Rising Sun, 8th class.  E.F. 500:-

1814Me Japan Cased Order of the Sacred Treasure, 8th class.  F. 500:-

1815Me Japan Cased WWII Aikoku Fujinkai membership badge set of two badges.  V.F. 600:-

1816Me Japan Cased 1937–1945 China Incident War Medal.  V.F. 500:-

1817Me Japan Cased Veterans Association Badge, small version.  V.F. 300:-

Photographs / Fotografier
1818L Baltic Sea Division in Finland 1918. Photo album consisting of 67 original photos from the War of   

Independence 1918. The photos are taken by a member of the German Baltic sea division. The photos shows   
the departure from Danzig, arrival at Hanko, troops moving to Karis, first combat encounter, troops on   
theit way to Helsinki and in Helsinki. Six of the photos depict general Rüdiger von der Goetz and Wilhelm   
Thesleff in different places, among them being greeted by senator Onni Talas in town. Also pictures from   
the victory parade 14th of april 1918. Additionally there are six photos from WW1, one press photo   
depicting kaiser Wilhelm II greeting some war wounded in France.  8.000:-

1805 1806

1810 1811

1807 1812 1813
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Sports memorabilia
Lots 1819–1835 have all belonged to Bengt Möller who worked for the ski brand ELAN for many years. Allegedly, the items have been 
handed over to him personally from each athlete.

1819P Five signed photographs with JOHAN WISSMAN (runner), HENRIK LARSSON (football), HANNA   
LJUNGBERG (football) and THERESE GUNNARSSON (world champion in kickboxing 2012)  300:-

1820L Skis ELAN (2) belonged to INGEMAR STENMARK, with his signature on both. He is one of the foremost   
alpine skiers of all time with a total of two Olympic gold medals, three World Championship gold medals   
and 86 World Cup victories in the disciplines slalom and giant slalom.  5.000:-

1821L Tennis racket that belonged to BJÖRN BORG, with his signature (weak but readable). Swedish player   
who was the world’s number one for 109 weeks in 1979–1981. French Open: 6 titles, Wimbledon: 5 titles,   
etc. The racket is of the brand Donay, but with broken stringing.  2.000:-

1822L Downhill ski that belonged to INGEMAR STENMARK. He had this when he went on a training downhill   
race in the Italian Alps and accidentally fell. He was picked up by helicopter but could return to training   
within a couple of weeks. A ticket marked Slalom Madonna di Campiglio 17-12-1974 is included with Ingemar’s   
autograph on the back. This ski is not signed, but was personally handed over to the consigner in the 1970s.  1.000:-

1823L Skis ELAN (2) belonged to ÖRJAN BLOMQUIST, Swedish national team member in cross-country skiing,   
preferably in cross-country skiing during the 1980s. Blomquist competed for IFK Lidingö. He shared the   
victory in the Vasaloppet 1988 together with his brother Anders Blomquist.  500:-

1824L Tennis jersey that belonged to SERENA WILLIAMS. Serena, born September 26, 1981 in Saginaw,   
Michigan, is an American right-handed professional tennis player, younger sister of tennis player Venus   
Williams. She has so far won 23 Grand Slam titles, which is the most in the open era.  500:-

1825L Tennis racket that belonged to ANDREAS VINCIGUERRA, with his signature on the handle. Swedish   
player who participated in several Grand Slam tournaments, including the Australian Open and Wimbledon   
as well as the Olympics 2000. The racket is the brand Hyper Pro Staff Tour and in good quality.  500:-

1826L Swim suite signed PER ARVIDSSON. Arvidsson won the 100 m butterfly at the 1980 Summer Olympics   
in Moscow. He also participated in the 1976 Olympics where the result was an 11th place in the 200 m   
butterfly and a 15th place in the 100 m butterfly.  300:-

1827L ELAN Slalom ski belonging to BOJAN KRIžAJ. In the 1980s, Križaj was ranked as one of the best   
slalom and giant slalom skiers. He made his World Cup debut in 1976 and took his first podium finish in   
the Madonna di Campiglio slalom competition in 1978. Not signed, but handed over directly to the consigner.  300:-

1828Mc Football shirt HIF signed by ALVARO SANTOS. Alvaro is a Brazilian former football player who today   
is a football coach in Helsingborgs IF with a focus on the youth team. In Sweden, Santos is best known as a   
striker for Helsingborgs IF. He ended his professional football career after the Allsvenskan season in 2014.  300:-

1829Bc Football signed by UNO LINDSTRÖM with a note including ”107,500 strikes without interruption 11   
hours”. This set a world record in ball juggling in the time of 10 hours, 59 minutes and 22 seconds and   
was set on October 10, 1982.  300:-

1830L Icehockey goalkeeper club that belonged to KIM MARTIN. National team, AIK, Malmö Redhawks,   
Minnesota Duluth Bulldogs, among others. She won silver at the Olympics in Turin in 2006 etc. Clear traces of use,   
several different signatures, including ”Till Bengt”  300:-

1831L Swedish national team jersey from ERIK WAHN, signed” Finnkampssegrare 2001, 100 m” and by name.   
He is a Swedish athlete (runner). He won the Swedish Championship gold in the 200 meters in 2002. At the   
U23 European Championships in Amsterdam, the Netherlands in 2001, Wahn ran with Johan Hed, Johan Engberg   
and Christofer Sandin, the short relay, but the team was disqualified in the trials. Wahn participated   
in the 200 meters at the European Championships in 2002 in Munich, and went on from the trials. However,   
he was eliminated in the semifinals.  300:-

1832L Swedish national team jersey from JOHAN WISSMAN signed ”Svenskt rekord 200m 20.51” and by name.   
He is a Swedish short-distance runner who competes for Hässelby SK. Wissman competes mainly in sprints   
of 200 meters, 400 meters and relay. Wissman is the Swedish record holder in the 200 meters and the Nordic   
record holder in the 400 meters. Wissman’s main merits are the silver medals in the men’s 200 meters at   
the Indoor World Championships in Athletics 2004 and at the European Championships in Athletics 2006 (the   
first Swedish European Championship medal on the distance since Owe Jonsson in 1962), and the gold medal   
in the 400 meters at the European Indoor Championships 2009.  300:-

1833L Swedish national team jersey with autographs from the national team in ice hockey for women.  300:-

1834Fc Volleyball from ÖRKELJUNGA VK with signatures from the whole team in one of the victories when   
they became champions in 1999, 2002 or 2003.  300:-

1835L Tube with 13 signed badminton shuttlecocks (feather)  300:-
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2-fold, 3-fold, etc. tvådubbelt, tredubbelt, etc.
above upptill, ovanför 
abroad utrikes
accumulation parti 
addition tillägg 
adjustment crack plantsspricka
adjustment marks plantsrispor
advantageous förmånligt 
advertisement stamps reklammärken 
air mail luftpost
album leaves albumblad 
among others bland annat, bland andra
angle vinkel 
angular cut vinkelskuren 
appealing trevlig 
appr, approximately ungefär
army post fältpost 
associated areas biområden 
bag påse 
basic collection grundsamling 
beautiful vacker 
below nedtill, nedanför 
binder pärm 
block of four fyrblock 
bold fet 
booklet häfte 
booklet pane häftesblock
box låda, fyndlåda 
bright klar 
bundle bunt
c., ca cirka
cancellation stämpel 
carmine karmin 
catalogue value katalogvärde 
cds (circular date stamp) cirkelstämpel
certificate intyg
chipped kantförlust
classic, classical klassiskt 
coat-of-arms type vapentyp 
coil rulle 
c.o.d. postförskott 
collection samling 
colour line färgstreck 
complete komplett, hel
connected sammanhängande 
contents innehåll 
copy exemplar el. kopia
corner cut vinkelskuren 
courier post kurirpost
cover omslag, brev, försändelse
crack spricka
crease veck
cross kors, kryss
crown krona
crown postmark kronostämpel
cto (cancelled to order) orderstämplad
cut skuret
cut in, cut into inklippt
cut piece (frimärks)klipp
cylinder number cylindersiffra
damaged skadad 
dark mörk 
day of issue utgivningsdag 
decent hygglig 
declared value angivet värde
deep djup 
definitives bruksmärken
denomination valör 
different olika 
digit siffra 
divided delad 
dot prick 
double print dubbeltryck 
doubtful, dubious tvivelaktig
dull matt 
duplication, duplicate dubblett 
early tidig 
edge nick kantskada
e.g. till exempel
engraving gravyr, prägling 
envelope kuvert 
estimate, estimation värdering, uppskattning
excellent lyx- 
exciting intressant, spännande
exhibition utställning 
face value nominellt värde 

faint svag
file pärm 
filing crease arkivveck
fine fin, bra
flaw spricka 
fold, folded veck, vikta 
folder mapp
forwarded eftersänd
foxing spots åldersfläckar
frame ram 
full sheet helark 
genuine äkta
glassine pergamynkuvert
glossy blank, glättad 
good bra 
gum gummering, gummi 
hand-made handgjord 
high value högvalör 
hinge fastsättare 
horizontal vågrät, liggande
i.e. närmare bestämt
important viktigt 
inland inrikes 
insignificant obetydlig
insufficient otillräcklig
insured cover assurerat brev
inverted omvänd 
invisible osynlig 
issue emission, utgåva
item exemplar
large stor
late sen 
letter brev(innehåll)
letter card kortbrev 
letter-press printing boktryck 
light ljus 
lightly lätt
line rad 
line-perforated streckperforerad 
low lågt 
mainly huvudsakligen 
manuscript handskrift, handskriven
manuscript postmark bläckmakulering
military mail militärpost 
mint ostämplad 
mint never hinged, mint nh postfrisk 
misplaced förskjuten 
misprint feltryck
mixed blandad 
mnh (mint never hinged) postfrisk 
money order postanvisning 
mourning cover sorgebrev
multicoloured flerfärgad 
narrow smal 
obliteration makulering
obverse åtsida
off-centered snedcentrerad 
official stamps tjänste 
offset impression spegeltryck 
old gammal 
overseas utrikes
pane block (t.ex. ur häfte), blad
parcel post paketpost 
part del 
partly delvis
pc (postcard) brevkort
pen bläck-
pencil blyerts-
perforation, perfs tandning, tänder
phosphor fosfor 
picture postcard vykort
planchet faults plantsfel
plate plåt 
pm (printed matter) trycksak
pmk (postmark) stämpel
postage due lösen 
postage rate portotaxa 
postal stationary helsak 
postcard brevkort 
poster stamp reklammärke
postmark stämpel
P.O.W. (prisoner-of-war) krigsfånge-
ppc (picture postcard) vykort
printed matter trycksak 
print, printing tryck 
printing error feltryck 

Engelsk-svensk ordlista
probably troligen, antagligen
prohibited otillåten
proof provtryck 
PS (postal stationary) helsak
quality kvalitet 
railway stamp järnvägsmärke 
rare sällsynt
rate porto, taxa
ray cancellation strålstämpel 
receipt kvitto
rectangular postmark fyrkantstämpel
reg. letter, registered letter rekommenderat brev
reingraved omgraverad 
remainder collection restsamling 
remarks anmärkningar
repeat upprepa 
reply card svarskort 
reprint nytryck 
reserve, reserve price utrop 
revenue stamp stämpelmärke
reverse baksida 
reversed omvänd 
ribbon postmark bandeaustämpel
rural mail lantbrevbäring
scarce sällsynt
seam line plåtskarvlinje
semi-postal stamp tilläggsmärke 
serrated taggig 
set serie 
several flera 
shade nyans
shaded skuggad, streckad 
sheet blad 
shield sköld 
ship mail, ship letter skeppspost
size format 
slanting sned 
slipcase albumkassett, bokkassett
slot-machine automathäfte 
small liten 
souvenir sheet block
special delivery express
spine print ryggtryck 
spot fläck 
spread spridning 
stamp booklet frimärkshäfte 
stamp in bad condition luckfyllare 
standing stående 
star cancellation stjärnstämpel 
stockbook insticksbok, lagerbok 
straight postmark rakstämpel
striped randig 
substantial väsentlig
superb prakt-
surcharge påtryck, övertryck 
tear riss 
thick fet 
thin tunn 
thin paper tunt papper 
total issue upplaga 
TPO (traveling post office) ambulerande postkontor
translucent genomlysande
transparent genomskinlig 
undeliverable obeställbar
unfolded ovikt 
unknown okänd 
unused ostämplad, obegagnad
upright stående 
upside down upp-och-nedvänd 
used stämplad, begagnad 
value värde 
variety variant, avart
vertical lodrät, stående 
very mycket 
visir leaves visirblad 
wavy lines våglinjer
watermark vattenmärke 
weak svag 
well-filled välfylld 
well-represented välbesatt 
whole hel
wm, wmk (watermark) vattenmärke
worn sliten
worse sämre 
wrapper omslag
year set årssats
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Auktionsvillkor
Auktionen är frivillig och sker för inlämnares räkning. Objektet säljes 
till högstbjudande för näst högsta bud + en fast höjning. Finns endast 
ett bud säljes objektet till utropspris. Av två lika bud gäller det först 
inkomna. Underbud accepteras ej.

Alla bud skall avges i svenska kronor. Alla fakturor avseende köp på 
auktionen ställs ut av AB Philea, org.nr 556326-1949, som är ekonomisk 
och juridisk motpart för alla köpare på och inlämnare till auktionen.  

Köparprovisionen är 25 % på klubbat auktionspris, även för utländska 
kunder. AB Philea använder sig av vinstmarginalsystemet (VMB), vil-
ket betyder att moms inte specificeras på fakturor. Dessutom tillkommer 
i förekommande fall porto- och försäkringskostnader.

Avgivet bud är bindande. Vid bud för annans räkning ansvarar budgi-
varen för att försäljningsvillkoren uppfylles som om det vore eget bud. 
Budgivaren är också ansvarig för av honom gjorda fel i auktionsuppdra-
get. Likaså vid obekräftade telefonbud är budgivaren ansvarig för ev. 
fel och missuppfattningar. För telefonbud på objekt med ett utrop under 
2000 kr har auktionären rätt att bjuda upp till 2000 kr åt telefonbudgiva-
ren utan att behöva få respektive budsteg bekräftat av budgivaren.

Auktionsuppdrag behandlas så omsorgsfullt som möjligt, dock utan några 
andra åtaganden från firmans sida. Vi förbehåller oss rätten att avvisa perso-
ner från auktionen och avböja bud utan att ange skäl härför. Vi förbehåller oss 
rätten att vid missförstånd eller meningsskiljaktigheter utlysa ny budgivning.

Betalning sker kontant eller mot förskottsfaktura. Objektet förblir säl-
jarens egendom till dess full likvid erlagts. Likvid skall erläggas inom 
8 dagar från fakturadatum. Vid senare betalning debiteras ränta med 2 
% per påbörjad månad räknad på faktura beloppet, samt kravavgift med 
40 kronor. Har likvid ej inkommit 30 dagar efter fakturadatum eller om  
köparen vägrar att betala, kan objektet utan ytterligare meddelanden säl-
jas på köparens bekostnad. Utländska kunder erhåller förhandsfaktura.

Objekten säljs i befintligt skick såvida inte andra utfästelser om deras 
kvalitet har gjorts i katalogen eller på Internet. Detta innebär bl.a att som 
fel betraktas i första hand på foto ej synliga defekter eller avvikelser från 
kvalitetbeskrivning av enstaka objekt/serier. Beträffande samlingar eller 
partier innebär det att näringsidkare inte äger rätt att göra några påfölj-
der gällande och att den enskilde konsumentens möjlighet är begränsad 
till vad som stadgas i konsumentköp lagens § 9.
Reklamationer skall göras inom skälig tid efter det att köparen upptäckt 
eller bort upptäcka felet, normalt inom 10 dagar efter det att köparen har 
mottagit objekten eller haft möjlighet att göra detta genom avisering om 
objektens översändande från dennes postanstalt. Vid godkänd reklama-
tion återfår köparen auktionspris plus 25 % och ev. porto.

Auktionären kan vid reklamation kräva intyg från opartisk välkänd 
expert. Objektet med äkthetsintyg kan, om auktionären så anser befogat, 
endast returneras om minst två opartiska och välkända experter har en 
från intygsskrivaren avvikande mening.

AB Philea har ensamt rätt att utse vilken internationellt erkänd expert 
som skall användas, om inte annat överenskommits innan bud lämnats.  
       
Avgivande av muntliga bud eller auktionsuppdrag innebär godkännande 
av ovanstående  villkor.

Katalognummer och värden är hämtade ur Facit för Norden samt Michel 
för alla andra  länder och områden, om inget annat anges.    
       
Vid tvist gäller svensk lag.

  – 1 000 kr       with / med 50 kr
 1 001 kr – 5 000 kr       with / med 100 kr
 5 001 kr  – 10 000 kr       with / med 200 kr
 10 001 kr – 25 000 kr       with / med  500 kr
 25 001 kr –         with / med 1 000 kr

The auctioneer may use other advances / Auktionären kan frångå de fasta budstegen

Advances / Fasta höjningar

Auction conditions
The auction is voluntary and is conducted on behalf of the vendors. The 
lot shall be sold to the person making the highest bid at a sum equal to the 
next highest bid plus a fixed increase. If there is only one bid the lot will 
be sold for the starting price In the event of two identical bids the first bid 
received has priority.

All bids must be made in Swedish crowns (SEK). All invoices pertaining 
to auction purchases are made out by AB Philea, the financial and legal 
counterpart to all buyers and vendors at the auction.

Commission of 25 % is added to the hammerprice for both domestic and 
foreign customers. AB Philea uses the “Margin scheme” (also known as 
the “Global System”) meaning that no VAT will be specified on invoices. 
When incurred, expenses for insurance and postage are also added.

Bids made are binding. In the event of bids being presented by persons on 
behalf of  another (agents) the person presenting the bid is liable to satisfy 
the sales conditions as if it were his own bid. The person presenting the 
bid is also responsible for errors made by him in when acting as agent at 
the auction. Similarly, the person presenting the bid is liable for any errors 
or misunderstandings in the case of unconfirmed bids by telephone. For 
telephone bidding on lots with reserves less than SEK 2000, the auctioneer 
has the right to bid on behalf of the bidder up to SEK 2000 when the lot 
is auctioned, without having to confirm each bidding increment with the 
bidder on the telephone.

The auction will be conducted with as much care as possible but without 
any under taking on our part. We reserve the right to reject persons from 
the auction and decline bids without giving any reason for doing so. We 
also reserve the right, in the event of misunderstanding or differences of 
opinion, to re-offer the goods for auction.

Payment for lots purchased by a bid at the auction shall be made in cash, or 
against a pro forma invoice. The lots remains the property of the vendors 
until such time as full payment is made. Payment shall be made within 
8 days of the date of invoice. In the event of delay in payment interest is 
charged at 2 % of the invoiced sum for each month commenced plus a 
reminder fee of SEK 40. If payment has not been received by us  within, at 
the latest, 30 days after the date of invoice or if the purchaser refuses to pay, 
we are entitled to sell the lot at the purchaser’s expense with out giving any 
further notice. If this occurs the sum received on sale, after deduction of 
sales expenses, will be deducted from the unpaid debt. Any sum remaining 
due will be sub sequently recovered by legal measures. Foreign customers 
will receive pro forma invoices.

Lots are sold in their present condition except where other remarks concern-
ing their quality have been made in the catalogue or on Internet. This means, 
among other things, that defects not  visible in photographs or deviations 
from descriptions of quality of individual articles/sets are not regarded as 
defects. For collections and accumulations  tradesmen are not entitled to 
make any claims and private consumers rights are limited to those stipulated 
in Section 9 of the Swedish Consumers Sales Act.

Complaints must be presented within a reasonable time after the purchaser 
discovered or ought to have discovered the defect, normally within 10 
days following the purchaser’s receipt of the lot or his having had such 
opportunity following notification by his post  office of the lot’s arrival. If 
a complaint is approved the price of the lot will be repaid to the purchaser 
plus any postage.

The auctioneer may in the event of a complaint request a certificate from 
an impartial well-known expert. Lots with certified authenticity may, if the 
auctioneer considers it appropriate, only be returned if at least two impar-
tial and well-known experts have an opinion which  varies with that of the 
person who certified the authenticity.

AB Philea has the sole right to appoint an internationally recognized expert 
to be consulted, unless alternative arrangements about expertization is 
agreed prior to placing a bid at the sale.      
 
The presentation of verbal bids or auction instructions means that the above 
conditions are approved.

Unless otherwise stated, the catalogue numbers and valuations are taken 
from Facit for the Nordic Countries and from Michel for other countries 
and territories.

The auction is conducted and sales made are subject to the exclusive                    
jurisdiction of the Swedish courts and is subject to Swedish law. In the 
event of any discrepancies in the text arising from translation, the Swedish 
text shall prevail.    
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Bid form / Budblankett     

Please use block letters / Var god texta

Max purchase sum: 
Ev. maximal inköpssumma:

I hereby authorize AB Philea to bid on my behalf - and to the lowest possible price - on the lots below at this sale. Bids are 
exclusive of buyer’s premium. I agree to the conditions of sale. / Härmed ger jag AB Philea i uppdrag att för min räkning, och till 
lägsta möjliga pris, bjuda på nedanstående objekt på angiven auktion. Bud är exkl. provision. Jag godkänner auktionsvillkoren.

Date / Datum:            Signature / Namnteckning:

Customer number / Kundnummer:

Name

Address

Telephone

Mail

27 May 2021

Auction 385

Mobiltelefon för SMS-avise-
ring av paket inom Sverige

Please contact me about consignment:
Kontakta mig angående INLÄMNING:

If necessary, increase my bids by: 
Vid behov, höj mina bud med:

10 % 20 % 30 % 

Lot no. Bid (SEK) Lot no. Bid (SEK) Lot no. Bid (SEK) Lot no. Bid (SEK) Lot no. Bid (SEK) Lot no. Bid (SEK)

Leave your bids primarily at www.philea.se . Bidding can 
also be made by email to bids@philea.se , by phone 

+46-8-640 09 78 or +46-8-678 19 20 or by handing over the 
bid form at our office. We do not recommend sending bid 
forms by ordinary mail as mail distribution can be slow.

Lämna bud företrädelsevis via www.philea.se . Bud kan även avges via 
email bids@philea.se, telefon 08-640 09 78 / 08-678 19 20 eller genom 
att lämna budblanketten på vårt kontor. Då postgång kan vara långsam 

rekommenderar vi inte att ni lämnar bud per post.

Payment by credit card / Betalning via kort

Form of delivery / Önskad leveransform

For your safety we do not ask for credit card data on the bid form. If you wish to 
pay by credit card please do so in our Stockholm office or through the secure 
link sent to your e-mail address after the auction (for successful bidders).

För er säkerhet tar vi inte emot kortdata på anbudsblanketten. Vill ni betala med 
kort kan ni antingen göra det direkt på vårt kontor i Stockholm, eller via säker länk 
på internet, vilken ni efter köp på auktionen erhåller till er e-postadress.

Pro forma invoice 
Förskottsfaktura

Pick up at Stockholm
Hämtas Stockholm

Hämtas Göteborg
Se info sid. 2

Hämtas Kalmar
Se info sid. 2
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